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Executive Summary
The objective of this analysis is to evaluate potential economic impacts of the Chloropicrin
Mitigation Proposal issued May 15, 2013 by the California Department of Pesticide Regulation
(CDPR). This report will refer to the CDPR Chloropicrin Mitigation Proposal as the CDPR proposal,
proposed measures or, in some instances, the proposal. The proposal regards the use of
fumigant products that contain chloropicrin as an active ingredient, either alone or with 1,3dichloropropene. Although it applies to products that include both chloropicrin and methyl
bromide, these products are subject to a separate set of existing regulations regarding methyl
bromide and are not addressed separately in the draft proposal (CDPR 2013a). Requirements for
methyl bromide/ chloropicrin products will depend on the relative mixture and reconciling with
current methyl bromide regulations (CDPR, 2013e). The potential economic impacts are
incremental effects beyond those associated with federal requirements now in effect, specifically
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Mitigation Measures for Products Containing
Chloropicrin—Phase 1 went into effect December 31, 2010 and Phase 2 went into effect
December 1, 2012—as well as county permit conditions currently in effect. County permit
conditions, to one degree or another, follow the CDPR Chloropicrin and Chloropicrin with 1,3Dichloropropene (Field Fumigant) Recommended Permit Conditions, which were last updated in
July of 2013.
There are three key challenges for this analysis. First, the existing federal requirements are
relatively new. The full implications of the Phase 2 measures, in particular, are not known. This
makes it difficult to disentangle incremental effects of the CDPR proposal. Second, the CDPR
proposal is not a unique set of draft requirements. Rather, for buffer zone distances, and the
maximum number of treehole sites that can be fumigated in a single day, the proposal offers four
possibilities based on the percentile of protection for human health (80th, 85th, 90th, and 95th),
with the choice to be determined at a later date. The potential economic impact will, quite
obviously, be highly dependent upon the buffer zone distances associated with the chosen
percentile of protection. Third, buffer zone requirements are by nature spatial, and their effects
are site-specific. Limitations on the availability of recent, accurate spatial data limit the scope of
this report. The analysis focuses on California almond and strawberry production and, when
Notice of Intent information (NOI) is evaluated or GIS data are used, focuses more specifically on
Ventura County strawberry production.
In order to identify types of potential economic effects the analysis begins with a comparison of
the provisions of the CDPR proposal with EPA’s Phase 2 requirements and CDPR’s recommended
permit conditions (Section 2). One key difference is that the CDPR proposal sets the buffer zone
distance for fumigations using tarps that are eligible for a 60% credit towards a buffer zone
reduction from EPA at 25 feet or the minimum distance specified on the product label. A note on
tarp type names: Most, but not all of the tarps eligible for the EPA 60% credit are totally
impermeable film (TIF), and the CDPR proposal refers to all tarps eligible for the 60% EPA credit
as “TIF”. In this report, we use the term “60% tarp” to denote a tarp eligible for the EPA’s 60%
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credit, and the terms “non-60% tarp” and “other tarp” to denote tarps other than those eligible
for EPA’s 60% buffer reduction credit. (These include 0, 20, and 40 percent credit tarps.)
The CDPR proposal provides tables of buffer distances for tarped applications other than those
with 60% tarp, and untarped applications. Only the applications using 60% tarp and other tarp
are relevant to strawberries. The buffer distances vary by the broadcast equivalent rate of
chloropicrin applied in pounds per acre and by the percentile of protection offered by the buffer
zone distance.
The report identifies primary concerns regarding the proposal’s potential economic impacts,
based on the public comments submitted regarding proposed measures (Section 3). For many
concerns, such as acreage loss due to buffer zones, EPA’s Phase 2 requirements, CDPR’s
Recommended Permit Conditions and county permit conditions already have the same types of
effects. Because the EPA Phase 2 requirements came into effect in December 2012, only 2013
grower decisions reflect them.
The report includes two representative field analyses which evaluate the effect of buffer zone
distance requirements on acreage losses and net revenues under the current EPA and county
permit condition requirements, and under each scenario in the CDPR proposal for a range of field
sizes. These analyses address the incentive for growers to alter their tarping decisions. They
assume fields are square and there is a single buffer reducing acreage surrounding the field on
each side.
The first representative field analysis examines almonds. It utilizes data on costs, returns, and
application rates obtained from UC Cooperative Extension cost studies and personnel, and price
and production data from CDFA. It evaluates changes in acreage that can be fumigated and net
revenues hat would be lost under the CDPR proposal due to changes in buffer distances, and the
benefit of switching to a buffer-reducing tarping option. Two fumigants are considered: Telone
C-35 and a 99% chloropicrin product, such as Chloropicrin 100 or Tri-Clor. The impact of the
proposed regulation depends on the proposed percentile of protection level, the fumigant used,
the application block size, and tarping practice. Switching to buffer-reducing tarp reduces net
revenue losses more often and to a greater extent when a 99% chloropicrin product is used than
when Telone C-35 is used.
The second representative field analysis examines strawberries. It utilizes data on costs, returns,
and 2013 fumigant product application rates from Ventura County. There is almost always an
incentive for growers to reduce the application block size in order to reduce buffer zone
distances. Current regulations virtually always induce growers to select tarps eligible for a 60%
buffer zone reduction, so there is no incremental effect of the CDPR proposal on tarp selection.
For small application blocks and low percentiles of protection the EPA requirements are generally
more stringent than the CDPR proposed measures, so there is no incremental effect. At high
percentiles of protection and large application blocks the CDPR proposed measures are generally
more stringent so that there is a negative incremental effect on net revenues. The effects vary
by fumigant product.
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The report compares pre-plant soil fumigation decisions regarding strawberry production in
Ventura County and in California in 2011, 2012, and 2013 using CDPR’s Pesticide Use Reporting
(PUR) data in Section 9. The 2013 PUR data are preliminary, and not publicly available.1 Five
fumigant products that would be subject to the proposed measures were utilized for pre-plant
soil fumigation of strawberries in Ventura County during those years: InLine, Tri-Clor, Tri-Clor EC,
Pic-Clor 60 and Pic-Clor 60 EC. The comparison shows that there has been no single trend in
application rates or choice of fumigant product. The total number of fumigations in 2012 and
2013 were noticeably higher than in 2011. Fumigation started earlier in 2013 than in 2012, which
in turn started earlier than in 2011. Specifically, 25% of all strawberry acreage treated with a
fumigant product containing chloropicrin or chloropicrin and 1, 3-D was fumigated by July 3 in
2013, compared to July 8 in 2011 and July 27 in 2012. Half of all treated acreage was fumigated
by August 15 in 2013, compared to August 30 in 2011 and August 23 in 2012. In 2013, 61% of
fumigated acreage used 60% tarp. (Tarp use data are not available for 2011 and 2012.)
The report identifies cases where the CDPR proposal could lead to an increase in buffer zone
distances and associated buffer acres using a subset of 2013 NOIs to fumigate strawberries with
chloropicrin from Ventura County. It then identifies when these increases would require part of
a strawberry field to be included in the buffer rather than the buffer simply extending further
onto adjacent land. Even at the 95th percentile of protection 68% of treatment blocks were
unaffected, in many instances due to the use of 60% tarp (Table ES-1). The effect on the impacted
blocks was highly dependent on the percentile of protection. At the 95th percentile of protection,
4.96% of total treated acreage was no longer eligible for treatment under the CDPR proposal.
However, the impact is unevenly distributed across treatment blocks, impacting only 34
treatment blocks out of 269. For these 34 blocks the average percent of the block acreage that
could no longer be treated was relatively small at low percentiles of protection (3.13% percent
of acreage at the 80th percentile) but quite significant at the 95th percentile of protection
(45.16%).

1

Since this report was prepared the 2013 PUR data have been released. Ventura County data are the same as in the
preliminary version. Table 41 in the text has been revised very slightly to conform to the PUR data as of 5 August
2015.
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Table ES-1. Number of Fumigations by Effect on Buffer Zone Distance- CDPR 95th Percentile
Minus NOI Buffer Zone Distance:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013

60% tarp
Other tarp

Increase Same ft.
Total N
%
N
%
184 0 0% 184 100%
85 78 92%
7
8%

Broadcast
Drip

50 1 2% 49
219 77 35% 142

98%
65%

All fumigations

269 78 29% 191

71%

The economic analysis in Section 10 utilizes the results of the NOI analysis to estimate gross
revenue losses for Ventura County strawberries. Translating the estimated lost acreage into lost
revenues is challenging because corresponding production and price data are not available
publicly yet. No acreage, yield or volume information or processing price for the 2014 season is
available publicly as of August 15, 2014. We thus estimate losses using information for 2011,
2012 and 2013. The data are for all strawberries and are from the 2013 and 2012 Ventura County
Crop and Livestock Reports (Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner 2012, 2013).
Gross and net revenue losses are summarized in Table ES-2. Consistent with the large differences
in acreage losses, gross revenue losses vary widely depending on the percentile of protection and
the year from which parameters are drawn, from $0.2 million at the 80th percentile of protection
(2011 and 2013 parameters) to $34.2 million at the 95th percentile of protection (2012). One
means of providing economic context for these estimates is to calculate the cost per acre
remaining eligible for production under the CDPR proposal. The cost per acre ranged from $17
at the 80th percentile (2013) to $3,155 at the 95th percentile (2012). Another measure of the
impact is to calculate the cost per ton of strawberries. The cost per ton produced on the
remaining treated acreage was $0.74 at the 80th percentile (2013) and $102.79 at the 95th (2011).
Total net revenue losses ranged from $0.04 million to $9.9 million.
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Table ES-2. Gross Revenue Losses by Percentile of Protection and Parameter Sets:
Ventura County, Strawberries
2013
2012
2011
Percentile of protection
Gross Revenue Losses (million $)
0.2 0.04%
0.3 0.04%
0.2 0.03%
80th percentile
1.8 0.30%
2.0 0.29%
1.9 0.30%
85th percentile
9.9 1.62%
11.2 1.62%
10.1 1.61%
90th percentile
30.2 4.96%
34.2 4.95%
31.0 4.96%
95th percentile
Gross Revenue Losses Per Acre ($/acre)
80th percentile
17 0.04%
24 0.04%
22 0.04%
85th percentile
133 0.30%
180 0.30%
166 0.30%
90th percentile
740 1.65%
997 1.65%
918 1.65%
95th percentile
2,344 5.22%
3,155 5.22%
2,907 5.22%
Gross Revenue Losses per Ton ($/ton)
0.74 0.04%
0.76 0.04%
0.77 0.04%
80th percentile
5.69 0.30%
5.81 0.30%
5.85 0.30%
85th percentile
31.58 1.65%
32.25 1.65%
32.47 1.65%
90th percentile
99.95 5.22%
102.07 5.22%
102.79 5.22%
95th percentile
Net Revenue Losses (million $)
0.04 0.04%
0.08 0.04%
0.07 0.04%
80th percentile
0.3 0.30%
0.6 0.29%
0.5 0.29%
85th percentile
1.8 1.62%
3.2 1.62%
2.8 1.62%
90th percentile
5.4 4.95%
9.9 4.95%
8.6 4.95%
95th percentile

The Ventura County strawberry industry economic analysis is complemented by an analysis of
available GIS data for Ventura County(Section 11). The GIS analysis identifies strawberry fields
for which, the EPA difficult-to-evacuate site buffer zone (implemented as part of the Phase 2
measures) or a 25-ft. buffer zone adjacent to land zoned for urban use would reduce acreage
eligible for fumigation, and estimates the total acreage contained in the buffers. While the actual
acreage lost to these measures would be small, many fields would be affected: 43% of the total.
An important caveat is that the data used for the GIS analysis do not include current buffer zone
distances due to EPA requirements. It is a counterfactual that omits the existing buffers, so it
overstates the acreage losses due to the CDPR proposal. When the required EPA buffer zone
distances are larger than the applicable buffer zone distance in the CDPR proposal then there is
no incremental effect of the CDPR proposal in these cases.
As is always the case, the analysis is subject to a number of caveats, detailed in the text. Some
of the more significant methodological caveats specific to this context are 1- growers will not
alter their pre-plant soil fumigation application method or product, 2- growers will not switch
crops, and will not grow anything in the buffer acreage, and 3- Other regulatory requirements,
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including CDPR’s requirements regarding VOC emissions and 1,3-D township caps are not
considered. Applications of chloropicrin in conjunction with methyl bromide are not considered,
due to other existing regulations governing methyl bromide use. Additionally, standard caveats
for ex ante economic analyses of this type include 1-yield on harvested acreage will remain
constant 2- other costs will remain constant, and 3- the demand for strawberries is perfectly
elastic, so price will remain constant. The economic analysis for Ventura County assumes that all
strawberry acreage is affected, not just acreage treated with a product containing chloropicrin
alone or chloropicrin plus 1,3-dichloropropene, and assumes that the applications included in the
NOI analysis are representative of Ventura County pre-plant soil fumigant applications for
strawberry production. A very important caveat regards the data: preliminary 2013 Pesticide Use
Reporting data are used here. These data have not completed the entire CDPR review process
and are not available publicly.
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1. Introduction
The objective of this analysis is to evaluate the potential economic impacts on the California
strawberry industry of the Chloropicrin Mitigation Proposal issued May 15, 2013 by the California
Department of Pesticide Regulation (CDPR) (CDPR 2013a). This report will refer to the CDPR
Chloropicrin Mitigation Proposal, as the CDPR proposal, proposed measures or, in some
instances, the proposal. These potential economic impacts are incremental effects beyond those
associated with CDPR’s recommended permit conditions as adopted by counties, and those
associated with federal requirements now in effect, specifically the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Mitigation Measures for Products Containing Chloropicrin Phase 1 that
went into effect December 31, 2010 and Phase 2 that went into effect December 1, 2012.
There are three key challenges for this analysis. First, the existing federal requirements are
relatively new, as are CDPR’s recommended permit conditions. It is difficult to disentangle
incremental effects of the CDPR Mitigation Proposal. The best available data are preliminary
2013 data regarding pre-plant soil fumigations provided by CDPR and 2013 Notice of Intent (NOI)
data provided by Ventura County for a subset of restricted material permits regarding
fumigations.2 These data report growers’ pre-plant soil fumigation decisions given both sets of
existing requirements.
Second, the CDPR proposal is not a single set of draft requirements. Rather, for a key aspect of
the proposed measures, namely the proposed buffer zone distances, the proposal offers four
possibilities based on the percentile of protection for human health (80th, 85th, 90th, and 95th),
with the choice to be determined at a later date. The CDPR proposal states a single 25-foot
buffer zone distance for applications using tarps eligible for a 60% buffer credit from EPA
(referred to as “60% tarp” in the report), and provides tables of buffer distances for tarped
applications other than 60% tarp, and for untarped applications. (Note: The terms “non-60%
tarp” and “other tarp” are used in the report to denote tarps other than those eligible for EPA’s
60% buffer reduction credit. These include 0, 20, and 40 percent credit tarps.) The buffer
distances vary by the broadcast equivalent rate of chloropicrin applied in pounds per acre and by
the percentile of protection offered by the buffer zone distance. The representative field
analyses evaluate incremental changes in buffer acreage and profits due to the proposed CDPR
regulations given the existence of the EPA regulations. They do not take county permit conditions
2

Many thanks to CDPR for graciously providing the preliminary 2013 PUR data to enable this analysis. Use of the
data is subject to the following caveats: Not all 2013 PUR data have been received by DPR from the counties. The
data have not been error checked and have not been released by CDPR for public consumption. That said, the
number of records for the main strawberry growing counties was similar to what was received by DPR for these
same counties in previous years, implying that most records had been submitted. Ventura County had finished
entering fumigant PUR records before December 2013.
Since this report was prepared the 2013 PUR data have been released. Ventura County data are the same as in the
preliminary version. Table 41 in the text has been revised very slightly to conform to the PUR data as of 5 August
2015.
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into account. The potential economic impact will, quite obviously, be highly dependent upon the
buffer zone distances associated with the chosen percentile of protection as well as pre-existing
buffer zone distance requirements.
Third, buffer zone requirements are by nature spatial, and their effects are site-specific.
Limitations on the availability of recent, accurate spatial data limit the scope of this report. When
Notice of Intent information (NOI) is evaluated or GIS data are used, the report focuses more
specifically on Ventura County strawberry production. The best available data for the latter
analysis are preliminary 2013 data regarding pre-plant soil fumigations provided by CDPR and
2013 Notice of Intent (NOI) data provided by Ventura County for a subset of restricted material
permits regarding fumigations. These data report growers’ pre-plant soil fumigation decisions
given existing EPA requirements and county permit conditions. Ventura County accounted for
30% of California’s harvested strawberry acreage and 29% of its gross value in 2012 (NASS 2013).
Chloropicrin use tends to be relatively concentrated geographically. Figure 1 plots pre-plant
chloropicrin applications for California by section and number of acres treated in each section in
2013. Table 1 reports the top twenty uses of chloropicrin in 2012 based on the pounds of
chloropicrin applied and acres treated in California in 2012. The spatially intensive use of
chloropicrin along the Central and South Coasts is due primarily to pre-plant soil fumigation for
strawberries.
Acres treated or pounds applied on an annual basis represent a crop’s share of use but do not
represent the relative importance of chloropicrin across crops. Strawberries are grown as an
annual crop on a substantial majority of acreage in production, and, accordingly, pre-plant soil
fumigation for acreage planted to strawberries is the largest use of chloropicrin in California
agriculture. Seventy-seven percent of chloropicrin applied in California in 2012 was used as a preplant soil fumigation treatment for acreage planted in strawberries. Almonds, in contrast, are a
perennial crop. The majority of almond acreage is fumigated prior to planting. Because the
economic life of an almond orchard is roughly twenty years, the importance of chloropicrin is not
reflected in annual use measures. Each acre is treated in its entirety only once per production
cycle. 3
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There are also tree hole treatments applied when individual trees are replaced.
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Figure 1. Acres of pre-plant soil applications of chloropicrin: California, 2013
Source: Constructed by UC Davis AGIS Lab using data from CalAtlas, DWR and preliminary 2013 PUR data
from CDPR.
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Table 1. Top 20 Uses of Chloropicrin in California: 2012
Crop
Strawberry
Soil Fumigation/Preplant
Raspberry
Tomato
Watermelon
Uncultivated Ag
Pepper, Fruiting
Lettuce, Head
N-Outdr Flower
Spinach
Blackberry
N-Outdr Plants in Containers
Walnut
Grape, Wine
Onion, Dry
N-Outdr Transplants
Almond
Sweet Potato
Eggplant
Blueberry
Subtotal of top 10 uses
Subtotal of top 20 uses
Total for all uses

Pounds
Applied
6,727,179
809,840
587,440
146,058
88,011
78,965
75,180
60,632
56,488
42,312
41,070
34,665
30,522
29,908
21,164
15,179
13,915
7066
4,963
4,683
8,672,104
8,875,239
9,029,526

Percent of
Pounds
74.50%
8.97%
6.51%
1.62%
0.97%
0.87%
0.83%
0.67%
0.63%
0.47%
0.45%
0.38%
0.34%
0.33%
0.23%
0.17%
0.15%
0.08%
0.05%
0.05%
96.04%
98.29%
100.00%

Acres Treated
40,821
6,369
2,875
1,132
1,123
827
1,329
371
474
226
207
510
3,671
162
273
1,619
5,418
42
46
22
55,547
67,517
68,322

Percent of
Acres
59.75%
9.32%
4.21%
1.66%
1.64%
1.21%
1.94%
0.54%
0.69%
0.33%
0.30%
0.75%
5.37%
0.24%
0.40%
2.37%
7.93%
0.06%
0.07%
0.03%
81.30%
98.82%
100.00%

Source: http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/pur/pur12rep/chmrpt12.pdf
Approach
The analysis has several components. Section 2 compares the proposed CDPR measures to
current EPA requirements and CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions. The differences are
sources of potential economic impacts. It identifies and discusses other measures that may affect
grower returns, including county permit conditions, and CDPR’s fumigant use measures designed
to reduce VOC emissions from pesticide use. Section 3 addresses comments received during the
public comment period regarding the May 15, 2013 proposal. This component identifies
common themes across comments and types of potential economic impacts identified by
stakeholders. Sections 2 and 3 establish that many of the comments regarding the CDPR proposal
address requirements that are similar to ones already present in existing restrictions. The results
are also used to guide the development of the representative field analysis, which are provided
in Section 5 (almonds) and Section 7 (strawberries) for 5-, 20- and 40-acre application blocks. The
representative field analysis for almonds evaluates the effects of the CDPR proposed measures
4

on acreage and net revenues for two fumigants (Telone C-35 and a 99% chloropicrin product,
e.g., Chloropicrin 100, Tri-Clor) under strip fumigation, and three tarping practices (no tarp, other
tarp, and 60% credit tarp). The representative field analysis for strawberries evaluates the effects
of the CDPR proposed measures on acreage and net revenues using each of five soil fumigant
products containing chloropicrin as an active ingredient for each of the four percentiles of
protection under consideration by CDPR. The percentiles represent the level of protection, based
on the probability of exceeding the 73 ppb target concentration beyond the perimeter of the
buffer zone. Section 8 examines growers’ pre-plant soil fumigation decisions in 2013 under
existing regulations. Section 9 analyzes NOIs associated with a subset of 2013 Ventura County
fumigation permits. The subset includes 80 NOIs covering 271 fumigations. The 80 NOIs are
taken from 17 use permits. The analysis examines the impact of existing and CDPR proposed
buffer zone distance requirements for the 271 fumigations.4 Section 10 estimates the economic
impacts of the proposal on the Ventura County strawberry industry using the information
obtained in Section 8. Section 11 uses GIS data to calculate potential strawberry acreage losses
in Ventura County due to EPA requirements regarding difficult-to-evacuate sites and the
minimum buffer permitted under the CDPR proposal. Section 12 concludes.
Assumptions, Caveats and Other Considerations
The analysis assumes that growers will comply with all county, state, and federal requirements.
In sections 9 and 10 the analysis assumes that growers will not alter their pre-plant soil
fumigation application methods in response to the combined effect of the US EPA requirements
and the CDPR proposed measures. Specifically, they will not change the material they apply, the
tarps they use, nor switch from broadcast to drip application or vice versa. We assume that the
application method and fumigant will not change because many factors including pest and
disease pressure, terrain, and irrigation system design determine the application method and
fumigant. Therefore, based on input from industry and researchers, we assume that there are
sufficient reasons for growers to remain with current methods. Also, a change in application
method would almost always mean a change in fumigant and guessing at the alternative would
not be productive. Instead we are basing our analysis on actual behavior and not hypothesized
behavior. The representative field analyses in Sections 5 and 7 loosen the assumption regarding
tarping method choice and identify the profit-maximizing choice of tarp taking into consideration
required buffer zone distances and the higher cost of 60% tarp.
There are two types of tarps in the CDPR proposal: tarps eligible for a 60% buffer zone distance
reduction (or “credit”) according to EPA labels and other tarps (which may be eligible for a 0, 20
or 40 percent credit from EPA). 5 This report will refer to tarps that are eligible for a 60% credit as
“60% tarps.” It will refer to tarps that are not eligible for a 60% credit as “other tarps” and “non4

Some analyses exclude two fumigations with ambiguities in buffer zone determination, leaving 269 fumigations.
While the CDPR draft regulations released for public comment refer to the use of TIF (totally impermeable film),
any restrictions CDPR enacts will utilize the EPA’s list of tarp materials eligible for a 60% buffer zone distance
reduction. Page 4 of the mitigation proposal clarifies that this is the intention (CDPR 2013). The EPA revises the list
regularly.
Appendix
B
lists
the
60%
credit
tarps
effective
April
28,
2014
(http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/tarpcredits/#chloropicrin).
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60% tarps.” These assumptions imply that a sufficient supply of 60% tarp and sufficient capacity
to apply it will be available to meet industry needs. There are multiple manufacturers producing
a variety of materials eligible for a 60% credit; recent increases in the use of these materials
suggest that this is a reasonable approach.
Other assumptions regarding production and demand include the following: Growers will not
switch crops, and will not grow anything in the buffer acreage. Yield per harvested acre will not
change. The cost of fumigants and fumigation (apart from any cost change due to changes in
tarp type) will not change, nor will any other costs. Any cost changes would alter net revenues.
The price of the commodity under consideration (almonds or strawberries) will not increase in
response to a decrease in production. That is, demand is assumed to be perfectly elastic. For
the representative field analyses this is the appropriate assumption because production from a
single field will not influence the market price. For the analysis of the potential economic losses
to the Ventura County strawberry industry in Section 10 this assumption may result in overstating
the revenue losses due to a decrease in production because Ventura County is the major U.S.
supplier of fresh strawberries for part of its harvest season. In the GIS analysis for Ventura
County, the numbers of and locations of urban areas and strawberry fields are assumed to be
fixed. Changes in these items could increase or decrease the estimated number of fields and the
acreage affected by buffers and the associated economic costs.
The analysis does not consider other regulatory requirements (apart from using EPA buffer
distances when they exceed CDPR proposed buffers distances) and how they may interact with
the proposed measures, including CDPR’s requirements regarding VOC emissions, 1,3-D
township caps, and use requirements regarding soil fumigant products containing methyl
bromide. County and state requirements regarding VOC emissions may influence growers’
preferred application dates. 1,3-D use is subject to annual township caps, which can limit
growers’ ability to utilize products containing it. Products containing methyl bromide are subject
to other regulations. Some chloropicrin use is in fumigant products that have both chloropicrin
and methyl bromide as active ingredients and are within the scope of the proposal. However,
this use is omitted from the analysis. Under the proposal, requirements for methyl
bromide/chloropicrin products will depend on the relative mixture and reconciling with current
methyl bromide regulations (CDPR, 2013e). Including these materials would require a full
exploration of the methyl bromide regulations and would further complicate the analysis without
substantive contribution to the analysis.
As is the case for any ex ante analysis of potential economic effects, a number of standard caveats
apply. To the extent that any assumption listed in the previous paragraphs does not broadly
hold, the results of the analysis may not hold. One possibility is that growers may choose to use
a different fumigant product as a result of the requirements. Provided that growers maximize
profits, ignoring the possibility that they may switch fumigant products will overstate the
potential economic impacts. However, the factors governing growers’ choice of fumigant
products have resulted in heterogeneous decisions under current conditions, and there is no
clear basis for hypothesizing how the requirements may influence their decisions. Also, growers
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may reduce the rates of application, subdivide their fields into smaller sections, or fumigate
several different times on the same field using different products each time and/or lower rates
than prior to the new requirements.
As noted earlier, limitations on the availability of recent spatial data limit the scope of some
components of this analysis. Extrapolating from the results to infer potential effects for the rest
of the strawberry industry or for other commodities could be misleading. Other strawberryproducing regions differ from Ventura County in a number of ways, including but not limited to
total strawberry acreage, the timing of fumigation, the size distribution of strawberry fields,
neighboring land uses, yields, and local requirements.
There are other, potentially costly, provisions in the proposed measures. The proposed
maximum treated area of 40 acres, and the proposed approach to field separation for the
definition of application blocks and the basis for determining the buffer distance for overlapping
blocks, could extend the amount of time required for growers to fumigate their acreage prior to
planting. For annual crops, it is conceivable that either the previous crop will be removed earlier
or the current crop will be planted later as part of growers’ profit-maximizing responses to the
requirements. Evaluating the potential economic effects of changes in timing is speculative at
best, given the available information.
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2. CDPR Mitigation Proposal Measures in the Context of EPA Phase 2
Requirements, CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions, and County
Permit Conditions
Evaluating the economic impacts of the CDPR proposed measures requires identifying the
appropriate baseline. The baseline is the current set of requirements regarding the pre-plant
application of soil fumigants with which growers must comply. This study defines the baseline
as current EPA requirements, specifically the Phase II measures enacted in December 2012. In
addition, the baseline includes 2013 county permit conditions when evaluating the Ventura
County strawberry industry. In Ventura County, these conditions conform to the “Chloropicrin
and Chloropicrin with 1,3-D (Field Fumigant) Recommended Permit Conditions” last updated by
CDPR in July 2013 (Appendix F). Comparing the CDPR proposal to existing requirements is critical
because any effect of the proposal is relative to current conditions. If the county permit
conditions and/or EPA requirements are stricter than the CDPR proposed measures, then the
proposed measures will have no economic impact because growers will continue to comply with
the existing permit conditions.
Several of the key elements of the CDPR proposal are also contained in the existing CDPR
Recommended Permit Conditions (Table 2). However, our task is to estimate the marginal
economic impact of the proposal and therefore, the current rules, including the county permit
conditions, are used as the baseline. Also, the PUR and county data does not allow for an
estimation of the impact of EPA Phase II as a baseline because the CDPR Recommended Permit
Conditions were adopted by counties at the same time. Finally, growers in VOC non-attainment
areas must comply with CDPR measures designed to reduce VOC emissions from pesticide
applications.6
This section summarizes and compares existing requirements and the CDPR proposed measures.
One challenge in evaluating the proposed measures is that the draft document does not actually
identify a single set of buffer zone distance requirements. Rather, it provides four possibilities
that are a function of the “percentile of protection.” The percentile of protection is the
percentage of applications for which the target concentration of 73 ppb of chloropicrin would
not be exceeded beyond the buffer zone perimeter based on CDPR’s scientific assessment.
Table 2 compares key provisions of the current EPA requirements, the CDPR Recommended
Permit Conditions, and the CDPR proposed measures. 7 It identifies differences that are sources
of potential economic impacts.

6

Information regarding VOCs and CDPR’s regulatory actions related to VOC emissions from pesticide applications is
available at http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/emon/vocs/vocproj/vocmenu.htm.

7

A concise summary of the EPA requirements is available at http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/hs1168.
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The most notable differences between the EPA Phase II and the CDPR Recommended Permit
Conditions are the timing of fumigations, the maximum of 40 treatable acres in a 24-hour period,
a minimum buffer zone distance in the proposed range of 60 – 100 feet for non-60% tarps and
untarped fumigations, the overlapping buffer rule, and longer waiting periods. Both include a
minimum buffer distance of 25 feet for 60% tarp. The key difference considered in the economic
analysis is the buffer zone distances in the CDPR proposal compared to the EPA Phase 2 buffer
distances combined with the minimum distances for non 60% tarp and untarped fumigations in
the CDPR recommended permit conditions. Buffer zone distances are mostly larger in the CDPR
proposal than the EPA requirements for non 60% tarps. The CDPR proposal states a minimum
distance of 25 feet for 60% tarp or the label buffer zone, whichever is larger. Essentially, this
makes the EPA Phase 2 buffer zone distances the de facto CDPR proposal buffer zone distances
for 60% tarp.
The CDPR proposed measures are much more detailed regarding applications with overlapping
buffer zones. The EPA Phase 2 requirements mandate that growers must wait 12 hours between
applications when fields have overlapping buffer zones if they want the buffer zone distance to
be based on individual field size. If a second application is started within 12 hours of the end of
the first application then the two blocks are considered to be one application and the acres must
be combined to calculate the buffer distance of the combined block. The CDPR proposed
measures make buffer zone distances contingent on the tarp used in the two adjacent fields,
total acreage of the two fields, and the time since the first application (extending the buffer
overlap provision to 36 hours).
The current EPA requirements provide a number of “credits” which reduce the required buffer
zone distance. Credits are allowed for using specific tarps (60%, 40% or 20%), “Symmetry
application rig credit, potassium thiosulfate credit, water treatment credit, soil temperature
credit, and clay content credit. (USEPA, 2013). The CDPR proposal does not allow for any of these
credits except the use of 60% tarp, which is reflected in the 25-foot buffer zone stated for all 60%
tarp fumigations, regardless of application rate or block size. It should be noted that the proposal
states that additional evaluations are in progress for the water treatment, organic content, soil
temperature, and clay content credits.
One concern some stakeholders have is that CDPR is not including credits for factors scientifically
demonstrated to reduce chloropicrin emissions. Barry (2013a) compiled a report for the CDPR
Environmental Program Manager that examined whether or not the EPA chloropicrin buffer
credits are assigned to strategies that actually reduce chloropicrin emissions. That report also
makes recommendations regarding the implementation of buffer credit based on the ease of
monitoring and the source of any emissions reduction. Appendix D briefly reviews some
available scientific evidence regarding the emissions reduction associated with the activities for
which the EPA provides buffer credit. It does not summarize Barry (2013a) or draw conclusions
regarding whether or not CDPR should allow these same credits based on the scientific evidence
presented.
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Table 2. Comparison of Regulatory Provisions: CDPR Proposed Measures, CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions and Phase 2
EPA Requirements
Requirement
Maximum acreage that
can be fumigated in 24
hours
Minimum buffer zone
distance

Buffer zone distances
and timing requirements
for applications with
overlapping buffer zones

CDPR Proposal

CDPR Recommended
Permit Conditions

40 acres

40 acres

60% tarps: 25 feet
Other tarp: “in the range of 60 to
100 feet”—no details provided, and
not incorporated into buffer tables
12-36 hours after “Field 1” is
fumigated
• If both fields use 60% tarp:
Buffers are calculated per
individual field size. Combined
acreage cannot exceed 40.
• If at least one field is non-60%
tarp or untarped: Buffers are
calculated per combined field
acreages. (I.e., Field 1 buffer is
recalculated/increased.)
Combined acreage cannot
exceed 40.

60% tarp: 25 feet
Other tarps:
≤ 6 acres: 60 feet
> 6 acres: 100 feet
Within 36 hours after “Field
1” is fumigated
• If both fields use 60%
tarp: Buffers are
calculated per
individual field acreage.
Combined acreage
cannot exceed 40.
• If at least one field is
other tarp or untarped:
Buffers are calculated
per combined field
acreage. (I.e., Field 1
buffer is recalculated/
increased.) Combined
acreage cannot exceed
40.

36+-48 hours
• If at least one field is other tarp
or untarped: Buffers are
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Phase 2 EPA
120-160 acres

25 feet

Fumigations with overlapping
buffers must occur at least 12
hours apart after which time
buffers are calculated per
individual field acreage.

Requirement

CDPR Proposal

CDPR Recommended
Permit Conditions

recalculated per individual field
sizes.

Tree hole fumigation

Buffer zone distance

48+ hours: Buffer for first field
expires.
Proposed maximum number of tree
hole sites per acre ranges from 230160 (80-95th percentiles). Actual
maximum will depend on chosen
percentile.

Specified for three application
methods: 60% tarp, other tarp and
untarped.
Final buffer zone distances depend
on chosen percentile.

Phase 2 EPA

No limit on tree hole number.
Fumigant limited to 1 lb./tree and
435 lbs./acre

EPA label subject to
minimum buffer distance
restrictions.

Specified for seven methods: drip,
shank bedded and shank
broadcast, each for tarped and
untarped; and deep shank
untarped. All but drip have two
buffer zone distance tables, for
soil water content > 70%, and 5069% (larger buffers)
Applications needing a buffer > ½
mi (2,640 ft.) prohibited.
Minimum buffer 25 ft. regardless
of fumigant or field size
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Requirement

CDPR Proposal

CDPR Recommended
Permit Conditions

•
Buffer zone credits:

The 25-foot minimum buffer zone
distance for applications using 60%
Allow a percentage
tarp is effectively an approximate
reduction in the buffer
60% reduction of CDPR’s 60-foot
zone distance for specific
minimum buffer for applications
management practices
that use other tarp or no tarp.
and site characteristics.

•

12

Credit for post
application water
treatments only for
tarped beds with
untarped ground in
between the beds.
Buffer zone reduction
credits for tarp usage
allowed by the label

Phase 2 EPA
•

Specific high-barrier tarps
eligible for 60% credit.
• Specific high-barrier metalized
tarps: 30%
• Other tarp credits allowed by
label
• Symmetry rigs used with
above tarps and
< 100 lbs. active
ingredient/acre: add 10% to
tarp credit
• Soil organic matter of
> 3%: 30%
• Soil organic matter of
2 to 3%: 20%
• Use of potassium thiosulfate,
or water seals on tarps: 15%
• Soil organic matter of 1-2%,
Soil temperature
< 50˚F, or Soil clay content of >
27%: 10%
Maximum credit 80%

Requirement
Timing of production
activities,
includes
• Time between
end of fumigation
and tarp cutting
• Time between
tarp cutting and
removal
• Time before
planting is
allowed

CDPR Proposal

•

•
•
•

5 days after fumigation is
complete: Tarps that do not
qualify for buffer reduction can
be cut
9 days: Tarps that qualify for
buffer reduction can be cut
24 hours after cutting: Tarp can
be removed.
Planting: Per EPA

CDPR Recommended
Permit Conditions
•

•
•
•
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•
5 days after fumigation
•
is complete: Tarps that
do not qualify for buffer
reduction can be cut
9 days: Tarps that
qualify for buffer
•
reduction can be cut
24 hours after cutting:
Tarp can be removed.
•
Planting: Per EPA

Phase 2 EPA
5 days: Tarp can be cut
Must wait two hours to
remove tarp after cutting, if
cut within 14 days after
fumigation. Planting allowed
after tarp removal.
48-hours after cutting:
Planting allowed if tarp has
not been removed
15 days: Planting allowed
when tarp is cut

CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions
Restricted materials permits are issued by county agricultural commissioners’ offices (CACs).
These permits are required to use pesticides classified as restricted use materials, including
fumigants containing chloropicrin. The CAC reviews, then approves or denies annual operator
permits and NOIs submitted for each fumigation or set of fumigations.
CDPR issues recommended permit conditions for counties to use in reviewing restricted use
permits. These recommendations are highly relevant for county-permit conditions. CDPR’s
guidance indicates that they expect CACs to adopt its permit recommendations:
“Should the CAC choose not to follow CDPR's recommended permit conditions,
they must be able to articulate their reasons and explain how they addressed the
hazards of the authorized pesticides. CDPR will support the CAC’s decisions and
actions provided they result in adequate protection of human health and the
environment.”
(CDPR 2013d, page 7-11)
Some of the key provisions of the proposed CDPR measures are already included in the agency’s
recommended permit conditions (Appendix F). The proposed maximum treated acreage, time
between applications and tarp cutting, tarp removal or planting; and the treatment of fields with
overlapping buffer zones are identical. The treatment of buffer credits is quite similar.

County Permit Conditions
There is much heterogeneity in counties’ permit conditions regarding the application of pre-plant
soil fumigants containing chloropicrin. Table B.1 in Appendix B summarizes information
regarding county permit conditions obtained by consulting CAC websites and contacting each
CAC office and CDPR personnel. CAC offices were asked if they used CDPR’s Recommended
Permit Conditions or had drafted their own, and were asked to send copies of permit conditions
they drafted. Some counties reported no requests for permits for chloropicrin applications in
recent years. Many others simply adopted CDPR’s Recommended Permit Conditions. Of the 37
counties responding as of 1/5/14, 25 use (or would use) CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions
for Chloropicrin (some of the 25 have not received requests for chloropicrin use), 11 use
amended versions of CDPR’s Recommended Permit Conditions, and one reported no requests
for chloropicrin use but has not clarified if it would use CDPR’s permit conditions or develop its
own if a permit was requested. No replies were received from 21 counties. Of these, many have
had little or no chloropicrin use reported in recent years. Table B.2 in Appendix B summarizes
how county permit conditions differ from CDPR’s suggested permit conditions in one or more
counties. Overall, counties using amended permit conditions either have more stringent
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requirements than in the CDPR recommendations and/or add requirements not addressed in the
CDPR recommendations, such as specific weather conditions or buffer zone distance
requirements for difficult-to-evacuate sites.
Section 9 of this report focuses on the potential economic impacts of the proposed measures for
strawberry production in Ventura County. Ventura County permit conditions for chloropicrin
products are included in the document “2013 Restricted Material Permit Field Fumigation
Conditions” under the subheading Chloropicrin and Chloropicrin with 1,3-DichloropropeneSpecific Field Fumigation Conditions (Appendix G). Ventura’s permit conditions are identical to
the CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions except for the added specification that areas treated
within a 12-hour period that have overlapping buffers are treated as a single field for the purpose
of calculating buffer zone distances. Arguably, the EPA’s requirement that the treatment of fields
with overlapping buffers less than 12 hours apart be treated as one field to determine the buffer
zone distance makes this requirement a clarification and not an additional restriction.
CDPR Use Requirements for Fumigant Applications in Non-Attainment Areas
CDPR has implemented fumigant use restrictions for the May 1-October 31 period in air quality
Non-Attainment Areas (NAAs) in order to reduce VOC emissions from pesticide use. These
restrictions are summarized in Table 3. The primary restrictions require the use of specific
application methods. In addition, CDPR has assigned a cap for total VOC emissions from
chloropicrin use during this time period in the Ventura NAA (CDPR 2009a; Darin Yant personal
communication).
Table 3. CDPR Non-Attainment Area-specific VOC restrictions
VOC Emissions Cap

Ventura NAA: Emissions from May 1 – Oct 31 are capped at 940,000
lbs. for 2013 (Darin Yant, personal communication). Less than 50% of
this allowance was used in years up to 2011 (Ventura County
Agricultural Commissioner’s Office 2011).
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VOC restriction – Limits
on application methods
from May 1 – Oct 31.

1. Southeast Desert, San Joaquin Valley & Ventura NAAs: Fresno, Kern
(valley), Kings, Merced, Madera, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Tulare and
Ventura counties, and desert portions of Los Angeles, Riverside and San
Bernadino counties
From May 1-Oct 31, one of the following methods MUST be used:
Chloropicrin
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast – Nobel Plow
• ￼ Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast
• ￼ ￼ Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast – Nobel Plow–with tarp eligible for
60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast – Nobel Plow – Strip –with tarp eligible
for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast – Closing shoes and compaction roller–
with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast – Strip –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast
• Nontarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast /Three Water Treatments
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed/Three Water Treatment
• Tarpaulin /Deep/Broadcast
• Tarpaulin/Deep/Bed
• Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed/Three Water Treatment –with tarp eligible
for 60%
• Tarpaulin /Deep/Broadcast –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Tarpaulin/Deep/Bed–with tarp eligible for 60% credit
• Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin –with tarp eligible for 60%
credit
•
Chloropicrin with 1,3-D
• Nontarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast /Three Water Treatments
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed/Three Water Treatment
• Nontarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast or Bed
• Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast, Tarpaulin/Deep/Bed
• Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin
• Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
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•
•
•
•

Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed/Three Water Treatment –with tarp eligible
for 60%
Tarpaulin /Deep/Broadcast –with tarp eligible for 60% credit
Tarpaulin/Deep/Bed–with tarp eligible for 60% credit
Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin –with tarp eligible for 60%
credit

2. Sacramento Metro and South Coast NAAs: Orange, Sacramento and
Yolo; parts of El Dorado, Placer, Solano and Sutter; non-desert parts of
Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino
• From May 1-Oct 31, must use specific methods listed in the
requirements. Includes low- and high-emissions methods. (See CDPR
2009a.)
Sources: Unless otherwise noted, information is from California Department of Pesticide
Regulation 2012.
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3. Economic Considerations Identified in Public Comments
The public comment period for the 5/15/13 draft CDPR Chloropicrin Mitigation Proposal ended
8/31/13. Comments were received from a variety of individuals and entities. We evaluated 36
submitted comments in order to identify concerns related to potential economic impacts of the
draft measures. Five of those comments were submitted by academic researchers, four by
government agencies, 22 by industry members, and five by other groups (Table D.1). Industry
members included grower organizations, agricultural service providers and suppliers, and
consultants. Tables D.2 to D.5 in Appendix D list the individuals and entities who submitted the
analyzed comments.
Comments most directly relevant to the potential economic impacts regarded buffer zone
distance requirements and timing restrictions. In addition to the direct loss of acreage available
for fumigation, buffer zone distance requirements may affect the timing of production decisions
including fumigation and planting. Specific topics that relate directly to the potential economic
impacts included the maximum contiguous acreage that can be fumigated in a 24-hour period,
waiting periods, buffer requirements, and maximum acreage restrictions on applications to fields
with an overlapping buffer, buffer zone distances, the maximum number of tree hole site
fumigations permitted per acre, buffer zone distance reductions (“credits”) permitted for the use
of specific management practices and site characteristics, and the minimum time required
between fumigation and tarp cutting.
There are a number of differences between the existing EPA requirements and the proposed
CDPR measures, which were summarized in Table 2. These differences were a recurring theme
in the public comments and are the source of potential economic impacts; if CDPR simply
adopted the EPA requirements there would be no additional economic impact. EPA requirements
allow a maximum of 120-160 acres to be fumigated in a 24-hour period, while the proposed CDPR
measures allow 40. The proposed CDPR measures may increase the time required for fumigation,
depending on the total acreage to be fumigated and whether or not buffer zones can extend
outside the field. In some cases the proposed CDPR measures would increase the waiting period
between applications with overlapping buffer zones. Waiting periods for cutting the tarp after
fumigation and removing the tarp after cutting would increase in some cases. The nature of the
restrictions on tree hole fumigations per acre is different. The computation of buffer zone
distances is different, and includes different credits. Most notably, the proposed CDPR measures
are more restrictive for other tarped and untarped applications than for 60% tarp applications.
The differences are larger than differences in the EPA requirements regarding specific types of
applications. Table D.6. in Appendix D summarizes comments regarding each of these aspects of
the proposed measure.
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4. The California Almond Industry and Pre-plant Soil Fumigation
Almonds are an economically important crop in California. In 2012, almonds were the third
highest value crop grown in California, earning a total value of $4.4 billion. Almonds were 10.5%
of the total value of California agricultural production in 2012. California was the only state that
grew almonds commercially, accounting for 99% of U.S. almond production (CDFA 2013).
Virtually all almond production occurs in California's Central Valley. The leading counties in terms
of 2012 almond production value are, in descending order, Fresno, Kern, Stanislaus, Merced, and
Madera. These five counties have been the top almond-producing counties since 2001 (CCAC
2013).
As shown in Figure 2, almond production has increased substantially since 2000. This increase is
due to increases both in bearing acreage and in yield. Yields are increasing due to advances in
irrigation, denser planting, and fertigation (ERS 2008; ERS 2012). By 2012, there were 870,000
acres planted in almonds, of which 790,000 were bearing acres (CDFA 2013). This was a 43%
increase in total acreage over 2000 and a 55% increase in bearing acreage. Yield was 2,390
pounds per acre in 2012, an increase of 73% from 2000 (CDFA 2013). Table 4 reports annual
planted acreage by county from 2010-2013. The total value of California almond production has
increased due to the increase in production discussed above and due to an increase in price. The
price per ton of almonds in California was $2.58 per pound in 2012, a 166% increase in nominal
dollars since 2000.
1,000,000
900,000
800,000

Acres

700,000
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Bearing Acres

Non-Bearing Acres

Source: CDFA 2001-2013

Figure 2. California almond acreage: 2000-2012
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Table 4. California Almond Acres Planted by County 2010 - 2013
County
Butte
Colusa
Fresno
Glenn
Kern
Kings
Madera
Merced
Placer
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
Solano
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Tulare
Yolo
Yuba
Sacramento Valley
San Joaquin Valley
Total

2010
1,348
933
3,413
730
3,108
518
2,948
2,414
1,017

2011
850
1,902
4,148
677
4,043
201
2,371
1,415
22
1,577

51
3,389
284
524
2,443
494
8
4,372
19,250
23,622

51
3,151
119
102
898
730
30
4,483
17,804
22,287

2012
743
886
2,992
678
1,219
59
2,173
1,071

2013
234
247
1,553
214
1,194
74
1,900
1,397

1,351
150

1,144

2,688
49
139
968
500
2,995
12,671
15,666

192
2,218
17
18
486
218
1,140
9,966
11,106

% Total
Sacramento Valley
19%
20%
19%
10%
San Joaquin Valley
81%
80%
81%
90%
Source: CDFA, 2014. 2013 California Almond Acreage Report.

Pre-plant soil fumigation for almond orchards uses a substantial amount of chloropicrin, although
chloropicrin is not the predominant active ingredient utilized. Almonds are a perennial crop, so
pre-plant fumigation occurs only once, at the beginning of the multi-year production cycle.
Individual tree-hole fumigations are also conducted when only individual trees in an orchard are
replaced. Thus, measures of annual use understate the value of chloropicrin in particular and
pre-plant soil fumigation in general.
Two of the major reasons for pre-plant soil fumigation in Prunus orchards are Prunus replant
disease (PRD) and nematodes, both of which lower the economic returns from replanted trees
(ABC 2012). Replant disease suppresses tree growth, reduces yields, delays production, and
causes death in extreme cases. PRD occurs widely throughout California where almonds and stone
fruit orchards are replanted in areas where these crops were previously grown (Browne et al
2007). PRD is more severe in the Sacramento Valley, but has also a significant effect on young
peach and almond trees in the San Joaquin Valley (Browne and Kluepfel 2004). The exact cause of
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replant disease is unknown, but various factors have been associated with higher incidence rates:
soil characteristics, old rootstocks, parasitic nematodes, and fungi (Bent et al, 2009; Browne et al.
2004). Replant disease can be prevented by pre-plant soil fumigation (Browne, Connell and
Schneider, 2006). While replant disease is not addressed in the UC IPM guidelines, the Almond
Board of California (Almond Board of California 2012) and research by Browne et al. (2011) indicate
that products containing chloropicrin are the preferred treatment.
Nematodes, if untreated, can also cause significant damage to orchard trees. For example, in
1999, two nematodes, Platylenchus vulnus and Criconemella xenoplax, infested 35% of all almond
acreage (McKenry 1999). Nematodes can be managed by pre-plant soil fumigation (Browne,
Connell, and Schneider 2006). According to the UC IPM guidelines, TeloneTM II (active ingredient
1,3-D) is the standard treatment for nematodes. Treatments with TeloneTM II are not subject to
the CDPR proposal because the product does not contain chloropicrin as an active ingredient.
Table 5 reports almond acres fumigated with products containing chloropicrin and other
fumigants. Acres of almonds fumigated used were calculated from the publicly available
Pesticide Use Report (PUR) database published by the California Department of Pesticide
Regulation. A fumigant is defined as a product that has the 'fumigant_sw' field checked in the
database of products. Only pre-plant soil fumigation was of interest, so rodenticides and
harvested commodity fumigants were removed from consideration. These include products
containing aluminum phosphide, zinc phosphide, or magnesium phosphide as well as the product
Eco2Fume. It is possible that some pre-plant fumigations conducted the year prior to planting
were not recorded as being applied to almonds and were instead recorded as 'soil
fumigation/preplant' or 'uncultivated ag'. In order to capture these fumigations, a table was
made of all the distinct fields per year that had at least one PUR entry recorded as applying to
almonds. All soil fumigations that were either specifically recorded as being applied to almonds,
or were applied to a field that grew almonds the following year were then extracted and summed
by product, county, and year of application. Notice that a significant share of almond acres is not
fumigated prior to planting; differences in soil type, the previously planted crop, and pest and
disease pressure determine whether or not pre-plant soil fumigation is economically desirable.
In particular, if a new almond planting is following an orchard, then fumigation is more likely to
be required.
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Table 5. Planted Almond Acres Using Fumigants Containing Chloropicrin: 2010-2012
Fumigant

Chemicals

Chloropicrin-100
Cpic
Pic-Brom 25
Cpic + MBr
Pic-Clor 60
Cpic + 1,3-D
Telone C-17
Cpic + 1,3-D
Telone C-35
Cpic + 1,3-D
Tri-Clor
Cpic
Tri-Con 57/43
Cpic + MBr
Subtotal Chloropicrin
Other Products
Totals
Source: PUR, various years.

% Cpic
0.99
0.25
0.60
0.17
0.35
0.99
0.43

Acres
2010
8
1,535
34
20
90
40
0
1,727
9,462
11,189
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2011
122
9,484
61
0
55
198
11
9,931
5,772
15,703

2012
36
3,400
0
0
209
2
0
3,646
5,692
9,338

Percent Acres Fumigated
2010 2011
2012
0.1
0.8
0.4
13.7 60.4
36.4
0.3
0.4
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.8
0.3
2.2
0.4
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
15.4 63.2
39.0
84.6 36.8
61.0
100.0 100.0 100.0

5. Representative Field Analysis: Almonds
This analysis evaluates the amount of planted acres and revenue that would be lost under the
CDPR proposal due to changes in buffer distances, and the benefit of switching to a bufferreducing tarping option, for 18 representative field types: three block sizes (five, 20 and 40 acres);
two fumigants (Telone C-35 and a 99% chloropicrin product, e.g., Chloropicrin 100, Tri-Clor)
under strip fumigation, and three tarping practices (no tarp, other tarp, and 60% credit tarp). We
then evaluate changes in buffer distance, planted acres lost, yield, gross revenue and net revenue
under the proposal compared to EPA, and across different tarping practices. Our scope is limited
to orchard replant using shank fumigation in strips, and does not include tree hole/spot
application, or whole field broadcast. We used current EPA regulations (Phase 2) as the baseline
and evaluated the incremental effects of the CDPR proposal for each percentile of protection (80,
85, 90, and 95). As defined in the CDPR proposal, the percentiles are the probability of exceeding
the 73ppb target concentration beyond the perimeter of the buffer zone and represent the
protection from resident and bystander exposure.
Our analysis rests on some assumptions and caveats. We assumed that the fumigation block was
square. In practice, there is variation in field shape so the actual effects of CDPR’s Proposal will
vary relative to our representative analysis. We also assumed that growers would not switch
fumigants or application method (apart from tarping choice), so we did not model the effects of
such changes. One caveat is that the baseline is EPA Phase 2 and not the CDPR Recommended
Permit Conditions, which have been adopted by most counties. The CDPR Recommended Permit
Conditions specify minimum buffers for applications that do not use 60% tarps. As such, our
representative analysis represents a greater loss that growers would actually experience in cases
where EPA buffers are smaller than the applicable minimum from the Recommended Permit
Conditions. Another caveat is that we modeled acreage loss by pulling the buffer for only one
side of the field into the field. Given that we assume the field is square, our model effectively
assumes that 25% of the buffer encroaches on the field. We did this to obtain an estimate of
average effects across growers. In reality, a grower’s ability to extend the buffer externally varies
across fumigations, and thus lost crop acreage may be smaller or larger than the values in our
model.
Data

Our economic analyses utilize net returns over cash costs as the revenue basis for each scenario.
We first obtained estimates of net cash revenues without fumigation costs. Table 6 shows
estimated net returns over cash costs (cultivation and harvest costs), along with net returns over
operating costs (cash costs and cash overhead costs), and net returns over total costs (cash costs,
cash overhead costs, and non-cash overhead costs).
The annual yield and price data in Table 6 are from CDFA’s report entitled “2013-2014 California
Agricultural Statistics Review” (CDFA, 2014). Our analysis considers four different estimates for
average net revenue per acre, using four different time periods for price per pound and average
yield per acre. These prices per pound and yields were calculated from the values provided in
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CDFA’s (2014) report for 2011, 2012, the 5-year average from 2008 – 2012, and the 10-year
average from 2003 – 2012. We considered four different revenue estimates given that almond
orchards have a 25-year life span. Across that time, prices and yields rise and fall, with lifespan
averages that may be higher or lower than current figures.
Cost and return studies developed by the University of California for almond production in the
Sacramento Valley (Connell, et al., 2012) and Northern San Joaquin Valley (Duncan et al., 2011)
provided cost of production data. Harvest costs vary with yield. We applied the harvest cost per
pound of $.26 from the Connell, et al. (2012) cost and return study to the average yield data
reported by CDFA to calculate the harvest costs. Cultural costs, cash overhead costs, and noncash overhead costs were taken directly from the Duncan, et al. (2011) study. The 2011, 5 - year
average and 10 - year average price are quite similar while the 2012 price is considerably higher
than the other values. Comparing the 5 – year and 10 – year average yields shows the upward
trend in productivity over time. The 2012 yield is close to the 5-year average while the 2011 yield
is higher. We conducted our analysis using the price and revenue values for 2011.
Table 6. Annual Costs, Returns and Net Revenue per Acre at Various Yields and Prices
Parameter

CDFA 2011

CDFA 2012

5-Yr Average
2008-2012

10-Yr Average
2003-2012

2,328

2,085

$1.89
$4,405
$605
$1,782
$2,017
$442
$1,405
$170

$1.99
$4,141
$542
$1,782
$1,817
$442
$1,405
($30.29)

Average yield
(lbs./acre)
2,670
2,390
Average price
($/lb.)
$1.99
$2.58
Gross revenue
$5,313
$6,166
Harvest cost
$697
$624
Cultural cost
$1,782
$1,782
Net cash revenue
$2,835
$3,761
Cash overheard
$442
$442
Non-cash overhead
$1,405
$1,405
Net revenue
$988
$1,914
Sources: Connell, et al. 2012, Duncan, et al. 2011, and CDFA, 2014

Pre-plant fumigation is part of orchard establishment, so it is important to consider fumigation
costs relative to other establishment costs. Therefore, we include the costs to establish an
almond orchard in the San Joaquin Valley without fumigation to put the fumigation costs into
perspective (Table 7).
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Table 7. Almond Orchard Establishment Costs per Acre without Fumigation
Planting Costs:
Orchard removal
Land preparation
Plant, top, paint and wrap trees
Trees (124/acre, 1% replant in Year 2)
Total Planting Costs
Cultural Costs:
Disease control
Vertebrate: Gopher and Squirrel (Bait)
Weed Control
Insect Control
Fertilize
Irrigate
Prune, Train, Sucker
Pickup Truck and ATV
Total Cultural Costs
Total Establishment Costs Per Acre
Source: Duncan, et al. 2011.

Year 1

Year 2

$478
498
223
651

$44
11

$1,850

$55

27
34
$81
$20
$97
$91
$54
$123
$527
$2,377

42
34
90
29
44
126
53
123
$541
$596

Fumigation costs per acre are determined by the product used, the amount of product, and the
method. Table 8 specifies the fumigant rates and products we used in our analysis. We assumed
that pre-plant orchard fumigation uses deep-shank strip application, with the strips comprising
half of the planted acre. Thus, we used the rowstrip rates to estimate buffers and fumigation
costs. We also considered two different products for fumigation, Chloropicrin 100 (Pic 100) and
Telone C-35.
Table 8. Representative Soil Fumigant Product Application Rates
Method
Broadcast

Chloropicrin 100
Telone C-35*
Rate per Treated Acre
306
538
(lbs. product per acre)
Broadcast
Pic Broadcast Equivalent Rate
304
198
(lbs. AI/acre)
Rowstrip
Rate per orchard acre
153
269
(lbs. product/acre)
Rowstrip
Pic Broadcast Equivalent Rate
152
94
(lbs. AI/acre)
* Rates are equivalent to 48 gal/acre broadcast and 24 gal/acre rowstrip
Source: David Doll, UCCE Pomology Farm Advisor, Merced County.
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We consider six fumigant and tarping choice combinations, two fumigants (Chloropicrin 100 and
Telone C-35) and three tarp alternatives (untarped, non-60% tarp, and 60% tarp). The fumigation
costs for each fumigant and tarping combination were obtained from industry, and are stated in
Table 9. The fumigation costs include the fumigant product, tarp, labor, equipment,
transportation, respirator cartridges and miscellaneous supplies. Fumigant product costs are
based on the rowstrip rates stated in Table 8, and the Non-60% tarp is a poly tarp. Amortized
costs are based on a 25-year payback, equivalent to the lifespan of an almond orchard, with
annual interest of three per cent.
Switching from untarped to non-60% tarp adds $1,210 per acre to untarped fumigation costs,
going from untarped to 60% tarp increases per-acre costs by $1,460, and moving from non-60%
tarp to 60% tarp adds $250 above the non-60% tarping cost (Table 10). The cost of moving from
untarped to a buffer-reducing tarping option is significant relative to the total establishment
costs (without fumigation) in Table 7. The added cost for a non-60% tarp is 51% of all other costs,
while the cost increase associated with a 60% tarp is 61% of all other establishment costs. The
increases in per-acre amortized costs over the 25 year life of the orchard when switching to
buffer-reducing tarping options are approximately $70 from untarped to non-60% tarp, $84 from
untarped to 60% tarp and $14 non-60% tarp to 60% tarp (Table 10).
Table 9. Representative Fumigation Costs for Preplant Almonds
Cost per Acre

Amortized Cost per Year

Chloropicrin
Telone
Chloropicrin
Telone
100
C-35
100
C-35
Untarped
$1,240
$1,565
$71
$90
Non-60% tarp (poly)
$2,450
$2,775
$141
$159
60% tarp
$2,700
$3,025
$155
$174
Note: Product application rates: Chloropicrin 100 is 153 lbs./ac., Telone C-35 is 24 gal./ac.
Table 10. Costs of Switching to Buffer-Reducing Tarping Option

Untarped to Non-60%
Untarped to 60%
Non-60% to 60%

Added Cost per Acre
$1,210
$1,460
$250

Added Amortized Cost
per Acre
$70
$84
$14

We utilized the amortized costs of fumigation to construct the net cash revenues used in our
analyses. We subtracted the amortized cost for each fumigant and tarping choice in Table 9 from
the four different net cash revenue figures in Table 6 (bolded) to obtain net cash revenue after
fumigation for each fumigant and tarping choice. Table 11 indicates the resulting net revenues
with fumigation.
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Table 11. Net Cash Revenue per Acre with Fumigation
CDFA 2011

CDFA 2012

5 Year Ave.
2008-2012
Pic Telone
100
C-35

10 Year Ave.
2003-2012
Telone
Pic 100
C-35

Pic
100

Telone
C-35

Pic
100

Telone
C-35

Untarped

$2,763

$2,745

$3,689

$3,671

$1,946

$1,927

$1,745

$1,727

Non-60% tarp

$2,694

$2,675

$3,620

$3,601

$1,877

$1,858

$1,676

$1,657

60% tarp

$2,680

$2,661

$3,606

$3,587

$1,862

$1,844

$1,662

$1,644

Tarping Practice

Methods
We used EPA’s online buffer calculator to estimate baseline buffers for each product, acreage
and tarping choice combination (EPA 2013). (Alternatively, we could have used the fumigant
labels to determine buffer zone distances.) The buffer zone calculator has three entry screens
that ask for 1) the soil fumigant type (e.g., chloropicrin, methyl bromide), 2) the product name
and application method, and 3) the broadcast equivalent application rate for the product (not
active ingredient), application block size, tarping option and other credits, (e.g., soil organic
matter). The calculator then provides the required buffer zone distance. The EPA calculator does
not list tarped deep broadcast as a method for either fumigant, so, we estimated applicable
buffers for tarped applications using buffer distances using the tarped strip method. We used the
untarped deep broadcast method to determine untarped strip buffers.
To estimate proposed buffers, we referred to the Mitigation Proposal. The Proposal states a 25foot buffer for 60% tarp fumigations, and defines buffers for other tarp and untarped fumigations
in Tables 1 and 2 respectively, based on the block acreage and pounds of chloropicrin (AI/acre).
In cases where the proposed buffer would be smaller than the corresponding EPA buffer (same
product, acreage and tarping choice), we used the EPA buffer as the proposed buffer. The
Mitigation Proposal defines buffers for chloropicrin application rates beginning at 100 pounds,
and increasing in 50-pound increments. We used the 100-pound buffers for Telone C-35; and
estimated buffers for Chloropicrin 100 using linear interpolation since the 152-pound application
rate falls between the increments on the proposal buffer tables. Specifically, the 152-pound
active ingredient broadcast rate for Chloropicrin 100 represents a two-pound increase over the
150-pound rate on the tables, or 4% of the 50-pound difference in buffer distance between the
150- and 200-pound rates. Thus, we added 4% of the difference in buffer distance across these
application rates to the buffer distance for the 150-pound application rate to get the buffer
distance for 152 pounds AI chloropicrin per acre.
152 lb. buffer = 150 lb. buffer + [(2/50) × (200 lb. buffer – 150 lb. buffer)]
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We compared changes in buffer distance and acreage lost to buffers due to a change in tarping
choice with regulation held constant or regulation change and tarp held constant. Given the three
tarping choices and two regulations, there are nine possible changes, listed in Table 12.
Table 12. Classification of Buffer Comparisons
Baseline
Untarped EPA
Untarped EPA
Untarped EPA
Untarped Proposal
Untarped Proposal
Non-60% EPA
Non-60% EPA
Non-60% Proposal
60% EPA

Change

Nature of Change

Results Tables

Untarped Proposal
Non-60% EPA
60% EPA
Non-60% Proposal
60% Proposal
Non-60% Proposal
60% EPA
60% Proposal
60% Proposal

Regulation
Tarp
Tarp
Tarp
Tarp
Regulation
Tarp
Tarp
Regulation

22,23
20,21
20,21
20,21
20,21
22.23
20,21
20,21
N/A, no change

Given that our analyses involve five regulatory levels, two fumigants and three field sizes, in
addition to three tarping choices, we evaluated a total of 162 scenarios involving the regulatory
and tarping changes listed in Table 12:
• 90 scenarios involving changes in tarping choice with the regulation unchanged: three
changes in tarping choice, five regulatory levels (four CDPR percentiles and EPA regulations),
two fumigants, and three field sizes.
• 72 scenarios involving changes in regulation from EPA to the Proposal with tarping choice
unchanged: four CDPR percentiles, and three tarping choices, two fumigants, and three field
sizes.
To calculate acreage lost to the buffer for each scenario, we first converted fumigation block
acreage to square feet by multiplying acres by 43,560, the number of square feet in one acre,
then took the square root of this number to determine the length of one side of the block. We
then multiplied the resulting side length by the buffer distance to obtain the internallyencroaching buffer area (in square feet), and then divided this by 43,560 convert back to acres
using the following equations.
Fumigation block side length = (Block size x 43,560 ft2)1/2
Acres lost to buffer = (Fumigation block side length x Buffer distance) ÷ 43,560 ft2
To calculate the changes in buffer distance under the proposal compared to the baseline buffer
under EPA Phase 2 when tarp practice remained unchanged, we subtract the baseline buffer from
each corresponding proposed buffer, for each product, block size and percentile. To calculate the
reduction in buffer distance due to a change in tarp practice with regulation held constant, we
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subtract the buffer distance with the base tarp practice from the buffer distance with the change
in tarp practice.
To calculate the changes in acreage loss under the proposal compared to the baseline acreage
loss under EPA Phase 2 when tarp practice remained unchanged, we subtract the baseline
acreage loss from each corresponding acreage loss for each product, block size and percentile.
To calculate the reduction in acreage loss due to a change in tarp practice with regulation held
constant, we subtract the acreage loss with the base tarp practice from the acreage loss with the
change in tarp practice.
For each regulation scenario (CDPR at 80th, 85th, 90th, and 95th percentile level of protection and
EPA), we estimated the loss in net cash revenue when the buffer is brought onto the field on one
side under two different conditions: no change in tarping choice, and switching to a bufferreducing tarping choice. To determine revenue loss with no change in tarping choice, we
multiplied the amount of acreage lost due to the buffer (defined above) for each regulatory level,
fumigant and block size combination in Table 16 by the net cash revenue estimates for each of
the fumigant and tarping combinations in Table 11. For example, for a 40 acre block fumigated
with Chloropicrin 100 untarped under the CDPR 90th percentile level, the net cash revenue lost
to the buffer equals the corresponding acreage loss from Table 16 times the net revenue lost per
acre from Table 11 and is reported in Table 18; 31.23 acres (rounded from 31.22545) *
$2,763/acre = $86,276 net revenue lost for the 40 acre block.
We consider three changes, (1) untarped to non-60% tarp, (2) untarped to 60% tarp, and (3) non60% tarp to 60% tarp for each fumigant and regulatory level. Keeping regulation unchanged, a
change in tarping practice has two effects. First, the buffer distance will either decrease or stay
the same. If the buffer distance decreases then the net revenue will increase due to the increase
in planted acres. Second, there will be an increase in fumigation cost due to the change in tarping
practice on the planted acres. To estimate the change in net cash revenue loss with a change in
tarping choice with regulation unchanged, we calculate the revenue gain from the decrease in
buffer distance and subtract the added cost of each buffer-reducing tarping change on the
planted acres (Table 11) and the revenue loss incurred by the unplanted acres in the buffer (Table
18). As above, we calculated this for the 2011 net cash revenue estimates in Table 11. These
calculations use the following steps:
1. Net Revenue Loss per Block. We multiplied the amount of acreage lost due to the buffer
defined above (Table 16) by the net cash revenue for each fumigant and tarping combination
and each regulatory level (Table 11). The results are shown in Table 18.
2. The Increase in Net Revenue from the Tarping Change Attributable to Attaining the Smaller
Buffer. We multiply the increase in planted acres (acres lost from baseline practice minus
acres lost in new practice using values in Table 16) for different field sizes and fumigants.
3. Increase in Fumigation Cost from Change in Tarping Practice. We then multiplied the
difference in tarping cost across the relevant tarping changes (Table 10) by the planted acres
for the new tarping practice at the same regulatory level, fumigant and block size
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combination. Planted acres equals the field size minus the acres lost to the buffer with the
new tarping practice (Table 16).
4. Change in Net Revenue Loss per Block from Change in Tarping Practice. We subtract the
increase in fumigation cost (step 3) from the increase in net revenue (step 2) to calculate the
total change in net revenue from changing tarping practices taking into account the increase
in net revenue from the tarping change and the added cost of the buffer-reducing tarping
choice (Table 20).
For example, consider the case where a grower using Pic 100 on a 20 acre block switches to a
non-60% tarp from an untarped fumigation, and the CDPR 90th percentile level is in effect. From
Table 16, untarped the acres lost to the buffer is 13.577 acres. With the non-60% tarp this is
reduced to 5.533 acres in the buffer for an increase of planted acres of 8.05 acres (13.577 –
5.533). We calculate the added net revenue attributable to the decrease in the acres in the buffer
by multiplying 8.045 acres by $2,763 (the net revenue per acre for untarped Pic 100 fumigations
from Table 11). The result is $22,228 for the 20 acre block. We then multiplied the added $70
per-acre cost for a non-60% tarp, relative to an untarped fumigation, by the 14.467 planted acres
(20 acres minus the 5.533 acres lost to the buffer with non-60% tarp) and get and increased cost
of $1,013. The total change in revenue loss from changing to the non-60% tarp is the sum of the
two changes, $22,228 - $1,013 = $21,215 increase in net revenue from the change.
As explained above, to obtain the corresponding change in net cash revenue loss from switching
tarping practices we subtract the additional tarp cost from the net revenue increase. The results
are shown in Table 20. This is equivalent to the financial incentive for switching to a bufferreducing tarping choice. We divided the values by the corresponding block size to obtain the per
acre benefit (Table 21). In both Table 20 and Table 21 a positive number means that there is a
benefit from switching tarps, that is, the increase in revenue from the reduced buffer is greater
than the increased cost of the tarping practice. A negative number means that switching tarping
practices does not pay for itself.
We also used the net cash revenue loss estimates to estimate the incremental net cash revenue
loss with a change from EPA to the CDPR Proposal, with all other factors (block size, tarping choice
and fumigant) held constant (Table 22). For this calculation, we subtracted the net cash revenue
loss under EPA for each block size, tarping choice and fumigant (Table 18), from the net cash
revenue loss under CDPR at each percentile for the same block size, tarping choice and fumigant
(Table 18). We then divided each resulting number by the block size to calculate the per acre
incremental net cash revenue loss (Table 19).

Results
Impact of Regulatory Change on Buffer Distances and Acreage Loss. Table 13 indicates the
required buffers for each fumigation option, under the CDPR proposal and EPA regulations.
Numbers that are bolded indicate cases where the proposed buffer was replaced by the stricter
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EPA buffer. Under the Proposal and Recommended Permit Conditions the minimum buffers for
non-60% tarps and untarped fumigations applied, buffers for 5-acre blocks using either of these
tarp choices would be 60 feet, and buffers for 20- and 40-acres would be at least 100 feet. As
such, thirteen buffer distances in Table 13 are less than the minimum buffers in the CDPR
Recommended Permit Conditions: Untarped Telone C-35 blocks of five acres from the 80th-95th
percentiles, Non-60% tarp Chloropicrin 100 blocks of five acres from the 80th-95th percentiles,
non-60% tarp Telone C-35 blocks of five and 20 acres at the 80th-90th percentiles, and a non-60%
tarp Telone C-35 block of five acres at the 95th percentile.
Table 13. Buffer Zone Distances (ft.) for Alternative Pesticides, Field Sizes, and Percentiles
under Each Tarp Practice
Regulation

Pctile

Acres

Untarped
Non-60% Tarp
60% Tarp
Pic
Telone Pic 100 Telone Pic 100 Telone
100
C-35
C-35
C-35
CDPR
80th
5
178*
30*
59*
25*
25
25
20
492
220
223
49*
89
25
40
795
378
368
108
147
43
CDPR
85th
5
178
30*
59*
25*
25
25
20
492
220
223
49*
89
25
40
795
378
368
108
147
43
CDPR
90th
5
220
30*
59*
25*
25
25
20
634
274
258
49*
89
25
40
1030
481
460
108
147
43
CDPR
95th
5
330
100
178
25*
25
25
20
890
454
584
216
89
25
40
1429
755
961
412
147
43
EPA
5
178
30
59
25
25
25
20
492
220
223
49
89
25
40
795
378
368
108
147
43
Note: The CDPR values in bold are identical to the EPA buffers.
*The minimum buffer under the CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions and Proposal for
untarped and non-60% tarp is 60 feet for under 6 acres and 100 feet above 6 acres but are
not included here.
Table 14 indicates the increase in buffer zone distance under the CDPR Proposal relative to the
EPA baseline when tarp choice remains unchanged. These numbers represent the difference
between each CDPR buffer for a given fumigant, acreage, percentile, and tarp choice and the
corresponding EPA buffer from Table 13 (EPA buffer subtracted from CDPR buffer). For example,
we subtracted the Untarped Chloropicrin 100, 5-acre EPA buffer of 178 feet from the Untarped
Chloropicrin 100, 5-acre CDPR 90th percentile buffer (Table 13) to obtain the resulting buffer
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increase of 42 feet due to switching from the EPA Phase 2 baseline to the CDPR proposal at the
90th percentile for a 5-acre Untarped Cpic 100 fumigation (Table 14).
Buffers for Chloropicrin 100 increase in a larger number of cases, and show larger increases,
relative to Telone C-35, due to the fact that Chloropicrin 100 has a higher broadcast rate than
Telone C-35. Buffers remain unchanged at the 80th and 85th percentiles because EPA buffers are
binding in these cases. Buffers for 60% tarps do not increase under the CDPR proposal, as the
EPA buffer, which is the current buffer always applies. (In some cases, the EPA buffer is 25 feet,
matching the 60% tarp buffer under the proposal. In other cases, the EPA buffer is larger than
the 60% tarp buffer under the proposal, and replaces the CDPR buffer.)
Table 14. Increase in Buffer Zone Distances (ft.) Under CDPR Proposal versus EPA
Regulation

Percentile

Acres

Untarped
Pic 100

Telone C-35

Non-60% Tarp
Pic 100

Telone
C-35
th
CDPR
80
5
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
th
CDPR
85
5
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
CDPR
90th
5
42
0
0
0
20
142
54
35
0
40
235
103
92
0
th
CDPR
95
5
152
70
119
0
20
398
234
361
167
40
634
377
593
304
Note: There are no differences reported for the 60% tarp between EPA to CDPR Proposal because
the EPA buffer remains the binding buffer under the proposal.
Table 15 indicates the reductions in buffer distance as a result of changing tarp practices to obtain
a decreased buffer distance. These numbers represent the difference between each buffer for a
given fumigant, acreage and regulation and smaller buffer credit tarp practice, and the
corresponding buffer with a less restrictive buffer practice, from Table 13 (the larger buffer minus
the smaller buffer). For example, the 59-foot buffer for a Non-60% tarp 5-acre block at the CDPR
80th percentile was subtracted from the 178-foot buffer for an untarped 5-acre block at the CDPR
80th percentile from Table 13, resulting in a 119-foot reduction in buffer zone distance and
reported in Table 15.
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The reductions in buffer distance achieved by adopting a buffer-reducing tarping choice increase
as percentiles increase, indicating that higher percentiles provide a greater incentive to switch to
a buffer-reducing tarping option. At the 80th and 85th percentiles, and for five-acre blocks using
Telone at the 90th percentile, the buffer reductions from changing tarping practices under the
Proposal and EPA (baseline) are the same, since the EPA buffers apply are binding at these
percentiles. At the 90th and 95th percentiles, the buffer reductions under the Proposal are larger
than those for EPA, except for five-acre blocks using Telone at the 90th percentile. The largest
buffer reductions occur when switching from no tarp to 60% tarp, followed by no tarp to non60% tarp, then other tarp to 60% tarp.
Table 15. Reduction in Buffer Zone Distances (ft.) When Changing Tarp Practice under CDPR
Proposal and EPA
No Tarp to non- No Tarp to 60%
Tarp
60% Tarp
Pic
Telone
Pic
Telone
100
C-35
100
C-35
th
CDPR
80
5
119
5
153
5
20
269
171
403
195
40
427
270
648
335
th
CDPR
85
5
119
5
153
5
20
269
171
403
195
40
427
270
648
335
th
CDPR
90
5
161
5
195
5
20
375
225
545
249
40
571
373
883
438
th
CDPR
95
5
152
75
305
75
20
305
238
801
429
40
468
343
1282
712
EPA
5
119
5
153
5
20
269
171
403
195
40
427
270
648
335
Note: CDPR values in bold are identical to EPA values.
Regulation

Pctile

Ac

Non-60% Tarp
to 60% Tarp
Pic
Telone
100
C-35
34
0
134
24
221
65
34
0
134
24
221
65
34
0
169
24
313
65
153
0
495
191
814
369
34
0
134
24
221
65

Table 16 indicates the amount of acreage lost to the buffer, under the assumption that the buffer
must be brought into the field on one side of a square field. As would be expected, acreage loss
increases with increases in buffer distances associated with different tarp practices and more
stringent regulations. Acreage loss is largest with no tarp and smallest with 60% tarp; and
increases with higher percentiles, higher block size, and higher pounds of chloropicrin
(Chloropicrin 100 with 152 pounds AI per acre versus Telone C-35 with 94 pounds AI chloropicrin
per acre). For an untarped application using Chloropicrin 100 at the 95th percentile, the internal
buffer would consume the entire 40-acre block, and virtually all of a 20-acre block, essentially
taking these blocks out of production under these scenarios.
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Table 16. Acreage Loss for Alternative Fumigants, Field Sizes, and CDPR Proposal Percentiles
with No Tarp, non-60% Credit Tarp , and 60% Tarp
Regulation

Pctile

Acres

No Tarp

Non-60% Tarp

60% Tarp

Pic
Telone
Pic Telone
Pic Telone
100
C-35
100
C-35 100
C-35
th
CDPR
80
5
1.91
0.32
0.63
0.27 0.27
0.27
20 10.54
4.71
4.78
1.05 1.91
0.54
40 24.09
11.45 11.15
3.27 4.45
1.30
th
CDPR
85
5
1.91
0.32
0.63
0.27 0.27
0.27
20 10.54
4.71
4.78
1.05 1.91
0.54
40 24.09
11.45 11.15
3.27 4.45
1.30
th
CDPR
90
5
2.36
0.32
0.63
0.27 0.27
0.27
20 13.58
5.87
5.53
1.05 1.91
0.54
40 31.23
14.58 13.94
3.27 4.45
1.30
th
CDPR
95
5
3.54
1.07
1.91
0.27 0.27
0.27
20 19.06
9.73 12.52
4.63 1.91
0.54
40 40.00
22.88 29.12
12.48 4.45
1.30
EPA
5
1.91
0.32
0.63
0.27 0.27
0.27
20 10.54
4.71
4.78
1.05 1.91
0.54
40 24.09
11.45 11.15
3.27 4.45
1.30
Note: CDPR values in bold are identical to EPA values. Losses are from one side of a square field.
Table 17 indicates the gain in planted acres (or decrease in lost acreage) when growers switch
tarping choice to reduce the buffer distance. These numbers represent the difference between
each buffer acreage for a given fumigant, acreage and regulation and smaller buffer credit tarping
option, and the corresponding buffer acreage with a higher credit tarping option, from Table A6
(smaller buffer acreage subtracted from larger). For example, in Table 16, the 0.63-acre loss for
a Non-60% tarp 5-acre block at the CDPR 80th percentile was subtracted from the 1.91-acre loss
for an untarped 5-acre block at the CDPR 80th percentile, resulting in a decrease in lost acreage
of 1.28 acres in Table 17.
The largest decreases occurs when switching from no tarp to 60% tarp, followed by no tarp to
non-60% tarp, then non-60% tarp to 60% tarp. In all scenarios, at the 80th and 85th percentiles,
and the 90th percentile for a five-acre block using Telone C-35, acreage loss reductions are equal
across EPA and the proposal. Acreage loss reductions at the 90th percentile are also equal across
regulations when switching from a non-60% tarp to a 60% tarp, for a five-acre block using
Chloropicrin 100, and all acreage sizes using Telone C-35
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Table 17. Reduction in Acreage Loss (Acreage Regained) When Changing Tarping Practices
No Tarp to
Non-60% Tarp
Pic
Telone
100
C-35
Strip
Strip
CDPR
80th
5
1.27
0.05
20
5.76
3.66
40 12.94
8.18
CDPR
85th
5
1.27
0.05
20
5.76
3.66
40 12.94
8.18
CDPR
90th
5
1.73
0.05
20
8.04
4.82
40 17.29
11.30
CDPR
95th
5
1.63
0.80
20
6.54
5.10
40 10.88
10.39
EPA
5
1.27
0.05
20
5.76
3.66
40
12.94
8.18
Note: CDPR values in bold are identical to EPA values
Regulation

Pctile

Ac

No Tarp to
60% Tarp
Pic Telone
100
C-35
Strip
Strip
1.64
0.05
8.64
4.18
19.64 10.15
1.64
0.05
8.64
4.18
19.64 10.15
2.09
0.05
11.67
5.34
26.77 13.27
3.27
0.80
17.16
9.19
35.55 21.58
1.64
0.05
8.64
4.18
19.64 10.15

Non-60% Tarp to
60% Tarp
Pic
Telone
100
C-35
Strip
Strip
0.36
0.00
2.87
0.51
6.70
1.97
0.36
0.00
2.87
0.51
6.70
1.97
0.36
0.00
3.63
0.51
9.48
1.97
1.64
0.00
10.61
4.09
24.67
11.18
0.36
0.00
2.87
0.51
6.70
1.97

Impact of Regulations on Net Revenue. The net revenue loss per block under each regulatory
condition, tarping choice, fumigant choice, and block size, calculated as the corresponding
acreage loss to the buffer (Table 16) times the net revenue per acre (Table 11), is shown in Table
18. By definition, the net revenue loss under CDPR is identical to the loss under EPA when the
buffer distances are the same for CDPR and EPA. These values are shown in bold. As always, the
60% tarp values are the same for CDPR and EPA. The net revenue loss values are always higher
for Chloropicrin 100 than Telone C-35 because of the higher amount of pounds AI Chloropicrin.
The net revenue loss is not always higher for higher CDPR percentile levels. They are identical
for the 80th and 85th percentiles and for some values at the 90th and 95th percentiles. The 95th
percentile net revenue losses are higher than for the 85th percentile and EPA for untarped and
non-60% tarped for all field sizes and both fumigants with the exception of non-60% tarp for a 5
acre field.
Table 19 shows the net revenue losses on a per acre basis. In all cases the losses are higher for
Chloropicrin 100 than Telone C-35. The differences are much greater for untarped fumigations
than tarped fumigations. As would be expected, the losses are higher for non-60% tarp than 60%
tarp and higher for untarped than non – 60% tarp. Net losses per acre are identical at the 80th
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and 85th percentiles and increase at the 90th and 95th percentiles for Chloropicrin 100 untarped
and 60% tarp for a five acre block.
Table 18. Net Revenue Loss per Block under CDPR and EPA, CDFA 2011 Revenue Basis
Reg

Pctile

Ac

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

EPA

-

5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40

Untarped
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$5,269
$882
29,128
12,940
66,563
31,443
5,269
882
29,128
12,940
66,563
31,443
6,517
882
37,514
16,116
86,276
40,010
9,782
2,941
52,675
26,704
110,520
62,802
5,269
882
29,128
12,940
66,563
31,443

Non-60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$1,703
$716
12,873
2,809
30,042
8,755
1,703
716
12,873
2,809
30,042
8,755
1,703
716
14,905
2,809
37,546
8,755
5,145
716
33,728
12,381
78,453
33,397
1,703
716
12,873
2,809
30,042
8,755

Note: CDPR values in bold are identical to EPA values.
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60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$718
$713
5,111
1,425
11,938
3,467
718
713
5,111
1,425
11,938
3,467
718
713
5,111
1,425
11,938
3,467
718
713
5,111
1,425
11,938
3,467
718
713
5,111
1,425
11,938
3,467

Table 19. Net Revenue Loss per Acre under CDPR and EPA, CDFA 2011 Revenue Basis
Reg

Pctile

Ac

Pic 100

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

EPA

-

5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40

$1,054
1,456
1,664
1,054
1,456
1,664
1,303
1,876
2,157
1,956
2,634
2,763
1,054
1,456
1,664

Untarped

Non-60% Tarp
Telone
Pic
Telone
C-35
100
C-35
$176 $341
$143
647
644
140
786
751
219
176
341
143
647
644
140
786
751
219
176
341
143
806
745
140
1,000
939
219
588 1,029
143
1,335 1,686
619
1,570 1,961
835
176
341
143
647
644
140
786
751
219

Note: CDPR values in bold are identical to EPA values.
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Pic 100
$144
256
298
144
256
298
144
256
298
144
256
298
144
256
298

60% Tarp

Telone
C-35
$143
71
87
143
71
87
143
71
87
143
71
87
143
71
87

Incentive to Switch Tarping Practice for Each Regulatory Level. For each regulatory level, the net
revenue can be increased by changing to a tarping practice that reduces buffer distance. There
are three possible changes in tarping practices, 1) untarped to non- 60% tarp, 2) untarped to 60%
tarp, and 3) non-60% tarp to 60% tarp. The reduction in buffer zone distances from changing
tarping practices are shown in Table 15 and the corresponding reduction in lost acreage (acreage
regained) is shown in Table 17.
The increase in net revenue per block for each of the tarping change scenarios is calculated from
values in Table 9, Table 11, and Table 16, and shown in Table 20 given the block size, fumigant,
and regulatory level unchanged. In all cases for Pic 100 the increase in net revenue attributable
to increase in the planted acres is greater than the increase in tarping costs (Table 20). The
benefits from changing to buffer reducing tarps is identical for the CDPR 80th, 85th, and EPA
regulations because the buffer distances are the same for each of these. In all cases the increase
in net revenue is greater for Pic 100 than Telone C-35. For 5 acre blocks using Telone C-35,
switching tarping practices to reduce the buffer distance is not profitable. In these cases the
buffer distances are already small and the additional cost of tarping all planted acres is larger
than the net revenue gain from the small increase in planted acres. In fact, in the case of
switching from non-60% tarp to 60% tarp there is no reduction in buffer distance.
Table 21 shows the results on a per acre basis. This can be interpreted as the incentive per acre
to switch to buffer reducing tarps. The incentive is always greater for Pic 100 than Telone C – 35
because the buffers are always larger. Similarly, the incentives increase with block size because
the buffers increase with block size. The largest incentives are to switch from untarped to 60%
tarp for both fumigants for 20 and 40 acre blocks and for Pic 100 for 5 acre blocks. The second
largest incentive is to switch from untarped to non-60% tarp. The smallest incentive, although
positive, is to switch from non-60% tarp to 60% tarp except for Telone C-35 with 5 acre blocks.
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Table 20. Increase in Net Revenue per Block from Changing Tarping Practice with Regulation
Unchanged, CDFA 2011 Revenue Basis
Reg

Pctile

Ac

CDPR

80th

5
20
40

CDPR

85th

5
20
40

Untarped to
Non-60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35

Untarped to
60% Tarp
Telone
Pic
100
C-35

Non-60% Tarp to
60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35

3,217
14,860
33,732
3,217
14,860

-184
8,731
19,888
-184
8,731

4,132
22,339
51,269
4,132
22,339

-250
9,835
24,615
-250
9,835

915
7,482
17,544
915
7,482

-66
1,103
4,727
-66
1,103

19,888
-184
11,908
28,456

51,269
5,380
30,725
70,982

24,615
-250
13,011
33,183

17,544
915
9,514
25,048

4,727
-66
1,103
4,727

1,874
12,923
26,605
-184
8,731
19,888

8,644
45,886
95,226
4,132
22,339
51,269

1,808
23,598
55,975
-250
9,835
24,615

4,357
28,337
65,954
915
7,482
17,544

-66
10,675
29,370
-66
1,103
4,727

CDPR

90th

5
20
40

33,732
4,465
21,215
45,944

CDPR

95th

EPA

-

5
20
40
5
20
40

4,289
17,560
29,297
3,217
14,860
33,732

Note: CDPR values in bold are identical to EPA values.
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Table 21. Increase in Net Revenue per Acre from Changing Tarping Practice with
Regulation Unchanged, CDFA Revenue Basis
Reg

Pctile

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

EPA

-

Ac

Untarped to
Non-60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35

Untarped to
60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35

Non-60% Tarp to
60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35

5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40

643
743
843
643
743
843
893
1,061
1,149

-37
437
497
-37
437
497
-37
595
711

826
1,117
1,282
826
1,117
1,282
1,076
1,536
1,775

-50
492
615
-50
492
615
-50
651
830

183
374
439
183
374
439
183
476
626

-13
55
118
-13
55
118
-13
55
118

5
20
40
5
20
40

858
878
732
643
743
843

375
646
665
-37
437
497

1,729
2,294
2,381
826
1,117
1,282

362
1,180
1,399
-50
492
615

871
1,417
1,649
183
374
439

-13
534
734
-13
55
118

Note: CDPR values in bold are identical to EPA values.
Impact of Proposed Regulatory Change on Net Revenue Loss. Another important consideration
is the impact of the proposed regulatory change with no change in tarping practice. This is
calculated by subtracting the net revenue loss under EPA from the net revenue loss under CDPR
levels. In all cases the CDPR net revenue losses are either greater than or equal to the EPA net
revenue losses. The values used for the calculation are found in Table 18. For the CDPR 80th and
85th percentiles the net revenue losses are identical to the EPA losses and therefore there would
be no regulatory impact for either fumigation at any block size. Similarly, there is no impact for
60% tarps. There is no impact for Telone C-35 at the 90th percentile for all block sizes or at the
95th percentile for 5 acre blocks or smaller for non-60% tarps. At the CDPR 90th percentile and 5
acre block size only the untarped Pic 100 shows an increase in net revenue loss from the
regulatory change. At the CDPR 90th and 95th percentiles there is an increase in net revenue loss
for both fumigants for untarped fumigations with the exception of Telone C-35 at 5 acres. For
non 60% tarp at the 90th percentile there is an increase in net revenue loss for Pic 100 for 20 and
40 acre blocks but not for Telone C-35. At the 95th percentile there is an increase in net revenue
loss for both fumigants and all block sizes with the exception of Telone C-35 at 5 acres. In cases
where the increase in loss is positive, the losses from changing to CDPR regulations from EPA are
greater for untarped than non-60% tarp, greater for Pic 100 than Telone C-35, and increase with
block size. Therefore, the impact of the proposed regulation depends on the percentile level, the
fumigant used, the block size, and tarping practice (Table 22).
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The increase in net revenue loss per acre is shown in Table 23. For scenarios where there is a
loss from changing regulations, the loss per acre is greater for untarped than non-60% tarp,
greater for Pic 100 than Telone C-35, and increases with block size.
Table 22. Increase in Net Revenue Loss per Block with Regulation Change and Tarp
Unchanged (CDPR Compared to EPA), CDFA 2011 Revenue Basis
Reg

Pctile

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

Ac

5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40

Untarped
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$0
$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,248
0
8,386
3,176
19,713
8,568
4,513
2,059
23,547
13,764
43,957
31,360

Non-60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$0
$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,032
0
7,504
0
3,442
0
20,855
9,572
48,410
24,642

60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$0
$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 23. Incremental Net Revenue Loss per Acre with Regulation Change and Tarp
Unchanged, CDFA 2011 Revenue Basis
Reg

Pctile

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

Ac

5
20
40
5
20
40
5

20
40
5
20
40

Untarped
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$0
$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
250
0

419

493
903
1,177
1,099

Non-60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$0
$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

159

102

214
412
688
784

188
688
1,043
1,210
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0

0
0
479
616

60% Tarp
Telone
Pic 100
C-35
$0
$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

6. The California Strawberry Industry and Pre-plant Soil Fumigation
Strawberries were California’s 6th most important agricultural commodity in terms of value of
production in 2012, accounting for $1.94 billion in sales and 38,591 harvested acres (CDFA 2012).
California strawberries are produced primarily on the coast; in 2012 the top strawberryproducing county in terms of gross value of production was Monterey County, followed by
Ventura, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz, and San Luis Obispo Counties (CDFA 2012b). Table 24 reports
2012 harvested acres and product value by county. Monterey and Ventura counties each
accounted for about 11,400 harvested acres, while Santa Barbara, the third-largest county in
terms of acreage, had only 6,660.
Table 24. Harvested Acres and Value of Production by County: Strawberries, 2012
County
Harvested Acres
Value (million $)
Monterey
11,500
784.8
Ventura
11,420
691.3
Santa Barbara
6,660
441.4
Santa Cruz
3,830
191.1
San Luis Obispo
3,095
205.0
Orange
879
30.1
Riverside
430
16.3
San Diego
360
23.1
San Bernardino
141
2.2
Sacramento
91
1.2
Merced
91
0.3
Santa Clara
60
2.2
Placer
34
0.6
Total
38,591
2,390.0
Source: NASS (2013).
Conventional strawberry production includes pre-plant soil fumigation to aid in the management
of weeds and pathogens. Chloropicrin provides disease control and has some fungicidal
properties, and can be combined with 1,3-D or methyl bromide to enhance its broad spectrum
control of nematodes and weeds (Ajwa et al. 2013). A substantial share of fumigated acreage
planted to strawberries is treated with a soil fumigant product with chloropicrin as an active
ingredient. Figure 3 plots pre-plant chloropicrin applications for strawberry production for
California by section and number of acres treated in each section in 2013.
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Figure 3. Acres of pre-plant soil applications of chloropicrin for strawberries: California, 2013
Source: Constructed by UC Davis AGIS Lab using data from CalAtlas, DWR and preliminary 2013
PUR data from CDPR.
For decades, strawberry growers relied on pre-plant soil fumigation with a methyl bromide and
chloropicrin shank injected into a flat field and covered with tarp. Primarily due to the methyl
bromide phase out, growers have transitioned to alternative fumigants over the past several
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years. Due to restrictions on Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions, among other
considerations, growers have utilized bed fumigation in order to reduce application rates per
field acre. However, strawberry plant collapse problems began to appear in the latter half of the
2000s. Fusarium wilt caused by Fusarium oxysporum was detected in Ventura and Santa Barbara
counties in 2006 (Koike et al 2009). According to Koike et al. (2009) this was the first report of
fusarium wilt on strawberries in California. Crown rot caused by Macrophomina phaseolina was
detected in Orange County in 2006 and 2007 (Koike 2008). Koike et al. (2013) state “There are
indications that the fields most seriously affected by these novel plant collapse problems are
fields that are no longer treated with the traditional pre-plant fumigation but have been bedfumigated with alternatives to the methyl bromide + chloropicrin standard” (pp. 77-78).
Chloropicrin is an important pre-plant soil fumigant for California strawberry production. In 2011,
around 17,700 acres were treated with products containing chloropicrin and 1,3dichloropropene as active ingredients and around 7,500 acres were treated with products
containing only chloropicrin as the active ingredient.8 In 2013, based on preliminary pesticide
use report data around 17,900 acres were treated with products containing chloropicrin and 1,3dichloropropene as active ingredients and around 9,900 acres were treated with products
containing only chloropicrin as the active ingredient.
Chloropicrin is classified as a volatile organic compound, and CDPR’s proposal is intended to
reduce flux profiles. Two new classes of tarps are now available: virtually impermeable film (VIF)
and totally impermeable film (TIF). Unlike standard high-density polyethylene tarp, VIF includes
gas-impermeable layers between the layers of polyethylene (Wang et al. 1997). TIF includes a
total of five layers, two of ethylene vinyl alcohol sandwiched between three of polyethylene
(Chow 2008). TIF reduces flux. By holding the fumigant in the soil longer it enables growers to
achieve the same level of control with lower application rates (Fennimore and Ajwa 2011). This
lowers fumigant material costs and flux.

8

These acreage numbers report acres for which the “site” treated was strawberries. Because soil fumigation occurs
prior to planting some acreage later planted in strawberries may not have strawberries reported as the site treated.
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7. Representative Field Analysis: Strawberries
This section examines the net revenue losses due to the buffer zone requirements included in
the CDPR proposal measures using production, price and cost data from Ventura County for
strawberries. We use Phase II EPA requirements as the baseline. Relative to the baseline, the
CDPR proposed measures increase buffer zone distances in many cases, extend time periods for
applications with overlapping buffer zones, and reduce maximum acreage treated within a 24
hour period. The impacts on net revenue per acre are calculated for each of the four percentages
of protection included in the CDPR proposal (80th percentile, 85th percentile, 90th percentile and
95th percentile). As defined in the CDPR proposal, the percentiles are the probability of exceeding
the 73ppb target concentration beyond the perimeter of the buffer zone and represent the
protection from resident and bystander exposure. Scenarios were completed for each percentile
of protection for three square fields of 5 acres, 20 acres and 40 acres in size. For each scenario,
buffer zone distances and net revenues were calculated when 60% tarp was used for fumigation
and when other (non-60%) tarp was used. The buffer zone distance requirements were used to
identify when the CDPR proposed distances were stricter than the current EPA requirements.
The net revenues were used to identify when 60% tarp was more profitable under existing EPA
regulations and the incremental effect of the CDPR proposed measures on net revenues. We
included five different fumigant materials used in California for which chloropicrin is an active
ingredient and methyl bromide is not (InLine, Pic-Clor 60 EC, Pic-Clor 60, Tri-Clor, Tri-Clor EC). In
total, the analysis includes the net revenue losses for 180 scenarios: three field sizes, four CDPR
protection levels, three before and after tarp alternatives and five different fumigants.
One caveat regarding the methodology for these comparisons is that they do not include countyspecific permit conditions (Appendix C). If county permit conditions are equal to or more
restrictive than the CDPR proposal, then the incremental cost of the proposed CDPR measures is
zero. If they are more restrictive than the EPA requirements and less restrictive than the CDPR
ones, then omitting them overstates the cost of implementing the proposed CDPR measures
because part of the revenue losses compared to the study’s benchmark are due to county permit
conditions.
A second caveat is that we consider the effect of a buffer that reduces field acreage on only one
side of a square field in this section. Our interest is in characterizing the general effect of the
proposed CDPR measures, not in providing an exhaustive catalog for all potential field distances
and shapes. The effect of the buffer policy will depend on whether or not the buffer can extend
outside the field in question. Adjacent agricultural land not being fumigated at the same time
and not requiring entry for cultivation or harvesting purposes, for example, may enable all field
acreage to be fumigated. Other land uses may prohibit extending the buffer outside the field,
thus restricting the field acreage that can be fumigated. This analysis considers the effect on
production, gross revenue, and net revenue of an inwardly extending buffer zone on a single side
of each field.
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Finally, all comparisons assume that the grower’s choice of fumigant product is unchanged by
the implementation of the CDPR measure. Growers currently utilize a variety of fumigant
products for field- and grower-specific reasons, and there is no consistent basis for evaluating
how the implementation of the CDPR proposed measures would affect the role of these other
considerations.
Data
The 2012 Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner’s Report provided data regarding yield per
acre and price per ton.9 Ventura County reported 11,419 acres of strawberry production with an
average yield of 30.91 tons per acre. At an average price of $1,958.58 per ton, the total value of
production was slightly over $691.3 million.
Cost information is required to compute changes in net revenues. This study considers returns
over the sum of cultivation and harvest costs, or cash costs. Daugovish, Klonsky and DeMoura
(2011), a UCCE cost and returns study for Ventura County strawberry production, provided
estimated harvest costs per ton of strawberries and cultural costs per acre. In order to obtain the
harvest cost per ton of strawberries we divided the study’s harvest cost per acre ($19,066) by the
study yield per acre (28.5 tons per acre) to get the harvest cost per ton ($669 per ton). Harvest
costs include the cost of harvest equipment, labor, hauling, and loading, cooler storage, sales
commission, and California Strawberry Commission assessments. Cultural costs were taken
directly from the cost study: $12,491 per acre and include the labor, fuel, equipment repairs, and
materials costs for land preparation, fertilization, irrigation, planting, and pest, weed, and disease
control. The additional cost of 60% credit tarp was obtained from an industry source. Table 25
summarizes these parameters.
Table 25. Summary of Parameters
Parameter
Value
Average yield tons/acre)
30.91
Price ($/ton)
$1,958.58
Gross revenue ($/acre)
$60,540
Harvest cost ($/ton)
$669.00
Cultural cost ($/acre)
$12,491
Net cash revenue without 60% credit tarp ($/acre)
$27,370
Additional cost of 60% credit tarp tarp ($/acre)
$320
Net cash revenue with 60% credit tarp ($/acre)
$27,050
Sources: Authors’ calculations using Bolda et al. (2010), Ventura County Agricultural
Commissioner (2012).
We included all of the soil fumigant products containing chloropicrin that were applied to
strawberry fields prior to planting in 2013 in Ventura County. We used the county’s average
application rate for each product in 2013 (Table 26). The average application rate was computed
9

2013 data unavailable May 19 2014.
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using total pounds of active ingredient applied and treated acreage reported for Ventura County
(PUR preliminary 2013). The chloropicrin concentration and the weight per gallon for each soil
fumigant product were obtained from its EPA-registered label (CDPR 2013b).
Table 26. Soil Fumigant Product Application Rates: Strawberries, Ventura County 2013
Average Product
Broadcast Equivalent
Product
Application Rate
(lbs./acre)
Pic-Clor 60
398
Tri-Clor EC
186
Tri-Clor
196
a/
InLine
264
Pic-Clor 60 EC
295
a/ 23.6 gallons of product/acre
Source: CDPR PUR database (preliminary 2013).

Average Pic Broadcast
Equivalent Application
Rate (lbs. AI /acre)
237
175
194
88
167

Buffer zone distances required for complying with the CDPR proposed measures were calculated
based on Table 1 buffer distances for fumigations using other tarp in the proposal (CDPR 2013a).
The average broadcast application rate for chloropicrin in InLine applications is below 100 pounds
per acre. Consistent with CDPR’s recommendation and available information this analysis uses
the minimum rate reported in the mitigation proposal, 100 pounds of chloropicrin per acre, to
compute buffer zone distances.
The EPA developed an online buffer zone calculator as a tool to aid compliance with the EPA
requirements. The online EPA soil fumigant buffer zone calculator was used to calculate the
buffer zone distances required for complying with the EPA requirement (EPA 2013).
(Alternatively, the individual chemical fumigant labels could have been used to calculate the
buffer zone distances manually.) The buffer zone calculator first asks for the soil fumigant, then
for the product name and application method. The calculator then requests the broadcast
equivalent application rate for the product (not active ingredient) and the application block size.
The user must then select the tarp product. The calculator then requests information regarding
the qualifications for other credits, e.g. the soil organic content. The calculator then provides the
required buffer zone distance.
The average application rate reported in Table 26 was calculated using the total pounds of
product applied and total treated acreage from the 2013 PUR records for Ventura County (CDPR
preliminary 2013). The chloropicrin concentration and the weight per gallon were for each
chemical was from the respective chemical information label for each chemical (EPA 2013).
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Methods
Using preliminary 2013 PUR data we calculated the average pounds of product applied per acre
(a j ) for each of five soil fumigant products containing chloropicrin that do not contain methyl
bromide (InLine, Pic-Clor 60 EC, Pic-Clor 60, Tri-Clor, Tri-Clor EC) by dividing the total pounds of
product applied ( p j ) by the acreage over which it was applied (s j ) .
aj =

pj
sj

We used the chloropicrin concentration to calculate the broadcast equivalent application rate
pounds AI of chloropicrin in Ventura County in 2013. ( b j ) for a given soil fumigant product’s
average application in Ventura County by multiplying the average pounds applied per acre by the
chloropicrin concentration (c j ) ,
𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 = 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 × 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗

Using Table 1 of the CDPR Chloropicrin Mitigation Proposal (CDPR 2013a) and the current EPA
requirements we calculated the required buffer zone distance (z) for each soil fumigant product,
field distance, and percentile certainty combination. The CDPR proposal reports buffer zone
distances for application rates of 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, and 350 pounds per acre. Because the
average rates are not multiples of 50, we compute the weighted average of the proposal rate
immediately below the average application rate and immediately above it by adding the buffer
zone distance corresponding to the largest multiple of fifty less than the broadcast equivalent
application rate (z(bi,f,u))to the weighted average of the buffer zone distances corresponding to
application rates larger ( bi ) and smaller ( bi ) than the broadcast equivalent application rate of
the pesticide.

z(bi ; f ,u) = z(bi ; f ,u) +
where

bi − bi
bi − bi

× (z(bi ; f ,u) − z(bi ; f ,u))

bi = max{100,150, 200, 250, 300, 350 | bi ≤ bi }

and
bi = min{100,150, 200, 250, 300, 350 | bi ≥ bi } .

This computation was repeated for each of the four percentiles of protection (u) given in the
proposal (80th percentile, 85th percentile, 90th percentile and 95th percentile) for each field
distance (f) considered in this report: 5, 20 and 40 acres.
For example, consider a 20-acre field treated with Pic-Clor 60 at 398 pounds of product per acre
equivalent to 237 pounds of AI per acre (the average broadcast equivalent application rate in
Ventura in 2013 reported in Table 26). The bounding rates in Table 1 of the Chloropicrin
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Mitigation Proposal (CDPR 2013a) are 200 and 250 pounds AI. At the 80th percentile of
protection, the buffer zone distance for an application rate of 200 lbs./acre is 152 feet and the
buffer zone distance for an application rate of 250 lbs./acre is 289 feet.
𝑧𝑧(237,20,80𝑡𝑡ℎ) = 152 +

237 − 200
× (289 − 152) = 253.4
250 − 200

Thus, the buffer zone distance for this field is estimated to be 253.4 feet.

The effect of the buffer policy will depend on whether or not the buffer can extend outside the
field in question. Adjacent agricultural land not being fumigated at the same time and not
requiring entry for cultivation or harvesting purposes, for example, may enable all field acreage
to be fumigated. Other land uses may prohibit extending the buffer outside the field, thus
restricting the field acreage that can be fumigated.
In order to estimate the effect of the buffer policy on production and revenue, we considered
the effect of a single binding buffer on square fields.
In order to calculate the production loss (Di ) for each scenario we calculated how many acres
would be lost (Si ) and multiplied the loss in acreage by the average yield per acre (30.91 tons).
A scenario is a given combination of field distance, soil fumigant product applied at its average
application rate, and percentile of protection. In the example above,
Di=30.91Si
In order to calculate the gross revenue loss (Gi ) , we multiplied the production loss by the 2012
price per ton ($1,958.58).
Gi = 1958.58 Di

In addition to the gross revenue loss two additional effects contributed to the change in net
revenues. First, the reduction in planted acreage reduced production cost for the field. Second,
if the field was not already fumigated using 60% tarp then the cost per fumigated acre increased
if 60% tarp was used during fumigation. We consider two sets of scenarios where all growers use
60% tarp when fumigating: one in which 60% tarp was already in use and one in which growers
switch to using 60% credit tarp. We consider a third set of scenarios in which 60% tarp is not
used before or after the implementation of the CDPR proposed measures.
60% tarp used before and after implementation of CDPR proposed measures
The first set of scenarios assumes that all of the affected fields were already using 60% tarp and
so the net revenue loss (Ri1 ) was equal to the loss in gross revenue (Gi ) minus the decrease in
cultural expenses (ci ) .
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Ri1 = Gi − ci
The change in gross revenue per ton was calculated as the average price per ton minus the
harvest cost per ton ($669) multiplied by the production loss in each scenario.
Gi = (1970.73 − 669)Di

The decrease in cultural costs is defined as the product of the cultural cost per acre ($12,491) and
the number of acres that would be lost in each scenario.
ci = 12491Si

60% credit tarp adopted after implementation of CDPR proposed measures
In the second set of scenarios, we assumed none of the affected fields were using 60% tarp prior
to the proposed measures. In these cases the net revenue loss (Ri2 ) is equal to the net revenue
loss from the first scenario plus the additional cost of switching to 60% tarp ( fi ) . The cost of
switching to 60% tarp is simply the additional cost per acre of 60% tarp multiplied by the number
of acres treated ( (Ai − Si ) , where Ai is the number of acres in the field available for planting
before the buffer was imposed). We assumed the additional cost of 60% credit tarp was $320
per acre, using an estimate that was given to us by an industry expert.
fi = 320(Ai − Si )

Ri2 = Gi − ci + fi
60% credit tarp not used
In the third set of scenarios, 60% credit tarp is not used before or after the proposed measures
are in place. The production loss and gross revenue loss in this set of scenarios differ from the
first two. The net revenue loss (Ri3 ) is equal to the loss in gross revenue minus the decrease in
cultural expenses, where the loss in gross revenue and the cultural expenses are calculated as
described above.
Ri3 = Gi − ci
Reporting of scenarios
Rather than report net revenue calculations for all sets of scenarios we report the results in terms
of the differences in net revenues due to the CDPR proposed measures compared to current EPA
regulations.
Results
The results of the representative field analysis are presented in three sets. The first set regards
buffer zone distance. It reports buffer zone distances for the existing EPA requirements and for
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the CDPR proposed measures with non-60% tarp (Table 27) and with 60% tarp (Table 28). In
cases where the EPA buffer zone distance is greater than the CDPR proposed buffer zone distance
the EPA buffer zone is included because the stricter distance would be in effect. Table 29 shows
the increase in the buffer zone distances from the CDPR proposed measures for other (non-60%)
tarp over the current EPA distances. Table 30 shows the reduction in buffer zone distances from
switching to 60% tarp in the EPA requirements and the CDPR proposed measures. Table 31shows
the difference between these two sets of reductions.
The second set of results shows the acreage losses from the existing EPA requirements and for
the CDPR proposed measures for non-60% tarp and no EPA credit (Table 32) and for 60% tarp
(Table 33) for each percentile of protection, field size and fumigant material. The third set
examines the effect of the CDPR proposed measures on net returns. It begins by computing net
returns and net returns per acre under current EPA requirements and comparing them for 60%
tarp and non-60% tarp. Table 34 shows the increase in net revenue from switching to 60% tarp
from non-60% tarp under EPA regulations for three field sizes and Table 35 reports the same
results on a per acre basis. With one exception it is more profitable to use 60% tarp than non60% tarp under current EPA regulations, and in that one exception the EPA requirements are
stricter than all CDPR proposed measures. These results can be interpreted as switching from
non-60% tarp under EPA regulations to 60% tarp under the CDPR proposal. For non-60% tarp,
net revenues are reduced when the CDPR proposal requires larger buffer zone distances than the
EPA requirements. Table 36 reports incremental net revenue losses for three field sizes due to
the CDPR proposed measures for non-60% tarp and Table 37 reports them on a per acre basis.
Buffer zone distances
Table 27 and Table 28 summarize the buffer zone distances measured in feet from the edge of
the fumigated area for each soil fumigant product (Pic-Clor 60, Tri-Clor EC, Tri-Clor, InLine, and
Pic-Clor 60 EC) at its average application rate for each of the four percentile of protection
described in the CDPR proposal, as well as under current EPA requirements. Table 27 summarizes
the buffer zone distances assuming no tarp credit and Table 28 summarizes them using 60% tarp
(assuming 60% tarp credit received when using 60% credit tarp for EPA and a 25 foot buffer from
the CDPR proposal except when the EPA buffer distance is larger).
Table 29 reports increases in buffer zone distances from the CDPR proposal. In some cases the
EPA requirements are stricter than the proposed CDPR measures for non-60% tarp. These entries
are denoted in bold and report the EPA buffer zone distances that would bind after the relevant
percentile of protection was implemented. Under non-60% tarps and the 80th percentile of
protection buffer zone distances would be unaffected by the CDPR proposal, as would 5-acre
application blocks at the 85th percentile of protection and in a few cases larger blocks and/or
percentiles of protection. In these cases growers would use the EPA buffer zone distances
because they must comply with both sets of requirements. CDPR’s proposed 25-foot buffer zone
distance for all applications using 60% tarp is always no larger than the EPA-mandated buffer
zone distances because EPA requires a 25 foot minimum for all fumigations using chloropicrin.
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Table 27. Buffer Zone Distances (ft.) for Alternative Pesticides, Field Sizes, and Percentiles
with Non-60% Credit Tarpa/
Regulation

Percentile

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

EPA

Acres

5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor
60

Tri-Clor
EC

Tri-Clor

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

118
286
476
118
396
668
222
647
1047
443
1132
1793
118
286
476

35
152
257
35
173
257
81
364
620
262
737
1191
35
152
257

61
207
354
61
244
438
130
451
752
330
863
1381
61
207
354

30
30
40
30
30
40
30
30
96
30
216
412
30
30
40

30
147
249
30
143
302
60
327
564
233
684
1111
30
147
249

a/ EPA buffer distance is larger than CDPR distance and therefore binding when entry is in bold.
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Table 28. Buffer Zone Distance (ft.) for Alternative Pesticides, Field Sizes, and CDPR
Percentiles with 60% Tarp
Regulation

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor
60

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

EPA

5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40

47
114
190
47
114
190
47
114
190
47
114
190
47
114
190

53

Tri-Clor
Tri-Clor
EC
25
61
103
25
61
103
25
61
103
25
61
103
25
61
103

25
83
142
25
83
142
25
83
142
25
83
142
25
83
142

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

25
59
100
25
59
100
25
59
100
25
59
100
25
59
100

The increase in buffer zone distances for non-60% credit tarps from the CDPR proposal compared
to the EPA distances is reported in Table 29 . It is calculated by subtracting the EPA distance for
each material and field size from the CDPR distances for each material, field size and percentile
in Table 27. The increase in buffer zone distances increases with application block size and
generally increases with higher percentiles of protection. The difference is zero if the EPA
requirements are more stringent than the CDPR requirements.
Table 29. Increase in Buffer Zone Distances (ft.) from CDPR Proposal with Non-60% Credit
Tarp
Regulation

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor
60

Tri-Clor
Tri-Clor
EC

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

CDPR

80th

5
20
40

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

CDPR

85th

5
20
40

0
110
192

0
21
85

0
37
84

0
0
0

0
0
53

CDPR

90th

5
20
40

104
361
571

46
212
363

69
244
398

0
0
56

30
180
315

CDPR

95th

5
20
40

325
846
1,317

227
585
934

269
656
1,027

0
186
372

203
537
862

The reductions in buffer zone distances from switching to 60% credit tarp from non-60% credit
tarps are shown in Table 30. They are calculated by subtracting the distances in Table 28 from
the distances in Table 27 for each scenario. If the EPA buffer zone distances are larger than the
CDPR distances then the table reports the difference between the EPA distances. Generally,
buffer zones that use 60% credit tarp are smaller than buffer zones that do not. However, if the
buffer zone for non-60% credit tarps is the minimum buffer zone distance of 25 feet then there
is no decrease in the buffer zone distance from switching to 60% tarp. The reductions in buffer
zone distances from switching to 60% tarp increase with field size.
The difference between the CDPR and EPA reductions in buffer zone distances from switching to
60% credit tarp is calculated by subtracting the EPA reduction from the CDPR reduction in Table
30 and is reported in Table 31. The reductions in the buffer zone distance for CDPR are always
greater or equal to the EPA reduction. Thus, implementation of any percentile of protection in
the CDPR proposal will either increase or not affect the buffer zone distance reduction obtained
from using 60% tarp. There is no effect under any percentile of protection and field size
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considered for Pic-Clor, and only at high percentiles of protection and large application blocks for
InLine. There are benefits to 60% tarp for more combinations of percentiles of protection and
application block sizes for the remaining three soil fumigant products.
Acreage losses
The difference in acreage losses between the EPA requirements and the proposed CDPR
measures depends greatly on the percentile of protection. Table 32 and Table 33 report the
acreage losses in each scenario due to EPA and CDPR requirements with non-60% tarp and with
60% tarp, respectively. The acreage losses using 60% credit tarp are identical for the CDPR
proposed measures and EPA requirements at all percentiles because both have a 25-foot
minimum and the EPA buffer distance is greater in some cases and is binding (Table 33).
Table 30. Reduction in Buffer Zone Distances (ft.) from Switching from Non-60% Tarp to 60%
Tarp under CDPR Proposal and EPA
Regulation

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor Tri-Clor
Tri-Clor
60
EC

CDPR

80th

CDPR

85th

CDPR

90th

CDPR

95th

EPA

-

5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40
5
20
40

71
172
286
71
172
286
71
172
286
71
172
286
71
172
286
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10
91
154
10
112
239
56
303
517
237
676
1088
10
91
154

36
124
212
36
161
296
105
368
610
305
780
1239
36
124
212

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

5
5
15
5
5
15
5
5
71
5
191
387
5
5
15

5
88
149
5
88
202
35
268
464
208
625
1011
5
88
149

Table 31. Difference between CDPR and EPA in the Decrease in Buffer Zone Distances (ft.)
from Switching to 60% Tarp
Regulation

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor Tri-Clor
Tri-Clor
60
EC

CDPR

CDPR

80th

85th

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

5

0

0

0

0

0

20
40

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5
20
40

0
0
0

0
21
85

0
37
84

0
0
0

0
0
53

CDPR

90th

5
20
40

0
0
0

46
212
363

69
244
398

0
0
56

30
180
315

CDPR

95th

5
20
40

0
0
0

227
585
934

269
656
1,027

0
186
372

203
537
862

56

Table 32. Acreage Losses for Alternative Pesticides, Field Sizes, and Percentiles with Non-60%
Credit Tarp and No EPA Tarp Credit
Agency

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor Tri-Clor
60
EC

Tri-Clor

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

CDPR

80th

5
20
40

1.26
6.13
14.42

0.37
3.26
7.79

0.65
4.44
10.73

0.32
0.64
1.21

0.17
1.33
4.86

CDPR

85th

5
20
40

1.26
8.47
20.24

0.37
3.70
10.36

0.65
5.22
13.27

0.32
0.64
1.21

0.32
3.06
9.14

CDPR

90th

5
20
40

2.38
13.86
31.73

0.87
7.80
18.79

1.39
9.67
22.80

0.32
0.64
2.91

0.64
7.01
17.10

CDPR

95th

5
20
40

4.75
20.00
40.00

2.80
15.79
36.09

3.54
18.50
40.00

0.32
4.63
12.48

2.49
14.65
33.67

EPA

-

5
20
40

1.26
6.13
14.42

0.37
3.26
7.79

0.65
4.44
10.73

0.32
0.64
1.21

0.32
3.15
7.55
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Table 33. Acreage Losses for Alternative Pesticides, Field Sizes, and Percentiles Using 60%
Tarp under CDPR Proposal and EPA
Agency

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor Tri-Clor
60
EC

Tri-Clor

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

CDPR

80th

5
20
40

0.50
2.44
5.76

0.27
1.31
3.12

0.27
1.78
4.30

0.27
0.54
0.76

0.27
1.26
3.03

CDPR

85th

5
20
40

0.50
2.44
5.76

0.27
1.31
3.12

0.27
1.78
4.30

0.27
0.54
0.76

0.27
1.26
3.03

CDPR

90th

5
20
40

0.50
2.44
5.76

0.27
1.31
3.12

0.27
1.78
4.30

0.27
0.54
0.76

0.27
1.26
3.03

CDPR

95th

5
20
40

0.50
2.44
5.76

0.27
1.31
3.12

0.27
1.78
4.30

0.27
0.54
0.76

0.27
1.26
3.03

-

5
20
40

0.50
2.44
5.76

0.27
1.31
3.12

0.27
1.78
4.30

0.27
0.54
0.76

0.27
1.26
3.03

EPA

Net revenue losses
In order to calculate the incremental effects of the CDPR proposal on net revenues, the first step
is to identify whether it is profit-maximizing to use 60% tarp or non-60% tarp under current EPA
buffer zone distances. Net revenues are calculated by multiplying yield by non-buffer acreage
and subtracting production costs, including the additional $320 cost per acre of 60% tarp. Table
34 reports the change in net revenues due to using 60% tarp rather than non-60% tarp under the
existing EPA regulations and Table 35 reports the change in net revenues per acre. Using 60%
tarp results in higher net revenues in all cases except one: a 20-acre field utilizing InLine. In that
specific case the EPA regulations are stricter than the proposed CDPR buffer zone distances for
all percentiles of protection. Consequently, within the parameters of this analysis there is no
scope for the CDPR proposal to alter the incentive to use 60% tarp instead of non-60% tarp;
current EPA buffer zone distances create that incentive.
For non-60% tarp, the CDPR proposal reduces net returns in cases when the buffer zone distance
increases. Table 36 reports the incremental effect of the CDPR proposal on net losses for three
field sizes for non-60% tarp. When the EPA buffer zone distances are binding there is zero
incremental effect. In the other cases the CDPR proposal requires larger buffer zone distances,
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thus increasing net losses relative to the EPA regulations. Table 37 reports the increase in net
losses per acre.
Table 34. Benefit from Switching to 60% Tarp (60% Tarp vs. Non-60% Tarp under EPA)
Acres
Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor 60

Tri-Clor EC

Tri-Clor

InLine

Pic-Clor 60 EC

19,542
96,036
228,091

1,504
47,805
116,924

9,128

38
(3,125)
126

38
46,018
112,719

5
20
40

Acres

67,460
165,785

Table 35. Benefit per Acre from Switching to 60% Tarp
(60% Tarp vs. Non-60% Tarp under EPA)
Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor 60

Tri-Clor EC

Tri-Clor

InLine

Pic-Clor 60 EC

3,908
4,802
5,702

301
2,390
2,923

1,826
3,373
4,145

8
(156)
3

8
2,301
2,818

5
20
40

Table 36. Incremental Net Revenue Loss Due to CDPR Measures for Non-60% Tarp
(CDPR Versus EPA)
Agency

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor
60

Tri-Clor
EC

Tri-Clor

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

CDPR

80th

5
20
40

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

CDPR

85th

5
20
40

0
64,218
159,077

0
12,023
70,498

0
21,441
69,470

0
0
0

0
0
43,692

CDPR

90th

5
20
40

30,485 13,489 20,092
211,703 124,331 143,333
473,649 301,069 330,297

0
8,756
0 105,682
46,446 261,524

CDPR

95th

5
20
40

95,307 66,418 78,962
379,668 343,084 384,817
700,006 774,652 801,192

0 59,392
109,083 314,863
308,534 714,935
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Table 37. Incremental Net Revenue Loss per Acre due to CDPR Measures for Non-60% Tarp
(CDPR Versus EPA)
Regulation

Percentile

Acres

Chemical Fumigant
Pic-Clor
60

Tri-Clor
EC

Tri-Clor

InLine

Pic-Clor
60 EC

CDPR

80th

5
20
40

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

CDPR

85th

5
20
40

0
3,211
3,977

0
601
1,762

0
1,072
1,737

0
0
0

0
0
1,092

CDPR

90th

5
20
40

6,097
10,585
11,841

2,698
6,217
7,527

4,018
7,167
8,257

0
0
1,161

1,751
5,284
6,538

CDPR

95th

5
20
40

19,061
18,983
17,500

13,284
17,154
19,366

15,792
19,241
20,030

0
5,454
7,713

11,878
15,743
17,873
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8. Grower Responses to Recently Implemented Requirements:
Ventura County Strawberry Production
The potential economic effects of the CDPR proposal are determined by whether – and how
much- The proposal alters growers’ fumigation decisions relative to the decisions they make
under current requirements. Section 3 summarized those requirements and compared them to
the proposal. Preliminary PUR data for 2013 enable a comparison of growers’ fumigation
decisions under these restrictions and their previous decisions in terms of choice of fumigant
product, application rate, application block size, tarp choice, and application date. This section
compares fumigation applications in 2011, 2012 and 2013.
Application Rates
One way growers can reduce buffer zones and comply with VOC emission regulations is by
reducing application rates. Table 38 reports application rates by product and year for Ventura
County and includes the maximum label rates for purposes of comparison. In all cases application
rates were noticeably below maximum rates. There is no single pattern of changes in application
rates across products. Application rates for InLine, Tri-Clor EC and Pic-Clor 60 EC remained
virtually constant. Tri-Clor application rates first increased by more than 10% between 2011 and
2012 and then decreased by about a fifth between 2012 and 2013. Pic-Clor was not applied in
2012 and its application rate in 2013 was more than double that in 2011.
Table 38. Soil Fumigant Product and Active Ingredient Application Rates (lbs./acre):
Strawberries, Ventura County 2011-2013 and Maximum Label Rates
InLine
TriTriPicPicClor
Clor
Clor
Clor
EC
60
60 EC
Ave. Broadcast Equivalent Product Rate (lbs. /acre)
2011
273 246
180
148
284
2012
278 272
183
--285
2013
264 196
186
398
295
Maximum Product Rate (lbs./acre)

941

350

320

588

525

91
93
88

244
269
194

169
172
175

88
--237

161
162
167

Maximum Broadcast Equivalent Pic (lbs.
313 347
301
ai/acre)
Source: CDPR PUR database (2011, 2012, preliminary 2013), CDPR 2013b.

350

298

Average Pounds Pic (lbs. ai/acre)
2011
2012
2013
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While its application rates were very different across those two years, there were very few
applications of Pic-Clor 60: a single application in 2011 and four applications in 2013. Table 39
reports the number of applications and acres treated by product. Tri-Clor EC accounted for the
majority of acres treated in all years. It also had the largest average acreage per application.
Table 39. Acres Treated and Number of Applications by Product: Strawberries, Ventura
County, 2011-2013
InLine
Tri-Clor Tri-Clor EC Pic-Clor 60 Pic-Clor 60 EC
Number of Applications
2011
43
6
121
1
12
2012
44
37
139
0
37
2013
38
66
119
4
12
Acres Treated
2011
2,115
58
6,589
44
396
2012
2,069
1,519
7,081
0
1,566
2013
1,584
2,298
5,635
78
486
Average acres/application
2011
49.2
9.7
54.5
44.0
33.0
2012
47.0
41.1
50.9
0.0
42.3
2013
41.7
34.8
47.4
19.5
40.5
Share of Acres Treated (%)*
2011
23.0
0.6
71.6
0.5
4.3
2012
16.9
12.4
57.9
0
12.8
2013
15.7
22.8
55.9
0.8
4.8
* Share of acres treated computed using acres treated with a product containing chloropicrin with 1,3-D or as the
sole active ingredient. Acres treated with a product containing methyl bromide and chloropicrin are omitted.

Source: CDPR PUR Data (2011, 2012, preliminary 2013)

Application Method and Tarp
Both the Ventura County permit conditions and the EPA Phase II requirements reduce buffer
zone distances when 60% tarp is used. Appendix B lists the eligible tarps as of May 28, 2014.
Appendix G reproduces the content of a Ventura County Restricted Material Field Fumigation
Conditions document, here referred to as a permit. Given these incentives, some strawberry
acreage is already pre-plant fumigated using tarp eligible for a 60% credit under EPA
requirements and county permit conditions.
Table 40 reports Ventura County strawberry acreage treated with a soil fumigant containing
chloropicrin as an active ingredient for the years 2011- 2013 by application method and tarp
type. 10 (Acreage treated with fumigants also containing methyl bromide was excluded.) In 2013,
10

Note that a substantial number of applications in 2011 did not specify an application method. CDPR began utilizing
the method field in 2011, and the method data for that year do not include all pre-plant fumigations of land intended
for strawberry production.
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of the approximately 10,000 strawberry acres treated with a product not containing methyl
bromide, around 2,700 used a broadcast method. 93% of this acreage used a 60% tarp. The
remaining approximately 7,300 acres were treated using a drip method. 50% of the drip method
acreage used a 60% tarp. Overall, about two-thirds of treated acres used 60% tarps.
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Table 40. Acreage Treated with Products Containing Chloropicrin by Application Method, Tarp
and Year: Strawberries, Ventura County, 2011-2013
2011

2012

2013

62
62
-

1,558
1,558
-

2,441
151
2,290

6448.1(D)(2)
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast -With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit

-

-

59
59

6448.1(D)(6)
-Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast

-

-

19
19

6448.1(D)(7)
-1,3-Dichloropropene Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin
-Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin -With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit

6,661
6,661
-

10,677
10,677
-

7,563
3,755
3,808

No Method Specified

2,479

-

-

Total
Application Method (All Tarps)
Broadcast Applications
Chemigation Applications
No Method Specified

9,202

12,235

10,081

62
6,661
2,479

1,558
10,677
-

2,518
7,563
-

Broadcast Applications (Percent of Total)
Chemigation Applications (Percent of Total)
No Method Specified (Percent of Total)
Applications with Tarp Eligible for 60% Credit
Other Applications
Unspecified

1%
72%
27%
6,723
2479

13%
87%
0%
12,235
0

25%
75%
0%
6,156
3,925
0

0%
73%
27%

0%
100%
0%

61%
39%
0%

Application Method and Tarp Type a/
6447.3(A)(3)
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast - Nobel Plow
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast - Nobel Plow-With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit

Applications with Tarp Eligible for 60% Credit (Percent of Total)
Other Applications (Percent of Total)
Unspecified

a/ California Department of Pesticide Regulation. 2012c. “Chloropicrin Field Fumigation Methods Allowed, by

Geographic Area, Chloropicrin.” http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/emon/vocs/vocproj/method_table_simple.pdf

Source: CDPR PUR Data (2011, 2012, 2013 as of 5 August 2015)

The percentage of acreage using drip pre-plant soil fumigation varies by production region due
to differences in topography, pest pressure, and other considerations. Ventura County growers
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utilize drip applications for a larger share of treated acreage. Table 41 reports information
regarding application methods and tarp use for California as a whole. In 2013, 60% of
applications were drip and 36% were broadcast. (For the state as a whole 4% of applications did
not report method.) A slightly lower share of applications (55%) used tarp eligible for a 60%
credit in California as a whole.
Table 41. Acreage Treated with Products Containing Chloropicrin by Year:
Strawberries, California, 2011-2013
2011

2012

2013

82

1,580

2,644

-

-

16

-

-

85

82

1,580

189

-

-

2,355

6447.3(A)(4)
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed

-

125
125

-

6447.3(A)(5)
-Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast - Strip -With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit
-Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast
-Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast -With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit

-

94
94
-

99
85
14

6448
-1,3-Dichloropropene - Other Label Method

-

-

23
23

584
550
34

17
17
-

5,849
5,496
287
66
-

-

-

21

-

-

21

546
546

6,018
6,018

1,410
1,203
206

Application Method and Tarp Type
6447.3(A)(3)
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast - Closing Shoes And Compaction
Roller-With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast - Nobel Plow - Strip -With Tarp Eligible
For 60% Credit
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast - Nobel Plow
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast - Nobel Plow-With Tarp Eligible For
60% Credit
a\

6448.1(D)(2)
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast -With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Broadcast
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed-With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed
6448.1(D)(4)
-Tarpaulin/Shallow/Bed/Three Water Treatment -With Tarp Eligible
For 60% Credit
6448.1(D)(6)
-Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast -With Tarp Eligible For 60% Credit
-Tarpaulin/Deep/Broadcast
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2011
10,671
10,671

2012
19,556
19,556

2013
16,792
10,819

-

-

5,974

No Method Specified

13,282

3,733

1,047

Total

25,165

31,124

27,881

1,212
10,671
13,282

7,835
19,556
3,733

10,046
16,790
1,047

5%
42%
53%

25%
63%
12%

36%
60%
4%

11,883
13,282

27,391
3,733

15,314
11,526
1,047

0%
47%
53%

0%
88%
12%

55%
41%
4%

6448.1(D)(7)
-1,3-Dichloropropene Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin
-Chemigation (Drip System)/Tarpaulin -With Tarp Eligible For 60%
Credit

Application Method (All Tarps)
Broadcast Applications
Chemigation Applications
No Method Specified
Broadcast Applications (Percent of Total)
Chemigation Applications (Percent of Total)
No Method Specified (Percent of Total)
Tarp Type (All Methods)
Applications with Tarp Eligible for 60% Credit
Other Applications
Unspecified
Applications with Tarp Eligible for 60% Credit (Percent of Total)
Other Applications (Percent of Total)
Unspecified

a/ California Department of Pesticide Regulation. 2012c. “Chloropicrin Field Fumigation Methods Allowed, by

Geographic Area, Chloropicrin.” http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/emon/vocs/vocproj/method_table_simple.pdf

Source: CDPR PUR Data (2011, 2012, 2013 as of 5 August 2015)

Timing of Applications
Another concern identified in the public comments was that the proposed regulations would
extend the time required for fumigation, which would in turn affect decisions regarding planting
as well as the timing of the removal of the previous year’s crop. Figure 4 reports cumulative
fumigated acres by date in 2011, 2012, and 2013. As the figure shows, the ending date by which
(virtually) all fumigation has been completed was consistent across years. In contrast, fumigation
started earlier in 2013 than in 2011. In 2011, it took until late August for a total of 4,000 acres of
completed fumigations. In 2013, 4,000 acres were fumigated by late July.
2012 includes
significantly more treated acres, complicating the comparison.
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Figure 4. Cumulative acres treated by year: Ventura County, strawberries, 2011-13
Source: CDPR PUR Data (2011, 2012, preliminary 2013)
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9. Notice of Intent Analysis: Subset of 2013 Restricted Material
Permits, Ventura County Strawberry Production
We utilized data available from Notice of Intent (NOI) documents for strawberries recorded with
in Ventura County in order to analyze the impacts of implementation of the CDPR Mitigation
Proposal given the fumigation decisions made in 2013. Access to detailed information for
individual notices of intent and each of their fumigations for a subset of 2013 permits allowed us
to calculate the impacts on a fumigation by fumigation basis using actual applications. First we
analyzed current practices, buffer zone distances, and buffer acreage. Next we calculated the
proposed buffer zone distances for each of the fumigations under the CDPR Mitigation Proposal
for each percentile of protection under consideration and the associated buffer zone distance.
Finally, we analyzed the impacts of the CDPR proposal by comparing current buffer distances to
proposed buffer distances for each percentile under consideration. We examined changes in
buffer distances, acres in buffers, and acres that would no longer be allowed to be treated
because the required buffer zone distance could not be achieved without extending the buffer
zone into the treated field. Using this information, we estimated the potential effect of the CDPR
proposal on gross and net revenues for strawberries in Ventura County, as discussed in Section
10.
Data
Ventura’s County Agricultural Commissioner’s office provided the NOIs in response to our
request for public records. In order to get a diverse sample, we requested NOIs associated with
permits for fields adjacent to urban areas, adjacent to strawberry fields owned by other growers,
and strawberry fields adjacent to agricultural land in crops other than strawberries. The data are
from Ventura for the year 2013 and include fumigations of strawberries using chloropicrin with
and without 1,3-D, and without methyl bromide. The data come from 80 NOIs which included a
total of 271 fumigations, across 17 growers’ permits. They represent about 38% of Ventura’s
2013 fumigations for fumigations using chloropicrin, with and without 1,3-D, and without methyl
bromide. Across the set of NOIs, 3,678 fumigated acres were included, slightly over a third of
2013 fumigated acres based on preliminary 2013 PUR data 11.
An NOI is part of a Restricted Materials Permit. Each NOI allows the fumigation of designated
acreage on a designated Site ID. The “site” corresponds to the total planted acres, and the
fumigated acreage corresponds to the treated acres, on the NOI. Each NOI contains a cover sheet
and a map (or maps) of the site. The NOI cover sheet includes the fumigation method, the
fumigant, broadcast rate in pounds of product, and the tarp used. The cover sheet also may
include information about the individual blocks within the site to be fumigated each day such as
the block size, the date of each fumigation, and/or the buffer zone distance for each fumigation
block. The maps indicate block size, buffer zone distance and fumigation date. They also reveal
the physical relationships among the fumigation blocks and between the fumigation blocks and
11

Some analyses exclude two fumigations (and their corresponding acreage) where the acreage used for buffer zone
determination was not clear.
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adjacent land including the ownership of adjacent farmland, urban areas, and occupied
structures. In most cases the maps are the only way to identify overlapping buffer zones. 12 Other
information gleaned from the maps will be discussed below. For the purposes of the analysis and
discussion, “a fumigation” refers to a stand-alone fumigation block that is surrounded by a buffer
zone and fumigated in a single day.
The number of NOIs associated with a single permit ranged from one to ten, with a mean of 4.7
NOIs for each permit. Each NOI corresponds to a unique site ID and a unique NOI must be filed
for each site ID. Each site may be subdivided into any number of blocks with each treated as a
unique fumigation event. We analyzed individual fumigations for each site described on each
NOI. Figure 5 plots the distribution of the number of fumigations per NOI. The number of
fumigations per NOI ranged from one to 14. The majority of NOIs included one or two
fumigations.
25
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Figure 5. Number of fumigations per NOI: Ventura County subset, strawberries 2013
For each NOI, we entered basic information from the NOI including Permit Number, Site ID,
Planted and Treated Acres, Product and Broadcast Rate (pounds), and Method (including use of
60% tarp).
• For chloropicrin products containing 1,3-D, which are reported in gallons, we converted
gallons to pounds using the following conversion factors: InLine, 3.73 pounds chloropicrin
per gallon; Pic-Clor 60 EC, 6.73 pounds chloropicrin per gallon.
• In two instances the method code did not match other information in the NOI regarding the
tarp type. The method code for two NOIs indicated the use of non-60% tarp, but both NOIs
had 25-foot buffers that are allowable only with a 60% tarp. In order to be consistent with
the reported buffers the method code was changed to the corresponding 60% tarp code. In
12

In some instances it is not possible to identify overlapping buffer zones from the maps. Some NOI cover sheets
provided information on overlapping buffer zones.
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•

addition, one of the two stated the name of a tarp eligible for 60% credit. Besides these two
discrepancies, two additional NOIs with method codes for non-60% tarps indicated the use
of 60% tarps for some of the fumigations. In these instances we assumed that other tarp was
used for all of the fumigations in the NOIs.
In one instance the method code indicated the use of broadcast fumigation to apply Tri-Clor
EC, while the label permits the use of drip only. The buffer distance matched the EPA
calculator buffer distance for drip application of Tri-Clor EC at the given application rate and
block size, so we assumed that the actual application method was drip.

For each NOI, we also entered the number of fumigation blocks, and practices that can reduce
the buffer zone acreage that a grower must place on his or her own field:
• Minimum days between adjacent fumigations: When growers use other tarps and adjacent
blocks have overlapping buffers, the buffer is based on combined block size if fumigations are
12-36 hours apart following Ventura County Permit Conditions (Appendix G). If growers wait
at least 36 hours between fumigations, the buffers are based on individual block size, so this
reduces acreage in buffers. Another stipulation in the Ventura County Permit Conditions is
that no fumigation within 24 hours can total more than 40 acres. Therefore, if adjacent blocks
sum to more than 40 acres, growers are required to wait at least 36 hours between
fumigations, so waiting two days is mandatory in this case and not done solely to reduce
buffer distance. As such, we noted these cases in order to determine the number of
fumigations for which waiting at least 36 hours was optional, and thus a valid buffer-reducing
strategy.
• Whether buffers extend onto adjacent property, and/or are placed on a farm path or road,
maximizing a grower’s fumigated, planted acres.
• Minimum and maximum block size: Ventura County Permit Conditions state that minimum
buffers for other tarps are 60 feet for blocks up to and including six acres, and 100 feet for
blocks greater than 6 acres. Thus, growers who do not use 60% tarps can reduce their
minimum buffer by reducing block size to six acres or less.
For each fumigation, we entered all of the information provided for the site represented on the
NOI as described above, as well as the fumigation date, block size and buffer zone distance and
two additional ways to reduce planted acres lost to buffers: whether the grower places a buffer
for one of their fumigation blocks onto an adjacent field he operates and whether the buffer
extended onto a road or farm path (as noted above). For other tarp fumigations only, we also
noted the percent of the perimeter for which there is an opportunity to extend the buffer farther
outward.
To obtain the active ingredient broadcast equivalent rate needed to estimate buffers under the
CDPR proposal, we multiplied the product rate by the percentage of chloropicrin in the product
used.
Additional steps were undertaken to identify inconsistent information on NOIs and ensure that
we correctly specified the size of each fumigation block and the acreage used to determine
buffers. For each fumigation on each NOI, the EPA buffer zone distance was calculated and
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entered, using the EPA’s online buffer zone calculator 13. Blocks where EPA and NOI buffers did
not match enabled us to identify cases where situations existed that could not readily be
discerned from the maps. Specifically, the additional analysis allowed us to:
•

•

•
•

Identify cases where adjacent blocks were fumigated on the same day, but separately labeled
on the map and should be combined into one fumigation for the purposes of calculating the
buffer. It is not always clear from the maps whether such fumigations have an overlapping
buffer, which would necessitate a buffer based on combined field size. If the NOI buffer
matched the EPA buffer for the combined size of adjacent blocks that had the same buffer
distance, rather than the individual blocks, this indicated the buffer was based on combined
field size. We treated each set of combined blocks as a single block in all analyses.
Identify cases where the overlapping buffer rule was triggered for adjacent blocks that were
fumigated on consecutive days, such that the buffer was based on combined field size. If the
NOI buffer matched the EPA buffer for the combined block size, this indicated that the
overlapping buffer rule was triggered. This applied in five cases, comprising three fumigations
where the overlap involved fumigations on the same grower’s fields, and two fumigations
where one grower’s buffer overlapped a different grower’s buffer. We used the combined
acreage to estimate buffers under the CDPR proposal.
Identify cases where DPR’s current minimum buffers (60- and 100-foot buffers for other
tarps) were larger than what EPA requires now.
Identify cases where a 40% tarp credit was applied. NOIs generally did not identify tarps. If
the buffer on the NOI was 40% less than EPA’s buffer for another tarp, this would indicate a
40% tarp credit was applied. We confirmed this by checking the tarp name on the PUR entry
for that individual fumigation. From the NOIs we identified 25 fumigations with 40% credit
tarp buffers (9% of fumigations). We used EPA’s 40% credit buffer distance as the applicable
minimum buffer under the CDPR proposal in cases where CDPR’s proposed buffer distance
was less than EPA’s 40% credit buffer.

Estimation of CDPR’s Proposed Buffer Zone Distances
We estimated buffer zone distances that would apply under CDPR’s proposed regulation for each
fumigation block, based on the tarp type, block size and active ingredient broadcast rate.
We used the CDPR proposal to estimate buffers for the 80th, 85th, 90th and 95th percentiles of
protection. The proposal states that a 25-foot buffer zone distance applies for all 60% tarps, and
specifies buffers for other tarps in Table 1. CDPR’s Table 1 defines buffer zone distances for
acreage ranging from five to 40 acres, and active ingredient application rates ranging from 100
to 350 pounds in 50 pounds increments. We used the proposal’s Table 1 where five - acre blocks
are the smallest block size. (The proposal is included as Appendix A to this report.)We requested
and were provided with an additional table developed by CDPR designating buffers for one-acre
blocks for each percentile of protection and application rate included in the original proposal, to

13

http://ofmpub.epa.gov/apex/pesticides/f?p=125:1:953140905425:::::
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estimate buffers for other tarps. This was necessary because several of the blocks on the NOI
were less than 5 acres in size.
To enable more accurate buffer estimates, we expanded this table by interpolation. Ultimately,
we included estimated buffer zone distances in increments of one acre from blocks sized one to
10 acres, and in increments of five acres for blocks greater than 10. This matches the acreage
increments at which buffer zone distances are currently determined under current CDPR
Recommended Permit Conditions and EPA regulations. In practice field sizes are rounded up to
the nearest five acres field size.
We also interpolated buffer zone distances for chloropicrin application rates in increments of 10
pounds. The interpolation calculated application rate increments by evenly distributing the
difference in CDPR’s buffer zone distance across each range. For example, at the 80th percentile,
with a 100-lb application rate, CDPR’s Table 1 states a buffer distance of zero feet for five acres,
and 16 feet for 10 acres. We distributed the resulting 16-foot difference in buffer distance equally
across the range to yield estimated buffers of 3.2 feet for 6 acres, 6.4 feet for 7 acres, and so on.
As another example, at the 80th percentile given a 10-acre block, CDPR’s Table 1 states a 28-foot
buffer for a 200-pound application rate and a 156-foot buffer for a 250-pound application rate.
We extrapolated the difference, 128 feet, across the range to yield estimated buffer distances of
53.6 feet for a 210-pound application rate, 79.2 for a 220-pound application rate, and so on.
From these calculations, we developed an expanded table of estimated buffers for CDPR’s
proposed regulation for each percentile, block size, and application rate. We determined the
applicable buffers for each fumigation, using its block size and active ingredient application rate,
as noted. If the fumigation buffer was based on combined acreage with other blocks, due to the
overlapping buffer rule, we used the combined acreage to calculate the buffer. As such, the
buffers represent what growers would face given current fumigation practices, including
overlapping buffers.
Using this information, we estimated the buffer zone distance and corresponding treated acreage
effects of the CDPR proposal at each percentile of protection. We adjusted some proposal buffers
for non-60% tarps to ensure compliance with the proposal’s reference to 60-100 foot minimum
for non-60% tarps. We also adjusted some proposal buffers for 60% tarps to ensure conformance
with EPA regulations, since CDPR cannot implement a requirement that is less strict than EPA.
The proposal does not specify the conditions for applying the 60- and 100-foot minimum buffers
for non-60% tarps. We assumed that CDPR’s Recommended Permit Conditions would apply, and
thus used the current NOI buffer as the applicable minimum under the proposal. For 60% tarps,
the NOI buffer matches the EPA buffer, and is thus the assumed minimum. We compared the
proposed CDPR buffers to the current NOI buffer for that same fumigation, with the applicable
tarp credit (40%, 60% or none). We then replaced the CDPR buffer with the NOI buffer if the CDPR
buffer was smaller.
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Calculation of Acres in Buffers
After determining the applicable proposed CDPR buffer zone distances for each fumigation block,
we calculated the estimated acres in buffers. We assumed block size was square for this
calculation, with the buffer extending outside the fumigation block. We first converted
fumigation block size in acres to square feet by multiplying acres by 43,560, the number of square
feet per acre. We then calculated the length of each side of the fumigation block by taking the
square root of this number. We then added the buffer distance measured to the length of one
side, multiplied the result by the buffer distance, and then multiplied this result by four to
estimate the buffer zone area in square feet. We then divided this by 43,560 square feet per acre
to convert to acres: This approach results in an approximation of the acreage in buffers because
the fumigation blocks in reality have a broad range of shapes and proportions. However, we
could not discern the lengths of all field sides from the maps and therefore utilized this
approximation approach for calculating the acres in buffers.
Acres in buffer = (fumigation block side length + buffer distance in feet) X buffer distance X
4 ÷ 43,560 ft2 per acre
For example, consider a five-acre fumigation block with a 100 foot buffer. Five acres equals
217,800 square feet. Assuming that the block is square, we can calculate the length of each side
by taking the square root and assume that the length of each side is 466.7 feet. Adding the 100
foot buffer to each side yields 566.7 feet. Multiplying this by the buffer distance of 100 yields
56,669 square feet for each of the buffer rectangles in figure 5. Multiplying by four yields a buffer
zone area of 226,676 square feet or 5.2 acres.
The logic is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Fumigation Block

← Fumigation block side length →

1/4 of buffer zone area
= (block side length + buffer distance) x
buffer distance

1/4 of buffer zone area
= (fumigation block side length + buffer distance) x buffer distance

1/4 of buffer zone area
= (fumigation block side length + buffer distance) x buffer distance

← Buffer

Distance →

← Buffer
Distance →

1/4 of buffer zone area
= (fumigation block side length + buffer distance) x buffer distance

Figure 6. Illustration of the calculation of acres in a buffer zone

Calculation of Change in Buffer Zone Distance and Acres in Buffers
Our calculations for the increase in buffer zone distance and acres in buffer at each percentile
are straightforward. In these calculations, we included only fumigations where the buffer zone
increased. For these fumigations, we calculated the average difference in buffer zone distance
across fumigations, with the difference for each fumigation being the proposed buffer minus the
current NOI buffer. We also calculated the average percentage increase across fumigations with
the percentage increase for each fumigation being the difference in the buffer zone divided by
the current NOI buffer. Again, we should point out that these calculations are an approximation
based on the simplifying assumption that each fumigation block is square.
For calculations for change in acreage, we summed the difference in acreage across fumigations
(CDPR proposed minus current NOI) to calculate total additional acreage in buffers, and divided
this by current acreage in buffer zones to calculate the total percentage increase.
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Calculation of Treated Acres Lost
For the Ventura County subset, we calculated treated strawberry acres lost to buffers,
representing the added buffer acreage that would have to be brought onto a grower’s field. First,
we calculated the perimeter of the block based on the number of treated acres and assuming a
square block shape. As noted above, this estimation of approximating the perimeter was
necessary because we were not able to determine the exact perimeter of each block, given that
we don’t know the scale of the maps and the fields had a variety of shapes. Next, we determined
what percentage of the block perimeter, and thus the current buffer zone, would not be able to
expand further outward, or faced an upper limit in the distance it could be expanded outward.
We did this by looking at the maps for each of the 86 fumigations using non-60% tarps, as
fumigations, as these tarps are the only ones where buffer zone distances expand. We calculated
the percentage by measuring the entire perimeter with a ruler (in centimeters) 14 then measuring
the portion of the perimeter that could expand outward, then dividing the latter by the former
to obtain the proportion of the buffer that could expand outward. We then subtracted this from
one to determine the proportion of the buffer would be brought into the grower’s field (the
portion that cannot expand). For example, if the total perimeter of a block is 33 cm and the
portion that could expand outward is 22 cm, then the percentage that can expand outward is
0.67, and the portion that cannot expand outward is 1- 0.67, or 0.33. Appendix I contains four
illustrative examples, including the specific calculations and the corresponding NOIs.
It should be noted that the calculation of the percentage of the perimeter brought into the field
does not make the assumption of a square field because the measure of the percentage of the
perimeter does not require knowledge of the scale of the map. However, to estimate the actual
acreage of the buffer brought into the field, we multiplied the percentage of the perimeter
brought into the field by the estimated square field perimeter. We assumed that growers would
be able to expand buffers onto other growers’ fields if they are doing so now, and onto their own
fields. Out of the 89 fumigations using non-60% tarps, 55 appear to fall in this category and be
able to expand the buffer outward for the entire required increase in buffer zone distance.
We identified 34 fumigations where part of the buffer would not be able to expand outward, or
would face a limit in the distance it could expand due to being adjacent to a residential area,
industrial property or permanent walking path. If the map noted the distance from the edge of
the block to a residential area or other site that could not serve as a buffer, we noted that as the
maximum potential buffer zone distance for expansion. This was the case for five fumigations.
We then calculated treated acres lost to the incremental increase in the buffer zone distance as
follows. For fumigations where the NOI buffer was the maximum distance the buffer could
expand outward:
Treated acres lost to buffer = [(block perimeter X % of perimeter that cannot expand
outward) X (CDPR buffer – NOI buffer)] ÷ 43,560 ft2

14

We used the Preview program on a MacBook Air 11” computer for this.
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We then summed the total treated acres lost to the buffer, for fumigations where this was a
positive number. We also calculated the average percentage of treated acres lost to the buffer
across fumigations, with the percentage of treated acres lost defined as buffer brought into field
divided by block size (both in acres).
Results
We analyzed the Ventura County subset of NOIs for fumigations using chloropicrin by number of
NOIs, number of fumigation blocks (“fumigations”) and number of treated acres (“acreage”) by
fumigation method, chemigation (“Drip”) and broadcast (“Broadcast”), tarp types with and
without 60% EPA credit (“60%” and “Other”), and fumigants used. From the 80 NOIs, Drip is the
predominant means of fumigant application in the subset, used over 80% of the time. The
majority of applications (67% of fumigations covering 64% of acreage) use a 60% tarp. Following
from these trends, drip with 60% tarp is the predominant method, comprising nearly half of all
fumigations and acreage (Table 42).
Comparing the information regarding the subset in Table 42 with the preliminary 2013 PUR data
regarding fumigation method and tarp type for Ventura County as a whole in Table 40 shows that
the subset has a larger share of acreage treated with drip (84%) than the county as a whole (75%).
The share of acreage using 60% tarp is very similar: 64% for the subset and 61% for the county.
Table 42. Fumigation Method and Tarp Type:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
NOIs
Fumigations
Acres
Method

Tarp

N

%

N

%

N

%

Total

80

271

3,678

Method
Drip

64 80%

221

82% 3,094 84%

Broadcast

16 20%

50

60% a 49.83 62%

185

68% 2,344 64%

Other 30.17 38%

86

32% 1,333 36%

34.83 44%

136

50% 1,765 48%

Other 29.17 36%

85

31% 1,330 36%

49
1

18%
0%

18%

584 16%

Tarp

Method & Tarp
Drip
60%
Drip

Broadcast 60%
Broadcast Other

15 19%
1 1%

580 16%
4 <1%

Within the subset, growers predominantly used Tri-Clor EC representing 68% of total fumigations
and 72% of acreage, followed by Tri-Clor with 18% of the fumigations and 16% of the acreage
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(Table 43). Comparing Table 43 to Table 39, acreage in the subset was significantly more likely
to be treated with Tri-Clor EC (72%) than in the county (56%).
Table 43. Fumigant Use: Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
NOIs
Fumigant

a

%

Acreage

%

N

Tri-Clor EC

54 68%

190

Tri-Clor

16 20%

50

18%

584 16%

8 10%
2 2%

29
2

11%
1%

424 12%
25 1%

InLine
Pic-Clor 60EC

N

Fumigations

N

%

70% 2,645 72%

The number of NOIs for each tarp are decimals because one NOIs uses a 60% tarp for one out of two fumigations
(0.50 of the NOI) and another uses a 60% tarp for two out of six fumigations (0.33 of the NOI).

We analyzed the relationship between tarp type and method to see how these interact. The use
of 60% tarp is proportionally higher for broadcast versus drip applications. Growers use 60% tarp
for 98% of broadcast fumigations and 99% of broadcast acreage, making 60% tarp the standard
for broadcast fumigation. Growers use 60% tarp proportionally less for drip, with 60% tarp used
in 54% of drip fumigations and 57% of acreage with drip fumigation (Table 44). The proportionally
higher use of 60% tarps for broadcast may be explained by the fact that the average pounds of
chloropicrin applied per acre is larger for broadcast than drip. As a result, broadcast applications
typically require a larger buffer area than drip for the same block size and tarp type. Thus,
growers using broadcast have more of an incentive than growers using drip to use a tarp that
provides a 60% buffer reduction credit under EPA requirements. It is important to note that until
recently 60% tarps available did not work efficiently on bed fumigations but this is no longer the
case.
Table 44. Fumigations by Fumigation Method and Tarp Type:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
NOIs
Fumigation Blocks Treated Acres
Fumigation Method Tarp

N

%

N

%

N

%

15

94%

49

98%

580

99%

1

6%

1

2%

4

1%

16 100%

50

100%

584

100%

Broadcast

60%

Broadcast

Other

Broadcast

All

Drip

60%

34.83

54%

136

62%

1,765

57%

Drip

Other 29.17

46%

85

38%

1,330

43%

Drip

All

64 100%

221

100%

3,094

100%

We analyzed growers’ use of different methods across fumigants. Table 45 summarizes the
number of NOIs for each fumigant-method combination, Table 46 summarizes the number of
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fumigations, and Table 47 summarizes acres. Fumigant label requirements prohibit the use of
InLine, Tri-Clor EC and Pic-Clor 60 EC for broadcast applications. All Tri-Clor use is broadcast
applications. Tri-Clor, the only material applied by broadcast, showed the highest use of 60% tarp
with 94% of the NOIs, 98% of fumigations, and 99% of acres using Tri-Clor also using 60% tarp.
The only fumigant applied through drip with significant use of 60% tarp is Tri-Clor EC with 63% of
NOIs, 70% of fumigations, and 65% of acres fumigated using Tri-Clor EC also using 60% tarp. In
contrast, InLine and Pic-Clor 60EC, applied through drip, showed little or no use of 60% tarp
(Table 45, Table 46, and Table 47).
Table 45. Number of NOIs by Fumigant, Method, and Tarp Type:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Tri-Clor EC

Fumigation Method Tarp
Broadcast
60%
Broadcast
Other

N
0
0

Tri-Clor

% N
%
0% 15 19%
0% 1 1%

N
0
0

%
0%
0%

N
15
1

%
19%
1%

0% 0.83
0% 7.17

1%
9%

0
2

0% 34.8
3% 29.2

44%
37%

8 10%

2

3%

80 100%

0%
100%

62%
38%

34
20

43%
25%

Both

All

54

67% 16 20%

63%
37%

Total

%
0%
0%

60%
Other

% of NOIs by fumigant
Both
60%
Both
Other

Pic-Clor 60 EC

N
0
0

Drip a
Drip

0
0

InLine

94%
6%

10%
90%

a

The number of NOIs for each tarp are decimals because one NOIs uses a 60% tarp for one of two (0.50) fumigations
and another uses a 60% tarp for two of six (0.33) fumigations.

There seems to be a relationship between the percentage of chloropicrin in the fumigant and
60% tarp usage. As the percentage of chloropicrin in a product increases, so too does the use of
60% tarps. Specifically, 98% of fumigations using Tri-Clor (99% chloropicrin) use a 60% tarp, while
69% of those using Tri-Clor EC (94% chloropicrin) and only 10% of those using InLine (33%
chloropicrin) do so (Table 46).
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Table 46. Number of Fumigation Blocks by Fumigant, Method, and Tarp Type:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Tri-Clor EC Tri-Clor
InLine Pic-Clor 60 EC
Total
Fumigation Method Tarp
N
% N
% N
%
N
%
N
%
Broadcast
60%
0
0% 49 18% 0 0%
0
0% 49 18%
Broadcast
Other
0
0% 1 <1% 0 0%
0
0%
1 <1%
Drip
Drip

60%
133 49%
Other 57 21%

Total

0% 3 1%
0% 26 10%

0
2

0% 136
1% 85

190 70% 50 18% 29 11%

2

1% 271 100%

% of NOIs by fumigant
Both
60%
Both
Other

0
0

70%
30%

98%
2%

10%
90%

0%
100%

Table 47. Acres Treated by Fumigant Method, and Tarp Type:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
InLine
Tri-Clor EC
Tri-Clor
Pic-Clor 60
EC

Fumigation
Tarp Acres
Method
Broadcast
60%
0
Broadcast
Other
0
Drip
Drip
Total
% acres by
fumigant
Both
Both

60%
Other

34

% Acres
0%
0%

0
0

% Acres
0%
0%

1% 1,731 47%

390 11%

914 25%

424 12% 2,645 72%
60%
Other

8%
92%

65%
35%

% Acres

580 16%
4 <1%

50%
32%

68%
32%

Total

% Acres

%

0
0

0%
0%

580
4

16%
<1%

0

0%

0

0% 1,765

48%

0

0%

25

1% 1,329

37%

584 20%

25

1% 3,678 100%

99%
1%

0%
100%

64%
36%

There are several ways that growers can reduce buffer size. Acres in buffer zones can be reduced
by altering the governing factors: tarp type, product application rate, block size, and overlapping
buffers across blocks with other tarp or across blocks fumigated within 12 hours. They can also
locate the buffer on a road, on other property they own or operate, or on property owned by
another entity. We counted the number of NOIs, fumigations and acres where such measures
are in place.
It is important to note that growers may be using these measures for reasons other than reducing
the buffer on their property. There are many other factors besides buffer distance that determine
the timing, material, rate, tarp type, and method of fumigation. For example, a grower may need
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to wait two or more days between fumigations due to availability of irrigation equipment or
fumigation rigs. A TriCal employee, who wishes to remain anonymous but gave us permission to
use the information provided, explained that limited irrigation capacity may cause growers to
wait 36 hours or more (≥ two days) between fumigating adjacent fields. They may need to
relocate irrigation piping from another field that was just fumigated and then pre-irrigate the
field to be fumigated. Growers may also use a lower product application rate to save money or
because of a history of low disease pressure in the block. Regardless of other reasons for their
use, all of these factors do also determine buffer distance and are recorded here for the Ventura
County subset of NOIs analyzed.
The data indicate that using a 60% tarp, putting a buffer on a neighboring property, road and/or
farm path, and using somewhat lower application rates (50-65% of maximum) are the
predominating factors that lead to buffer zone distance reduction (Table 48). It is not surprising
that growers place the buffer on a road and/or farm path whenever possible. As shown in the
NOI maps included in the analyzed subset, blocks are generally bounded by farm paths, and many
have one side abutting a public road.
About two-thirds of growers apply fumigants at rates below 66% of the maximum application
rate allowed on the EPA label whether calculated as a percentage of NOIs, fumigations, or treated
acres. Again, it is important to realize that application rate is a complex decision with a number
of factors considered in addition to buffer distance. However, regardless of the decision process,
the result is a smaller buffer distance than would occur at maximum label rate.
We evaluated an additional strategy to reduce the loss of treated acres that is not included in
Table 48. In most cases, at least one side of the buffer extends onto acreage the grower also
operates. When growers use a portion of one field as a buffer for another field, they can fumigate
and plant it later (or plant a crop without fumigating), thus avoiding the loss of fumigated, planted
acreage. We analyzed the frequency at which growers utilize this practice. Many maps do not
include the buffer on the sides that extend onto the grower’s own land, so we were not able to
determine if this practice was used in numerous cases. However, in all cases where the map
includes this side of the buffer, we could tell it was clearly located on an adjacent field owned by
the grower whenever possible. Thus, it appears that growers are taking steps to avoid losing
treated acres for portions of the buffer that extend onto their own property.
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Table 48. Strategies that Reduce Buffer Zones on Growers’ Own Land:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
NOI
Fumigations Treated Acres
Strategy
N
%
N
%
N
%
60% tarp
49.83
62% 185 68% 2,344
64%
Two or more days between adjacent
29
48% 104 42% 1,796
55%
blocks a/
Two or more days between adjacent
blocks with non60% tarp & adjacent
blocks sum to ≤ 40 ac a/
Buffer on other property, or farm path
between properties b/
Buffer on other property c/
Buffer on farm path between properties

14

23%

52

72%

Not counted
separately
for NOIs.
10
13%

d/

(All) blocks ≤ 6 acres, all tarp types e/
(All) blocks ≤ 6 acres, non-60% credit
tarp only f/
Application rate < 40% of max rate g/
Application rate 43-47% of max rate g/
Application rate 57-65% of max rate g/

52

19%

630

17%

Separated by strategy below
123

45% 2,065

56%

258

95% 3,559

100%

65

24%

N/A

N/A

21%

N/A

N/A

7%
446
8%
292
67% 2,181

14%
9%
68%

3

10%

19

8
9
46

11%
13%
66%

22
18
163

a/

Percentages out of 60 NOIs, 247 fumigations and 3, 280 acres with adjacent fumigated blocks.
Percentage of 67 NOIs where this can be discerned clearly. Adjacent property not labeled on some NOIs. It is also
notable that only four NOIs have a buffer that appears to remain on the farm when adjacent fields are operated by
other growers.
c/
Percentage of 207 fumigations where this can be discerned clearly. This number (127) represents 46% of all
fumigations.
d/
Percentages of 262 fumigations and 3,559 acres where this can be discerned clearly. Numbers represents 95% of
all fumigations, and 97% of total acreage.
e/
Six acres is DPR’s cutoff for a 60-foot minimum buffer for fumigations using non-60% credit tarps. Fumigations
greater than six acres have a 100-foot minimum buffer.
f/
Percentage of 30.17 NOIs and 90 fumigations using non-60% tarp.
g/
Percentage of 70 NOIs and 244 fumigations that do not use products containing 1,3-D, as a township cap also
applies for 1,3-D. Application rate ranges represent natural breaking points across the rates that yielded the most
comparable ranges.
b/

Table 49 and Figure 7 show the distribution of fumigation blocks within various acreage ranges.
We chose the acreage ranges to match how CDPR’s Recommended Permit Conditions, also
followed by Ventura County, calculate buffer zone distances. CDPR and Ventura specify a
minimum buffer of 60 feet for other tarp fumigation blocks that are ≤ six acres, and a minimum
buffer of 100 feet for other tarp fumigation blocks that are greater than six acres. For fumigation
blocks greater than ten acres, the block size is rounded up to the nearest five-acre increment to
determine the buffer distance. For example, the buffer distance for fumigation blocks that are
10.5, 11 and 12.4 acres is the designated buffer distance for a 15-acre block. For the subset of
2013 fumigations from Ventura County, 230 fumigations (85%) are 20 acres or less, with relatively
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equal distribution across the four acreage ranges up to 20 (Table 49). There are only 45 blocks
greater than 20 acres, with the number of blocks in each range decreasing as acreage increases,
particularly between 15 and 20 acres to between 25 and 30 acres. This indicates that most
Ventura fumigations are already well under the 40-acre maximum stated in DPR’s Recommended
Permit Conditions, Ventura County Permit Conditions and the CDPR Mitigation Proposal, with the
overwhelming majority being only half of that limit or less.
Table 49. Distribution of Fumigation Blocks by Size:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Block Size
Fumigation Blocks % Fumigation Blocks (271)
≤ 6 acres
65
24%
> 6 to ≤ 10 acres
52
19%
> 10to ≤ 15 acres
49
18%
> 15 to ≤ 20 acres
58
21%
> 20 to ≤ 25 acres
24
9%
> 25 to ≤ 30 acres
9
3%
> 30 to ≤ 35 acres
8
3%
> 35 to ≤ 40 acres
6
2%
> 35 to ≤ 40 acres

6

> 30 to ≤ 35 acres

8

> 25 to ≤ 30 acres

9

> 20 to ≤ 25 acres

24

> 15 to ≤ 20 acres

58

> 10to ≤ 15 acres

49

> 6 to ≤ 10 acres

52

≤ 6 acres

65
0

10

20
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40
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Number of fumigation blocks

Figure 7. Fumigation blocks by size: Ventura County subset, strawberries 2013
As noted above, CDPR’s Recommended Permit Conditions, adopted by Ventura County, set
minimum buffers for tarps other than 60% tarps. CDPR requires a 60-foot minimum buffer for
fumigations of six acres or less that use other tarps, and a 100-foot minimum buffer for other
tarp fumigations greater than six acres. As such, some growers using these tarps are currently
required to use larger buffers than EPA regulations stipulate. We used EPA’s online buffer
calculator to determine the EPA buffer for each fumigation, and compared this to the buffer on
the NOI. We excluded two fumigations because the EPA buffer for both fumigations was much
smaller than the buffer on the NOI. We could not determine what would have caused these
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differences, and thus were not certain of the actual acreage used to calculate them leaving 269
fumigations in our analysis.
Out of these 269 fumigations, there are 23 fumigations (9% of all fumigations) where the NOI
buffer is one foot larger than the EPA buffer, and one where the NOI buffer is two feet larger
than EPA’s, apparently due to rounding up to the CDPR minimum buffer for other tarps. There
are 53 fumigations (20% of all fumigations) where NOI buffers are five to 70 feet larger than EPA’s
buffer, with the mean difference being 41 feet. In all of these cases, the difference is due to CDPR
minimum buffers for other tarps. The difference between the NOI and EPA buffer distances for
these fumigations ranges from 5% to 233% of the EPA buffer, with an average of 124%. This
means that for fumigations with other tarps, the NOI buffer distance is more than twice what
EPA would require on average, and is more than three times the EPA-required buffer in the most
extreme cases.
Summing across all fumigations where NOI buffers exceeded EPA requirements, the total
increase in buffer acreage is 186 acres. For the 53 fumigations where NOI and EPA buffers differ
by 5 feet or more, the difference in total buffer acreage is 183 acres, or an average of 3.34 acres
across these fumigations. Overall, these numbers indicate that CDPR’s Recommended Permit
Conditions are already increasing buffer distances for many growers, with wide variation in the
extent of this increase and the associated effects on the number of treated acres. These acreage
effects regard total buffer zone acreage, not the actual field acreage lost to incremental increases
in buffer zone distances.
CDPR Proposed Buffers Compared to Ventura County Subset 2013 Buffers
For the remaining eleven tables in this analysis (Table 50 to Table 60) we included 269 rather
than the total of 271 fumigations below for reasons cited above.
Table 50. Number of Fumigations with EPA Buffer Greater than CDPR Proposed Buffer:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
80th
85th percentile
90th
95th
percentile
percentile
percentile
N
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Tarp
60% tarp
184 125
68%
123 67%
121
66%
120
65%
Other tarp
85
74
87%
45 53%
32
38%
7
8%
Method
Broadcast
Drip

50
219

32
167

64%
76%

32 64%
136 62%

32
121

64%
54%

31
96

62%
44%

All tarps &
methods

269

199

74%

168 62%

153

57%

127

47%

The CDPR proposal would not alter buffer zone distances required for all fumigations. Whenever
EPA buffer zone distances are larger than state or county buffer zone distances the EPA buffer
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zone distance takes precedence. In particular, the CDPR proposal simply states a minimum buffer
zone distance of 25 feet for 60% tarp, effectively leaving the EPA buffer zones for 60% tarp in
place.
Table 50 reports the number of fumigations for which the EPA buffer is greater than the proposed
CDPR buffer zone distance. The percentages of EPA buffer zone distances greater than CDPR
buffer zone distances are quite high for all methods and tarps in the 80th percentile, and for
fumigations using 60% tarp and broadcast (of which all but one use a 60% tarp) across all
percentiles. At the 85th percentile and above, CDPR’s proposed 25-foot buffer zone distance for
60% tarps is the main reason EPA buffer distances are larger than CDPR buffer zone distances.
For this reason, the percentage of EPA buffer zone distances that are more stringent (larger) than
CDPR buffer zones is relatively stable across percentiles for 60% tarps and broadcast, but
decreases across percentiles for other tarps and drip (where non-60% tarps are used in ~ 40% of
fumigations) (Table 50). For tarp other than 60% tarp, at the 95th percentile of protection only
8% of the fumigations had a larger buffer under EPA guidelines than the CDPR proposed buffers.
Looking at this another way, the buffer zone distance is larger for 92% of the fumigations under
the CDPR proposal at the 95th percentile than it is under the current EPA buffer guidelines.
Equivalently, as the percentile of protection increases the CDPR buffer zone distances for other
tarps increase as well. For CDPR proposed buffer zones at the 95th percentile for other tarps,
only 8% of fumigations are out of compliance with EPA labels (too small) compared to 87% out
of compliance at the 80th percentile. For all fumigations at the 95th percentile, 47% of fumigations
are out of compliance. Viewed another way, 53% of the fumigations in the Ventura County subset
have buffer zone distances that would be in compliance under the CDPR proposal in relation to
the EPA label at the 95th percentile.
As noted above, in order to ensure that our analysis aligns with the requirements growers would
face under CDPR’s proposal, including EPA buffer zone distance requirements, we replaced any
proposed buffer zone distances that are smaller than the current NOI buffer zone distance with
the NOI buffer zone distances. These adjusted buffers were used for the analysis from this point
forward.
Table 51 through Table 54 summarize the number of fumigations in the Ventura County subset
for which the computed buffer zone distance would increase or stay the same under the CDPR
proposal relative to the current NOI buffer, for each percentile in the proposal. As expected, the
number of fumigations where proposed DPR buffer zone distances exceed current NOI buffer
zone distances increases with the increase in percentile level. At the 80th percentile only 4% of
fumigations show an increase in buffer zone distance (Table 51) while at the 95th percentile 29%
of fumigations show an increase (Table 54). As explained earlier, there is no increase in buffer
zone distances for fumigations with 60% tarp. For other tarp, at the 80th percentile only 13% of
fumigations would realize an increase in buffer zone distance while at the 95th percentile the
percentage rises to 92% (Table 51 through Table 54).
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Table 51. Number of Fumigations with Change in Buffer Zone Distance– CDPR 80th Percentile
Minus NOI Buffer:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Increase
Same
Total N
%
N
%
60% tarp
184 0 0% 184 100%
Other tarp
85 11 13% 74 87%
Broadcast
Drip

50 0
219 11

0% 50 100%
5% 208 95%

All fumigations

269 11

4% 258

96%

Table 52. Number of Fumigations with Change in Buffer Zone Distance - CDPR 85th Percentile
Minus NOI Buffer:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Increase
Same,
Total N
%
N
%
60% tarp
184 0 0% 184 100%
Other tarp
85 34 40% 51 60%
Broadcast
Drip

50 0 0% 50 100%
219 34 16% 185 84%

All fumigations

269 34 13% 235

87%

Table 53. Number of Fumigations with Change in Buffer Zone Distance - CDPR 90th Percentile
Minus NOI Buffer:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Increase
Same
Total N
%
N
%
60% tarp
184 0 0% 184
100%
Other tarp
85 50 59%
35
41%
Broadcast
Drip

50 0 0%
219 50 23%

50
169

100%
77%

All fumigations

269 50 19%

219

81%

85

Table 54. Number of Fumigations with Change in Buffer Zone Distance - CDPR 95th Percentile
Minus NOI Buffer:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Increase
Same
Total N
%
N
%
60% tarp
184 0 0% 184 100%
Other tarp
85 78 92%
7
8%
Broadcast
Drip

50 1 2% 49
219 77 35% 142

98%
65%

All fumigations

269 78 29% 191

71%

Table 55 reports the magnitude of the changes in buffer zone distances for each percentile and
Table 56 reports the changes in percentage terms. For all fumigations with an increase in buffer
distance the average increase at the 80th percentile is 29 feet and at the 95th percentile is 425
feet. The largest increase is 493 feet for broadcast at the 95th percentile attributable to the higher
rates of chloropicrin for broadcast compared to drip application (Table 55). Note that the
averages only include fumigations for which the buffer zone increases under the CDPR proposal
and does not include the fumigations for which there is no increase in buffer zone distances and
the difference is zero. For these fumigations with an increase in buffer distance the percentage
increase in the buffer distance rises sharply across percentiles, ranging from 28% at the 80th
percentile (proposed buffer is 1.3 times current buffer) to 409% at the 95th percentile (proposed
buffer is 5.1 times current buffer) (Table 56).
Table 55. Average Increase in Buffer Zone Distances for Fumigations in Which Buffer Zone
Distance Increases:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
th
80 percentile 85th percentile 90th percentile 95th percentile
60% tarp
NA
NA
NA
NA
Other tarp
29
83
230
425
Broadcast
Drip

NA
29

NA
83

NA
230

47
430

All fumigations

29

83

230

425
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Table 56. Average % Increase in Buffer Zone Distances for Fumigations in Which Buffer
Distance Increases:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
80th percentile 85th percentile 90th percentile 95th percentile
60% tarp
NA
NA
NA
NA
Other tarp
28%
68%
199%
409%
Broadcast
Drip

NA
28%

NA
68%

NA
199%

187%
412%

All fumigations

28%

68%

199%

409%

We evaluated the percent increase in acres in buffer zones for fumigations in the subset of
Ventura County NOIs. We estimated a total of 1,652 acres in buffers under current regulations.
The estimated additional 33 total acres that would be required at the 80th percentile represents
a 2% increase over current buffer acreage. The impact jumps steeply across percentiles. The
additional 5,214 acres that would be needed for buffers at the 95th percentile equates to a 314%
increase over current buffer acreage (Table 57 and Table 58). Critically, not all of the additional
buffer acreage will displace acres treated with pre-plant soil fumigation for strawberry
production.
Table 57. Total Increase in Buffer Zone Acres – CDPR Proposal Minus NOI:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
80th
85th
90th
95th
percentile percentile percentile percentile
60% tarp
0
0
0
0
Other tarp
33
336
1,477
5,214
Broadcast
Drip

0
33

0
336

0
1,477

2
5,212

All fumigations

33

336

1,477

5,214
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Table 58. Total % Increase in Buffer Zone Acres – CDPR Proposal Minus NOI:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013
Acres in
80th
85th
90th
95th
Buffers percentile percentile percentile percentile
a/
60% tarp
853
0%
0%
0%
0%
Other tarp
781
4%
43%
189%
668%

a/

Broadcast
Drip

358
1,276

0%
3%

0%
26%

0%
116%

1%
408%

All fumigations

1,634

2%

21%

90%

319%

The number of acres in buffers under current NOIs

Even if the CDPR proposal would result in an increased buffer zone distance, it is not necessarily
the case that treated acreage (and associated production and returns) will be reduced. In cases
where growers do not face restrictions in extending buffer distances beyond the current buffer
edge, they will not need to bring buffers into their strawberry block and decrease treated acres.
To estimate the increased buffer acreage that would displace treated strawberry acres, we
looked at each map for fumigations using other tarps to determine what percentage of the block
perimeter could not expand farther than the current buffer edge, as noted above. As discussed
earlier, out of the 89 fumigations using other tarps, 55 would be able to expand on all sides while
34 would face some limitations to expanding the buffer. For the latter situations, we estimated
the buffer acreage that would have to be brought onto the strawberry block when the proposed
buffer exceeded the NOI buffer, using the percentage of the perimeter that could not expand.
We also determined what percentage of the block would be lost.
Lost treated acres is a fraction of the buffer acres increases noted in Table 57, and is highly
dependent on the percentile of protection. For the Ventura County subset, the incremental loss
in treated acres is negligible, less than 1% at the 80th percentile (1.43 acres out of 3,645.5 treated
acres) and substantial, almost 5%, at the 95th percentile (181 acres out of 3,645.5 treated
acres)(Table 59). For impacted blocks the loss of treated acres can be severe at the higher levels
of protection. For the 34 impacted blocks where treated acres is reduced under the CDPR
proposal, the average share of treated acres lost at the 80th and 85th percentiles is only 3% and
5%, respectively. However, the impacts are more pronounced at the 90th and 95th percentiles,
with an average of 21% of treated acres at the 90th percentile becoming part of the buffer, and
45% at the 95th percentile (Table 60). It is important to note that the buffer zones extending
within a field can be planted to strawberries. However, they cannot be fumigated and therefore
represent a loss in treated acres not planted acres. If these acres are planted to strawberries, it
is expected that yield would be reduced. The degree of reduction would depend on the severity
of the disease and weed pressure in the block. These findings indicate that direct economic losses
due to lost strawberry production may not be severe at the lower percentiles, but would be
significant at the 90th or 95th percentiles, especially for some fields.
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As stated earlier, we assume that growers will not plant strawberries in untreated acreage.
Therefore, any reduction in treated acreage represents production and revenue losses. Apart
from these direct losses, growers may also face additional losses in treated acres due to the
logistical challenges of managing the total added buffer acreage noted in Table 57. For example,
growers must negotiate with adjacent growers to place buffers on each other’s fields, and try to
schedule fumigations such that the overlapping buffer rule is not triggered, or rely on a custom
applicator to do so on their behalf. As discussed in section 5, fumigation began notably earlier in
2013 than in 2011, and cumulative acreage treated was higher until the very end of the
application period. This change in behavior could be due in part to such challenges as well as the
reduction in buffer zone distances that can be achieved with more, smaller fumigations spread
out over a longer period of time. Increased buffer zone distances under the CDPR proposal could
further increase this tendency, or may lead to extending the fumigation period later into the year.
The latter could result in late planting and missed planting windows, negatively impacting crop
yields and economic returns.
Table 59. Total Treated Acres Lost to Buffer Due to CDPR Mitigation Proposal:
Ventura County Subset, Strawberry 2013a/
80th
85th
90th
95th
Percentile
Percentile
percentile
percentile
a/
b/
Acres
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
60% tarp
2,329.5
0
0
0
0
Other tarp
1,316.0 1.43 0.11% 10.9 0.83% 59.66 4.53% 180.93 13.75%
Broadcast
Drip

584.0
0
0
0
0
3,061.5 1.43 0.05% 10.9 0.35% 59.66 1.93% 180.93

5.91%

All fumigations 3,645.5 1.43 0.04% 10.9 0.30% 59.66 1.62% 180.93

4.96%

a/
b/

The number of fumigated acres in the Ventura County subset.
Percent of the fumigated acres lost to buffer.

Table 60. Average Percent of Treated Acres Lost:
Blocks in Ventura County Subset Impacted by CDPR Mitigation Proposal, Strawberry 2013a/
80th
85th
90th
95th
percentile percentile
percentile
percentile
60% tarp
0%
0%
0%
0%
Other tarp
3.13%
5.15%
21.3%
45.16%

a/ 34

Broadcast
Drip

0%
3.13%

0%
5.15%

0%
21.3%

0%
45.16%

All fumigations

3.13%

5.15%

21.3%

45.16%

fumigations where CDPR proposal will force buffer to be brought into the block
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10. Potential Economic Impacts: Ventura County, Strawberries

Based on the previous section’s analysis of a subset of Ventura County NOIs, the incremental
effect of the CDPR proposal on treated acreage would be a reduction of 3.13% to 45.16% for
impacted blocks. The range is quite broad because it is dependent on the specified percentile of
protection. The reductions are much smaller for percentages of all fumigated acres, achieving a
maximum of 4.96% at the 95th percentile of production.
We compute an estimated acreage loss by multiplying the percentage acreage loss from Section
6 (reported in Table 59) by total strawberry acreage for Ventura County as reported by the
Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner’s Office. Using this estimated acreage loss, we obtain
the percentage decrease in gross revenues that would result from the implementation of each
proposed percentile of protection. These estimates exclude any increased compliance costs that
would result from the CDPR proposal that are not already present due to existing requirements.
They also exclude any changes in application rate, tarp type, or application block size that growers
may make to reduce buffer zone distances and acreage losses if the CDPR proposal is
implemented for some percentile of protection. To the extent that such changes occur, this
exclusion means that the percentage estimated here is an overestimate of economic losses.
Section 7 demonstrates that EPA requirements incentivize Ventura County strawberry growers
to adopt 60% tarp under most circumstances. Section 2 showed that there may be additional
incentives to adopt 60% tarp under the Ventura County Permit Conditions. The data analyzed in
Sections 8 and 9 showed that in many cases growers did not respond to these incentives,
indicating that other factors not addressed here determined their choice of tarp. This suggests
that the assumption that growers’ choice of tarp is unchanged by the CDPR proposal is
reasonable.
Data
Translating this estimated lost acreage into lost revenues is challenging because corresponding
production and price data are not available publicly yet. No acreage, yield or volume information
or processing price for the 2014 season is available publicly as of June 15, 2014. We thus estimate
losses using information for 2011, 2012, and 2013. The data are for all strawberries and are from
the 2013 Ventura County Crop and Livestock Report and the 2012 Ventura County Crop and
Livestock Report (Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner 2013, 2012).
Table 61 summarizes the parameters used for the gross revenue loss estimates. The analysis
assumes that any field acres that must be placed into a buffer zone instead of being fumigated
will not be planted to any crop nor incur costs.
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Table 61. Parameter Sets for Gross Revenue Losses: Ventura County, Strawberries
Parameter
Acres
Yield (tons/acre)
Fresh Production (tons)
Fresh Yield (tons/acre)
Processed Production (tons)
Fresh Price ($/ton)
Processed Price ($/ton)
Fresh Revenues (million $)
Processed Revenues (million $)
Total Revenues (million $)
Fresh Revenues per Acre ($/ac.)
Processed Revenues per Acre
($/ac.)
Total Revenues per Acre ($/ac.)
Source: Ventura County 2012, 2013.

2013
2012
2011
13555
11,419
11,230
23.45
30.91
28.28
223,299 257,704 219,145
16.47
22.57
19.51
94,566
95,257
98,439
2,559 2,425.85 2,540.89
660
694.45
697.76
546.3
625.2
556.8
62.4
66.2
68.7
608.8
691.3
625.5
40,304
54,659
49,584
4,607
5,793
6,116
44,911

60,452

55,700

Acreage and Yield Losses
Table 62 reports acreage losses by percentile of production and parameter set. Here, acreage
loss means acreage that cannot be fumigated under the CDPR proposal. The differences are due
to the differences in acreage between 2011, 2012, and 2013. The losses are calculated by
multiplying the percent of acres lost for each percentile of protection that was obtained in
Section 6 (Table 59) by the acres of strawberries reported for each year (Table 61).
Table 62. Acreage Losses by Percentile of Protection and Parameter Sets:
Ventura County, Strawberries
2013
Percentile of protection
2012
2011
5
80th percentile
4
4
40
85th percentile
34
33
220
90th percentile
185
182
672
95th percentile
566
557
Table 63 reports production losses associated with the acreage losses reported in Table 62. Note
that losses for fresh and processed strawberries are summed in the table. The production losses
are computed by multiplying the yields for each year reported in Table 61 by the acreage losses
reported in Table 62. The differences are due to differences in acreage and yields between 2011,
2012, and 2013.
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Table 63. Production Losses (Tons) by Percentile of Protection and Parameter Sets:
Ventura County, Strawberries
2013
2012
2011
Percentile of protection
124
80th percentile
137
123
942
85th percentile
1,046
941
5,156
90th percentile
5,725 5,151
15,766 17,507 15,752
95th percentile
Gross Revenue Losses
Expected gross revenue losses vary considerably, consistent with the differences in the
percentage reductions in acreage across percentiles of protection. Table 64 reports losses for all
percentiles of protection using the data from each year. Gross revenue losses are obtained by
multiplying production losses by the prices reported in Table 61. Although only the total
production loss is reported in Table 63, the gross revenue losses reported in Table 64 are the
sums of losses in revenues from the fresh and processed markets. At the 80th percentile losses
are as low as $0.2 million (2011, 2013) while at the 95th percentile losses are as large as $34.2
million (2012).
Table 64. Gross Revenue Losses by Percentile of Protection and Parameter Sets (million $):
Ventura County, Strawberries
2013
2012
2011
Percentile of protection
0.2
0.04%
0.04%
0.04%
0.3
0.2
80th percentile
1.8
0.30%
0.30%
0.30%
2.0
1.9
85th percentile
9.9
1.62%
1.62%
1.62%
11.2
10.1
90th percentile
30.2
4.96%
4.96%
4.96%
34.2
31.0
95th percentile
One way of providing economic context for these gross revenue losses is to evaluate them on a
per-ton basis. Table 65 divides the losses in Table 64 by the total tons of output on the acreage
remaining eligible for fumigation based on the NOI analysis in Section 6. This output is calculated
by multiplying price from Table 61 by yields from Table 61 by acreages from Table 61 by 1 minus
the percentage of treated acres lost from Table 59. For purposes of comparison, the processed
price was slightly under $700 per ton in the three base years.
Table 65. Gross Revenue Losses per Ton by Percentile of Protection and Parameter Sets
($/ton):
Ventura County, Strawberries
2013
2012
2011
Percentile of protection
80th percentile
0.74
0.04%
0.76 0.04%
0.77 0.04%
5.69
0.30%
85th percentile
5.81 0.30%
5.85 0.30%
31.58
1.65%
90th percentile
32.25 1.65%
32.47 1.65%
99.95
5.22%
95th percentile
102.07 5.22%
102.79 5.22%
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Another way of providing economic context for the gross revenue losses is to evaluate them on
a per-acre basis. This provides the loss per acre remaining eligible for fumigation based on the
NOI analysis in Section 6. Table 66 reports losses per acre. The losses per acre were as low as
$17 (80th percentile, 2013) to as high as $3,155 (95th percentile, 2012). Gross revenues per acre
were $60,452 in 2012, so losses at the 95th percentile were slightly over 5%.
Table 66. Gross Revenue Losses per Acre by Percentile of Protection and Parameter Sets
($/acre):
Ventura County, Strawberries
Percentile of protection
80th percentile
85th percentile
90th percentile
95th percentile

2013
17
133
740
2,344

0.04%
0.30%
1.65%
5.22%

2012
24
180
997
3,155

0.04%
0.30%
1.65%
5.22%

2011
22
166
918
2,907

0.04%
0.30%
1.65%
5.22%

Net Revenue Losses
Table 67 reports net revenue losses for the Ventura County strawberry industry by percentile of
protection for the 2012 and 2011 parameters. Cost information is obtained from Daugovish,
Klonsky and De Moura (2011). Per acre cash operating costs were $36,881 in 2013, $43,043 in
2012, and $40,344 in 2011. The difference in costs is due to differences in fresh and processed
yields between the two years. (Harvest costs increase with yield.) Net revenue losses ranged
from $0.04 million (80th percentile, 2013) to as high as $9.9 million (95th percentile, 2012).
Table 67. Net Revenue Losses by Percentile of Protection and Parameter Sets (million $):
Ventura County, Strawberries
Percentile of protection
80th percentile
85th percentile
90th percentile
95th percentile

2013
0.04
0.3
1.8
5.4

0.04%
0.30%
1.62%
4.95%

2012
0.08
0.6
3.2
9.9

0.04%
0.30%
1.62%
4.95%

2011
0.07
0.5
2.8
8.6

0.04%
0.30%
1.62%
4.95%

Caveats
This analysis is subject to a number of caveats. First, its acreage loss estimate is based on the
NOI analysis in Section 6, so it is subject to the same caveats as that analysis. Second, it assumes
that the NOI acreage loss from the sample is representative of Ventura County strawberry
production as a whole. The effect of this on the estimated losses is indeterminate. Third, as
elsewhere in this report it excludes any transaction costs growers would incur under the CDPR
proposal which they do not already incur under current requirements. The effect of this omission
is to understate estimated losses. Fourth, it does not include potential responses by growers to
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increase profits by altering their application method, tarp, fumigant product, or fumigant product
rate in order to reduce buffer zone distances and acreage losses. 15 The effect of assuming that
growers do not respond in these ways if in actuality they do respond is to overstate estimated
losses. Finally, the acreage data includes all strawberry acreage, not only acreage treated with
fumigant products containing chloropicrin alone or with 1,3-D as the active ingredient. The effect
of including all acreage is to overstate estimated losses.

15

The representative field analysis allowed growers to choose the profit-maximizing tarp, taking into account
differences in buffer zone distances and tarp costs.
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11. Impact of EPA Phase 2: Ventura County GIS Analysis
As discussed in the introduction, one of the challenges for this analysis is separating the effects
of the CDPR proposal from those of the recently implemented EPA Phase 2 requirements. This
analysis utilizes GIS data to examine the acreage losses due to the EPA’s buffer zone distance
requirements for applications near difficult to evacuate sites (DES). It also examines the acreage
losses associated with a 25-foot buffer zone distance required for any land zoned for urban use,
and then looks at the total acreage losses from combining the two requirements. The analysis
provides a basis of comparison for the acreage losses associated with the CDPR proposal by
presenting the acreage losses for the EPA’s DES requirement and for a very small buffer zone
distance applicable to a subset of cases for which the CDPR proposal would require a buffer.
Monterey and Ventura dominate the state in terms of strawberry acres cultivated, as discussed
in section 6. Monterey County's crop GIS layer does not have field level resolution, only ranch
resolution with multiple fields of possibly different crops grown within a single ranch. Ventura
County's crop GIS layer was at the field scale with each polygon associated with a specific crop.
Because of the economic importance, reliance on targeted chemicals, and available data, this
study is focusing on the impact of CDPR's proposed measures on strawberry production in
Ventura County. Figure 8 plots chloropicrin applications for strawberry production for the South
Coast of California. Ventura County, the county on the upper left of the figure, accounts for a
substantial majority of chloropicrin use in the region.
Objectives
The objective of this study is to determine how many acres, and the number of strawberry fields
in Ventura which used a targeted fumigant in 2013 and were impacted by EPA’s buffer
requirement for DES and CDPR's proposed measure regarding a 25-ft. buffer zone for all
applications using 60% tarp, assuming that all fields are fumigated using 60% tarp once the CDPR
measures are adopted. This study is designed to provide information for the counterfactual
regarding acreage losses for the proposed CDPR measures in the absence of the existing EPA
regulations, or, equivalently, acreage losses if EPA adopted the proposed CDPR measure as a result
of analyzing additional data. The year was chosen because data for that year were available from
both the County and from the PUR database. Fumigants studied included chloropicrin, 1,3dichloropropene, methyl bromide, and metam-sodium.
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Figure 8. Acres treated with chloropicrin: South Coast, strawberries, 2013
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Data Sources and Software Utilized
Data utilized for this analysis came from the following sources.
•

Pesticide Use Reports (PUR): 2013 data has yet to be publically released; PUR records
were obtained directly from Ventura and from DPR then compared to identify any
possible discrepancies. Fumigation layer with crop boundaries for 2013 (fumes2013):
Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner via Andy Calderwood
<andy.calderwood@ventura.org>

•

Sensitive Site layer with property boundaries (SensitiveSite): Ventura County Agricultural
Commissioner via Andy Calderwood <andy.calderwood@ventura.org>

•

School property boundaries: Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner via Andy
Calderwood <andy.calderwood@ventura.org>

•

School point locations: http://nhd.usgs.gov/gnis.html (GNIS ca_features.feature_class =
'School')

•

Daycare point locations: http://www.ccld.ca.gov/pg411.htm (Geocoded addresses to
points using TIGER)

•

Health care point locations:
http://www.oshpd.ca.gov/general_info/healthcare_atlas.html

•

Spatial location of addresses: TIGER database http://www.census.gov/geo/mapsdata/data/tiger.html

This analysis used the following software.
•

PostgreSQL database (http://www.postgresql.org/) with PostGIS extension
(http://postgis.net/): used to store all data, geocode addresses to points, and execute
spatial operations.

•

GDAL (http://www.gdal.org/index.html) and PROJ.4 (https://trac.osgeo.org/proj/) were
used to re-project spatial layers and load them into the database.

Methodology
The analysis integrated the data layers listed above in a succession of steps in order to identify
the strawberry fields and acreages that would be affected by the EPA and proposed CDPR
measures. The first step was to join the PUR application data with the county’s spatial fumigation
layer in order to integrate the field information from the spatial fumigation layer with the detailed
application data in the PUR layer. The second step was to construct a spatial layer that included
information on all DES, integrated from multiple data layers for the different site categories:
schools, licensed daycare centers, nursing homes, assisted living facilities, hospitals, in-patient
clinics, and prisons. Third, the layer of fumigant use on strawberries constructed in Step One was
intersected with the DES layer constructed in Step Two in order to calculate the acreage and
number of fields impacted by the US EPA requirement that no fumigation take place within 660
feet of a DES (subject to the exemption which applies if no one from the target groups is present
during application or the 36 hours after it). Then, a layer of buffered urban land uses was
intersected with the fumigant use on strawberries layer in order to calculate the acreage and
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number of fields affected by the EPA and proposed CDPR buffer distance provision. A detailed
description of each step follows.
Step One: Joining PUR application data with Ventura's fumigation spatial layer. The Ventura
County supplied fumes2013 layer has an attribute labeled 'op_id' that corresponds to the last
seven digits of PUR's 'grower_id' attribute. The first two digits of the 'grower_id' is the code for
the reporting county, '56' for Ventura, while the next two digits represent the last two digits of
the year. To join the two tables, '5613' was concatenated to the beginning of op_id then
compared to grower_id.
Fields were matched similarly. There is a 'site' attribute in the fumes2013 layer which corresponds
to PUR's site_loc_id field with a couple of caveats. Ventura's site attribute is an integer while PUR's
is a string. All but four of PUR's site_loc_ids are purely numeric with leading zeros making the ID
eight characters long. The other four have a character at the end, possibly indicating a sub-division
of a field. To match field IDs, Ventura's site attribute was converted to a string of eight characters
with leading zeros and then compared to the site_loc_id. To account for the four outliers, sites
were also considered a match if Ventura's site attribute, padded with leading zeros to seven
characters, matched the site_loc_id with any non-numeric characters stripped at the end.
The fumes2013 layer from Ventura had a polygon for each fumigation. Therefore, there are
multiple polygons sharing the same distinct (op_id || site || crop) tuple. Out of 221 of these
distinct tuples, 86 had more than one polygon associated with it. To get the actual crop layer, all
polygons associated with a distinct identification tuple were merged into a single polygon prior
to joining the data to PUR application records. Table 68 reports the application counts by crop
name.
Table 68. Distinct 'Crop' Labels in fumes2013 and Number of Occurrences
Crop

Count

celery
cut flowers
lettuce
raspberry
row crops
strawberry

2
26
1
59
4
226

There were five instances of overlapping strawberry crop fields with different (op_id || site ||
crop) tuples. All overlaps were of two fields only. Two of the five had one of the overlapping fields
with no PUR entries, so those two fields were deleted from the fields layer. One of the pair of
overlapping fields had one field with zero fumigant applications in PUR; since the fields didn't
totally overlap, the overlapping portion of the field with no fumigant applications was removed.
For the last two pairs of overlapping fields, disputed acreage went to the field that shared the
largest border with the disputed territory. Seven fields were labeled strawberry in the PUR
database, but not in the fields layer, after consultation with Ventura, the PUR designation was
considered authoritative. Eleven fields had erroneous site ids and were hand normalized to the
PUR database with assistance from Ventura. One field was represented by one polygon in the
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field layer but two sub fields in the PUR layer; the original NOI was used to split the field polygon
to match PUR records.
The total acres of strawberries planted were then spatially calculated from the non-overlapping
fumes2013fields layer and compared with other sources of county wide totals. While the USDA
NASS county crop totals for 2013 have yet to be released, comparison with 2011 data showed
that the fumes2011fields layer is much more accurate than a naïve summation of acre_planted
in PUR using distinct (grower_id || site_loc_id). Because the fumes2013fields totals are likely the
most accurate source of acres planted, it is recommended to only use the PUR records that
correspond to the (op_id || site) tuples in the fumes2013fields layer that have a crop equal to
'strawberry'. Because the fumes2013fields layer has no intersecting polygons, the fields marked
'strawberry' are distinct fields that do not overlap with any other crop grown that season.
Table 69 compares acreage totals from the various sources of data.
Table 69 Ventura County Strawberry Acreage by Source
Year
2011
2011
2011
2013
2013

Source
NASS
fumes2011fields
PUR
Fumes2013fields
PUR

Acres
11,230
11,896
19,245
12,998
18,220

All pesticide applications in PUR for Ventura in 2013 were extracted and grower_id and site_loc_id
were compared to the fumes2013fields layer. If a match was found, the crop and the row ID from
the fumes2013fields layer was appended to the PUR record. This table that joined chemical use
to field location was named fumes2013pur.
The fumes2013fields layer was used for a county wide summary of number of strawberry fields
planted, acres planted, minimum acres per field, maximum acres per field, average acres per field,
and the standard deviation of said average. The fumes2003pur layer was used for a county wide
summary of fumigation on strawberries using 1,3-dichloropropene, methyl bromide, metamsodium, and chloropicrin. Statistics were gathered for each chemical on the number of
applications, total pounds applied, acres treated from the PUR database, number of fields treated
and the number of acres planted. The number of fields treated and acres planted statistics were
also gathered for fields that had both chloropicrin and at least one of the other fumigants applied.
Step Two: Constructing a data layer integrating all categories of difficult to evacuate sites. DES
are defined as “pre-K to grade 12 schools, state licensed daycare centers, nursing homes, assisted
living facilities, hospitals, in-patient clinics, and prisons.” Ventura County supplied a 'sensitive site'
polygon layer that they were developing. Unfortunately, there were no associated attributes that
identified what kind of site each polygon was, therefore determining if a given polygon fell under
CDPR's definition or not is impossible. Ventura also provided another polygon layer labeled
'schools' that contains seven other types of sites in addition to schools. Sites tagged 'mentally ill'
or 'homeless housing' were discarded and the rest retained for DES buffering. Table 70
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summarizes the content of this data layer. The “Count” column reports the total number of sites
of each type. The final column reports the number of sites of each type that were close enough
to a strawberry field for the DES buffer to reduce treated acreage. Relatively few sites affected
acreage. Of those, most were schools.
Table 70 Types of Sites in Ventura's "School" Layer
DES Type

Count

Assisted Living
Child Care
Health Care
Homeless Housing
Hospital
Jail
Mentally Ill
School

23
111
24
1
7
5
2
357

Count Within
660’ of a
Strawberry Field
0
6
0
0
0
1
0
19

Unfortunately, Ventura's 'schools' layer was not comprehensive. Additional datasets were
gathered for each of CDPR's DES categories. Additional pre-K, private and parochial school
locations were extracted from the GNIS database by looking for all entries with a feature class
equal to 'School'. This resulted in 276 points in Ventura County. The Venture’s ‘schools’ layer
already included the prison locations in a statewide layer with the attribute called ‘Jail’.
Health care facilities were extracted from a data set supplied from the California Department of
Health Planning & Development. Of the types of health care facilities present in the dataset, acute
psychiatric hospitals, congregate living health facilities, general acute care hospitals, skilled
nursing facilities and surgical clinics were extracted and included in the joint DES point layer.
Table 71 summarizes this information.
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Table 71 Health Care Facility Types
Category

Count

Acute Psychiatric Hospital
Chronic Dialysis Clinic
Community Clinic
Congregate Living Health
Facility
Free Clinic
General Acute Care Hospital
Home Health Agency
Hospice
Rehabilitation Clinic
Skilled Nursing Facility
Surgical Clinic

2
13
18
2
3
11
59
28
1
18
1

Count within
660’ of a
Strawberry
Field
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The addresses for state licensed daycare facilities were gathered from the California Community
Care Licensing Division then geocoded to points using the US Census TIGER database. Facilities of
the following types were extracted and added to the joint DES point layer: adult day care, adult
residential facility, child care center, family child care home (large only), group home, infant
center, residential care for the elderly, residential care for the elderly -continuing care contracts,
school age child care center, and small family homes.
Table 72 summarizes this information.
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Table 72 CCLD Licensed Care Facility Types
Facility Type

Count

Adoption Agency
2
Adult Day Care
29
Adult Residential Facility
82
Child Care Center
221
Family Child Care Home (Large only)
210
Foster Family Agency
3
Foster Family Agency - Sub Agency
4
Group Home
24
Infant Center
32
Residential Care for the Elderly
208
Residential Care for the Elderly - Continuing Care
2
Contracts
School Age Child Care Center
64
Small Family Homes
3
Social Rehabilitation Facility
5
Transitional Housing Placement
2

Count Within
660’ of a
Strawberry Field
0
0
2
6
11
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
0

The final joint DES point layer had 1,185 sites within Ventura County. Ideally these points would
be converted to polygons using a countywide parcel map. Due to a lack of access to the parcel
map, this was not done. Instead each point was buffered by 660 feet, which is the minimum
distance fumigation must be from a DES. This will underestimate the acres impacted and perhaps
even the number of fields impacted when compared to buffering property polygons, but is
unavoidable given the available data. Therefore the acreage and field impact results should be
treated as the bare minimum impact of the buffer requirements.
Step Three. Total acreage within 660 feet of a DES. The buffered DES point layer was joined with
an equally buffered Ventura's 'school' layer to form a unified layer of DES buffers. This unified DES
buffer zone covered 36,261 acres of land across the county. This layer was then intersected with
the fumes2013fields layer to determine the number of fields and acres impacted by the US EPA’s
requirement that fumigation with chloropicrin must not occur within 660 feet of a DES.
Step Four. Total acreage within EPA DES buffers and proposed CDPR 60% tarp buffer distances=
within 25 feet of a class 1 urban use. In addition to buffering DES, the existing and proposed
measure also require fumigation to occur with a buffer zone from which non-handlers must be
excluded during the buffer period except for transit. In this analysis the acreage impacts of this
measure are approximated by calculating buffers associated with urbanized land uses. To create
this buffer layer, the CA Department of Water Resources (DWR) land survey from 2000 was used:
polygons with urban 'class1' and symbol of ‘U’ attributes were extracted, buffered and inserted
into a new layer. This resulted in a buffer zone and the urban area covering 105,502 acres.
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This layer was then intersected with the fumes2013fields layer to determine the number of fields
and acres impacted by each buffer zone requirement.
Results
The following three tables summarize strawberry farming and fumigation in Ventura County
during 2013. Table 73 contains a statistical overview of all fields tagged 'strawberry' by Ventura
that also had a PUR entry for any crop, chemical pair. These fields were obtained in Step One of
the analysis by creating the fumes2013fields layer. Fields included in the table may or may not
use any of the fumigants studied.
Table 73 Summary of Strawberry Information from fumes2013fields Layer
Number of strawberry fields
211
Acres of strawberries
12,998
Average field distance
61
Min field distance
0.5
Max field distance
341
Field distance standard deviation
54
Table 74 includes calculations of how many fields, and the associated total acreage, of
strawberries is treated with various combinations of fumigants that include chloropicrin (pic)
during the season. 'Pic only' is the fields treated with chloropicrin, but not with any of the three
other fumigants studied. Similarly, the other rows are exclusive combinations: a field that applied
pic and metam would only be included in the ‘pic & metam’ row, not the ‘pic & metam & 13d’
row or other combinations. Data summaries are included for both PUR and Ventura sources. The
Ventura rows also include a summation of the area from each of the spatial polygons that
correspond with fields that used the specified combination of fumigants.

Ventura

DPR PUR

Table 74. Fields and Acreage Treated by Active Ingredient: Strawberry, Ventura County, 2013

Active Ingredient(s)
pic only
pic & 13d
pic & mebr
pic & mebr & metam
pic & metam
pic & metam & 13d
pic only
pic & 13d
pic & mebr
pic & mebr & metam
pic & metam
pic & metam & 13d

Fields
Polygon
Treated Acres
97
0
31
0
19
0
3
0
15
0
11
0
93
6,338
29
1,517
21
1,652
3
423
15
1,101
12
878
103

Acres
Acres
Acres
Treated
Treated
Treated Methyl
Chloropicrin 1,3-D
Bromide
6,017
0
0
1,520
1,384
0
1,509
0
1,027
409
0
240
1,062
0
0
764
764
0
5,869
0
0
1,392
1,256
0
2,350
0
1,361
409
0
240
929
0
0
834
834
0

Acres
Treated
Metam
Sodium
0
0
0
172
718
607
0
0
0
172
718
697

Each row of Table 75 contains a summary, by chemical usage, of acreage and the number of fields
impacted by the proposed CDPR measure. This table utilizes fumigant data from 2011 rather than
2013; an updated list of difficult to evacuate sites is currently being processed after which 2013
summaries will be available. If a field used more than one chemical listed in a season (or one
fumigant product with multiple active ingredients), its acreage would be added to each row with
the exception of 'Chloropicrin, no MeBr' which only contains fields treated with chloropicrin and
anything but methyl bromide. A field treated with chloropicrin and metam-sodium, but not
methyl bromide would add its acreage to the 'Chloropicrin', 'Chloropicrin, no MeBr', and 'MetamSodium' rows. The 'Chloropicrin, no MeBr' reports the acreage that would be in DES buffers,
urban buffers, or both. 308 acres would be in DES buffers, 107 acres would be in the 25-foot
urban buffers, and 395 acres would be in either buffer. These numbers are the relevant ones for
considering the acreage impact of binding buffers.

1,3-Dichloropropene
Chloropicrin
Chloropicrin, no mebr
Metam-Sodium
Methyl Bromide

# fields in DES & urban buffers

acres in DES & urban buffers

# fields in urban buffers

acres in urban buffers

# fields in DES buffers

acres in DES buffers

acres planted

# fields treated

PUR acres treated

lbs. applied

# applications

Chemical

Table 75. Fields and Acres by Fumigant: Strawberry, Ventura, 2011

51
348

3,998,500
4,353,710

2,259
11,816

27
156

1,644
10,861

30
370

4
29

32
140

8
55

59
488

8
65

140

3,303,460

7,118
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6,628

308

19

107

36

395

43

51
178

3,619,580
623,158

2,408
3,333

28
56

2,522
4,233

39
61

3
10

44
33

8
19

83
93

9
22

Due to buffering DES points rather than polygons, the calculated number of fields and acres
impacted by DES or urban buffer zones can only be considered to be a lower bound. Given this
data limitation, the total number of acres impacted by the EPA DES buffer zone and the 25-ft. TIF
buffer zone proposed by CDPR is quite low: less than 5% of planted acres, aggregating across all
fields treated with chloropicrin. On the other hand, over 40% of strawberry fields fumigated with
chloropicrin will have some sort of impact due to buffer zone requirements. While the loss of
productive acres might be minimal, the cost to growers of surveying their individual fields in
relation to DES and urban areas could be a significant cost for the first season of growing under
the new measures. Furthermore, this could become a recurring cost for each season due to DES
list changes.
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DES buffer zones accounts for the bulk of acres impacted, due to the larger buffer distance and
the large number of sites close to agricultural fields. Figure 9 plots chloropicrin applications for
strawberry production for Ventura County by section and number of acres treated in each section,
as well as the location of urban buffer and DES buffer acreage, illustrating the relative impacts.

Figure 9. Strawberry fields and impacted strawberry acreage treated with chloropicrin due to
DES and urban buffers: Ventura, 2011
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12. Discussion
This report examined potential impacts of the proposed CDPR buffer zone requirements and the
EPA DES buffer zone requirements resulting from acreage that could no longer be fumigated with
chloropicrin. It had several components: a comparison of the current EPA requirements and
proposed CDPR measures, an analysis of submitted public comments, representative field
analyses for almonds and strawberries, an evaluation of changes in pre-plant soil fumigation
decisions for Ventura County strawberry producers, the incremental effect of the CDPR proposal
on buffer zone distances for a subset of Ventura County NOIs, an estimate of the incremental
effects on gross revenues for the Ventura County strawberry industry, and a Ventura County GIS
analysis.
As always, these analyses are limited by data availability, quality and
representativeness. The report does not evaluate the potential economic effects of other
provisions in the proposed measures due to an absence of data.
The comparison of the CDPR proposed measures and the existing EPA and permit condition
requirements identified areas where the proposal may have an incremental effect (Section 2).
Differences in waiting periods and buffer zone distances for other tarp were significant.
Additionally, the CDPR proposal does not provide buffer zone distance reduction credit for any
factor other than tarp type. The analysis of the content of public comments regarding the
proposal found common factors which were linked to grower decisions (Section 3). The
differences identified in Section 3 were a recurring theme in the public comments and are sources
of potential economic impacts. Some of these underlying factors, including buffer zone distances,
would also be expected to influence growers’ fumigation decisions under current requirements.
Section 5 contained the representative field analysis for almonds. It evaluated acreage losses and
changes in net revenues due to the CDPR proposed measures given the existence of the EPA
Phase 2 requirements. The effects of the proposed measures were highly dependent on the
percentile level of protection considered, the fumigant used, the application block size, and
tarping practice (including whether or not the grower selected to tarp or use a different tarp
type).
Section 7 contained the representative field analysis for strawberries. It evaluated acreage losses
and changes in net revenues due to the CDPR proposed measures given the existence of the EPA
Phase 2 requirements. It found that the CDPR proposal did not provide an additional incentive to
use 60% tarp relative to the incentive already provided by the EPA requirements. Field size and
the percentage of protection were the primary determinants of net revenue losses. Larger fields
sustained incremental losses in net returns at lower percentages of protection than smaller fields
did for each active ingredient, although the field size at which losses increased varied.
Section 8 examined fumigation decisions for the 2011, 2012, and 2013 fumigation seasons in
order to see how the newly implemented requirements affected Ventura County strawberry
growers’ decisions. Average application rates in Ventura County for the fumigant products used
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for a majority of applications remained relatively constant over this time period. Drip
applications declined as a share of treated acreage for Ventura County and for California
strawberries as a whole. The use of 60% tarp increased. A significant share of fumigation was
completed earlier in 2013 than in 2011 and 2012.
The analysis of a subsample of Ventura County NOIs identified cases where the CDPR proposal
could lead to an incremental increase in buffer zone distances and associated buffer acreage. It
then identified when these increases would require part of a strawberry field to be included in
the buffer rather than the buffer simply extending further onto adjacent land (Section 9). While
29% of blocks showed an increase in buffer zone distances under the CDPR proposal at the 95th
percentile, only 4.96% of treated acreage was lost to buffer zones increasing inside the field.
Overall losses of treated acres as a percentage of all acres in the subset ranged from less than 1%
at the 80th percentile of protection to 4.96% at the 95th percentile. However, among those blocks
with reduced treated acres due to incremental buffer distances, the acreage losses were
relatively small at low percentiles of protection (3.13% percent of acreage at the 80th percentile)
but quite significant at the 95th percentile of protection (45.16%).
The economic analysis utilized the results of the NOI analysis to estimate gross revenue losses
for Ventura County strawberries (Section 10). Consistent with the large difference in acreage
losses, gross revenue losses vary widely depending on the percentile of protection and the year
from which parameters are drawn, from approximately $0.25 million at the 80th percentile of
protection to as much as $34.2 million at the 95th percentile of protection (2012). One means of
providing economic context for these estimates is to calculate the cost per acre remaining eligible
for production under the CDPR proposal. The cost per acre ranged from $22 per acre at the 80th
percentile (2011) to $3,155 at the 95th percentile (2012). Another measure of the impact is to
calculate the cost per ton of strawberries. The cost per ton was well under a dollar at the 80th
percentile and as high as $102.79 at the 95th (2011). Total net revenue losses ranged from $0.07
million to $9.9 million.
The Ventura County GIS analysis identified strawberry fields for which the proposed CDPR 60%
tarp buffer zone, the EPA DES buffer zone, or both would bind, and estimated the total acreage
contained in the buffers (Section 11). While the actual acreage lost would be small, many fields
would be affected: 43% of the total. One caveat regarding this analysis is that buffer acreage was
calculated using points, rather than polygons. If a GIS parcel map was made available then the
analysis could be re-run on DES polygons instead of points. Another caveat is that urban land
uses were used to represent binding 25-foot buffers. The GIS analysis could be refined if
additional data were available.
These findings related to Ventura County strawberries are subject to the caveat that the price of
strawberries was assumed to be constant and would not be impacted by a change in acreage.
This is somewhat more problematic at the county level than at the field level. Ventura County
accounts for a significant enough share of California fresh strawberry production during certain
times of the year that a reduction in its production could increase the price of strawberries. To
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the extent that this is the case losses will be overestimated. An implication for the California
strawberry industry as a whole can be drawn in spite of the limitations of the analysis presented
here. First, while there are differences across major strawberry-producing counties in terms of
field distances and other factors, one broadly true empirical regularity is that strawberry
production areas are concentrated near developed areas, which are likely to have land uses that
prohibit extending buffers outside fields. This pattern is observed in Ventura County and, based
on the limited GIS data, Santa Barbara and Monterey counties. To the extent that strawberry
production in other counties is characterized by a larger number of smaller fields bordering
developed areas than is the case in Ventura County, the acreage and net revenue losses due to
binding buffers is likely to be larger for those counties.
Data regarding costs of other provisions in the mitigation proposal, such as the proposed
maximum treated area and approach to field separation for the calculation of application block
size, are not available. In the absence of additional information it is unclear to what extent costs
should be represented on a field basis and to what extent on an acreage basis, although it seems
likely that many will be incurred at the field level. The magnitude of such costs is not easily
proxied by available information. Also, to the extent that growers or custom fumigation
operators already engage in such field-level calculations as a result of current requirements the
incremental cost of the CDPR proposal may be reduced.
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Appendix B. Buffer Zone Credits for Tarps by Soil Fumigant Active Ingredient: April 28, 2014

Active ingredient chloropicrin only
20% reduction in buffer zone distance for the use of any of the following tarps:
Berry Plastics, black/silver, metalized, 1.25 mil
Canslit Shine N’Ripe, black/silver, metalized, 1.25 mil
Canslit Shine N’Ripe, white/silver, metalized, 1.25 mil
40% reduction in buffer zone distance for the use of any of the following tarps:
Agroplasticos copac , black, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , black/white, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , white, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , white/black/white, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , black/silver, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , silver, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , clear, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , black/clear/black, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , thermic brown, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , brown, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac thermic green, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , green, ≥ 1.28 milv
Agroplasticos copac. , red, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , blue, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , black/silver, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , black/black, ≥ 1.28 mil
Guardian AgroPlastics VIF, embossed black, 1.2 mil
Cadillac VIF, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, black, 1.25 mil
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XL Blockade, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, green, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, brown, 1.25 mil
SARAN™ Ag Film, black on black, 1.25 mil
Ginegar VIF, embossed black, 1.25 mil
Bromostop, 1.38 mil
IPM VIF, clear, 1.38 mil
Olefinas VIF, embossed, 1.2 mil
60% reduction in buffer zone distance for the use of any of the following tarps:
Guardian TIF ≥ 1.1 mil, embossed
Raven TIF VaporSafe™ ≥ 1 mil
AEP-one, clear, EVOH barrier, 1.0 mil
Berry EVOH-Supreme Barrier, black, 1.25 mil
SARAN™ Ag Film, black on black, 1.5 mil
Ginegar Ozgard, clear, ≥ 1.25 mil
Ginegar Ozgard, black/white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Ginegar Ozgard, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, black/white, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, white/black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, white, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, green, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, brown, 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black/white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, white/black/white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black/silver, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, silver, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, clear, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black/clear/black, ≥ 1.25 mil
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Filmtech Grozone, thermic brown, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, brown, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, thermic green, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, green, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, red, ≥ 1.25 mill
Filmtech Grozone, blue, ≥ 1.25 mil
Berry EVOH-High Barrier, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, black, 1.25 mil
Klerk Hytibar VIF, clear, 1.38 mil
Klerks VIF, 1.30 mil
Hytiblock 7, black, 1.25 mil
Hytibar, 1.5 mil
Mid South VIF, embossed black, 1.25 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF XSB black, 0.8 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF XSB white, 0.8 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF XSB black/white, 0.9 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF LD black, 1.0 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF LD white, 1.2 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF LD black/white, 1.1 mil
ADVASEAL, black, 2.0 mil
ADVASEAL, white on black, 2.0 mil

Active ingredients chloropicrin and 1,3-dichloropropene
20% reduction in buffer zone distance for the use of any of the following tarps:
Berry Plastics, black/silver, metalized, 1.25 mil
Canslit Shine N’Ripe, black/silver, metalized, 1.25 mil
Canslit Shine N’Ripe, white/silver, metalized, 1.25 mil
40% reduction in buffer zone distance for the use of any of the following tarps:
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Agroplasticos copac , black, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , black/white, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , white, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , white/black/white, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , black/silver, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac , silver, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, clear, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, black/clear/black, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, thermic brown, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, brown, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac thermic green, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, green, ≥ 1.28 milv
Agroplasticos copac. , red, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, blue, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, black/silver, ≥ 1.28 mil
Agroplasticos copac, black/black, ≥ 1.28 mil
Guardian AgroPlastics VIF, embossed black, 1.2 mil
Cadillac VIF, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, green, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, brown, 1.25 mil
XL Blockade, black, 1.25 mil
SARAN™ Ag Film, black on black, 1.25 mil
Ginegar VIF, embossed black, 1.25 mil
Bromostop, 1.38 mil
IPM VIF, clear, 1.38 mil
Olefinas VIF, embossed, 1.2 mil
60% reduction in buffer zone distance
Guardian TIF ≥ 1.1 mil, embossed
Raven TIF VaporSafe™ ≥ 1 mil
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AEP-one, clear, EVOH barrier, 1.0 mil
Berry EVOH-Supreme Barrier, black, 1.25 mil
SARAN™ Ag Film, black on black, 1.5 mil
Ginegar Ozgard, clear, ≥ 1.25 mil
Ginegar Ozgard, black/white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Ginegar Ozgard, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics BLOCKADE VIF, black/white, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, white/black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, white, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, green, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, brown, 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black/white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, white/black/white, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black/silver, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, silver, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, clear, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, black/clear/black, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, thermic brown, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, brown, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, thermic green, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, green, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, red, ≥ 1.25 mil
Filmtech Grozone, blue, ≥ 1.25 mil
Berry EVOH-High Barrier, black, 1.25 mil
Berry Plastics TOTAL BLOCKADE TIF, black, 1.25 mil
Klerk Hytibar VIF, clear, 1.38 mil
Klerks VIF, 1.30 mil
Hytiblock 7, black, 1.25 mil
Hytibar, 1.5 mil
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Mid South VIF, embossed black, 1.25 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF XSB black, 0.8 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF XSB white, 0.8 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF XSB black/white, 0.9 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF LD black, 1.0 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF LD white, 1.2 mil
Imaflex USA Can-Block v-TIF LD black/white, 1.1 mil
ADVASEAL, black, 2.0 mil
ADVASEAL, white on black, 2.0 mil
Source: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/tarpcredits/#chloropicrin. Accessed April 28, 2014
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Appendix C. CDPR Recommended Permit Conditions and County Permit Conditions
Table C.1. Summary of County Permit Conditions
Counties With Permit Conditions Amended From
CDPR’s Recommended Permit Conditions
Fresno
Kern
Kings
Madera
Monterey
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Stanislaus
Tulare
Ventura

Clarification requested
Yolo

Counties Using CDPR Recommended Permit
Conditions
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Contra Costa
Del Norte
El Dorado
Humboldt
Los Angeles
Marin
Mariposa
Placer
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Diego
San Joaquin
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Solano
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tuolumne
Yuba
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No information obtained for Colusa, Glenn, Imperial, Inyo, Lake, Lassen, Mariposa, Mendocino, Merced, Modoc, Mono, Napa, Nevada,
Orange, Pumas, San Bernadino, San Francisco, Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou and Sonoma counties.
Table C.2. CDPR Recommended and County-Specific Permit Conditions
Permit Condition

CDPR Recommendation

Maximum acreage that can
be fumigated in 24 hours
Minimum buffer zone •
distance
•
•

40 acres

•

25 ft. for tarps qualifying for 60% •
reduction, and tree hole application
•
60 ft. for other tarps, and untarped, < 6 ac.
100 ft., other tarps, and untarped, > 6 ac
•
•
•
st
Buffer zone distances and 12-36 hours after 1 field is fumigated
•
timing requirements for • If both fields use tarps that qualify for a •
applications
with
60% buffer credit: Buffers are calculated
overlapping buffer zones
per individual field distance. Combined
acreage cannot exceed 40.
•
•

If at least one field does NOT use a tarp •
that qualifies for a 60% buffer credit:
Buffers calculated per combined field
distance.

•

Combined acreage cannot exceed 40.
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County Specifications that Differ from
Recommendation
Fresno, Kern, Kings, Tulare, Stanislaus 10 acres
within ¼ mi of difficult to evacuate site
Kern: Minimum 25 ft.
Kings: Minimum 60 ft. for 60% tarp, 100 ft. other
methods
Monterey: 100-263 ft.
San Luis Obispo (SLO): Minimum 100 ft.
Santa Cruz: 25-725 ft.
Kern: Not stated
Kings: Buffers for ALL methods based on
combined acreage from 12-36 hours. Max
acreage not stated.
Santa Cruz: 40 acre max and buffers per individual
field distance 12-36 hrs. after 1st application
Fresno, Stanislaus, and Tulare: Buffers cannot
overlap within 36 hrs. after 1st application ends

Permit Condition

CDPR Recommendation

Buffer zone credits

•
•

•

Tarping duration
planting:

and •

Time between end of
fumigation and tarp cutting

•

If allowed by the label, buffer zone
reduction credits are allowed for tarp
usage
Post-application water treatment (0.250.5”) for untarped and bedded or strip
with untarped ground between beds or
strips
Label buffer zone reduction credits are not
allowed for Symmetry application system,
potassium thiosulfate, soil organic matter,
clay content, or soil temperature
9 days: Tarps that qualify for buffer
reduction can be cut
24 hours after cutting: Tarp can be
removed (weather conditions may justify
earlier removal)

•

N/A

•

•
•

•
•

County Specifications that Differ from
Recommendation
Monterey: Broadcast and drip buffers “adjusted”
for 60% reduction for TIF
Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz: Tarps that qualify for
60% credit per EPA, water seals
Fresno, Stanislaus, Tulare: TIF tarps and water
seals

Monterey: 10 day tarping duration for TIF shallow
broadcast
SLO: 10 day tarping for VIF/TIF

Time between tarp cutting
and removal
Time before planting is
allowed
Difficult to Evacuate (DES)
Sites

•
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Fresno, Stanislaus, Tulare: Tarp required (except
individual tree and vine replant < 1 contiguous ac)
within ¼ mile of DES AND “sensitive” sites
Kern: Tarp required (except individual tree and
vine replant < 1 contiguous ac) and application
rate limited to 175 lbs./ac within ¼ mile of DES
sites

Permit Condition

CDPR Recommendation
•

Tarping requirements

N/A

•
•
•
•
•

Maximum pounds of active
ingredient applied per acre

N/A

•
•

Weather

N/A

•
•
•
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County Specifications that Differ from
Recommendation
King: Same as Kern, PLUS CAC can also designate
other sites as “sensitive” sites where same
requirements hold.
See above re: DTE and “sensitive” sites
Monterey: TIF required for tarp shallow
broadcast, and broadcast and drip using Pic-Clor
60 with 1,3-D. Metallized tarps not allowed.
Santa Barbara: Tarps qualifying for 60% credit
required. Metallized tarps prohibited.
San Luis Obispo: Tarps with 60% buffer credit
required for PIC drip applications. Metallized
tarps prohibited.
Santa Cruz: Tarps with 60% buffer credit required
for 100% PIC. Metallized tarps prohibited.
Fresno, Kern, Kings, Stanislaus, Tulare: 200 lbs.
Cpic
Monterey: 225 for 100% PIC, 244 for 95% PIC, 350
for tarp shallow broadcast, 495 for Pic-Clor 60
with 1,3-D.
Monterey (tarped), Santa Cruz: Air temp. must
be < 85˚F. Wind must be 3-20 mph during
application and 48 hrs. post.
Santa Barbara: Air temperature must be < 85˚F
SLO: Air temperature must be < 85˚F. Wind speed
must not be < 3 mph for more than 5 hours during
application and 48 hours post.

Appendix D. Public Comments regarding 5/15/13 Chloropicrin Mitigation Proposal
This appendix includes information on who submitted the reports analyzed, an overall summary
of the economic issues related to major proposed measures that were mentioned in the
comments, and a more detailed summary of comments by commentator type. Commentators
were grouped into four categories for this appendix: academic researchers, advocacy groups,
government agencies, and industry members.
Comments by Sector
Table D.1 summarizes the number of comments by commentator sector. Tables D.2 through D.5
list the individuals or groups submitting comments within each sector.
Table D.1. Number of Comments by Sector
Sector
Academic researchers
Advocacy groups
Government
Industry
TOTAL

Total Comments
5
5
4
22
36

Table D.2. Academic Researchers
Name

Affiliation

Hattis, Dale
Jenkins, Jeffrey
Ajwa, Hussein

Clark University, Academic/geneticist
Oregon State University, National Pesticide Information Center
University of California Division of Agriculture and Natural
Resources (UCANR)
UCANR
UCANR

Doll, David
Fennimore, Steve
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Table D.3. Advocacy Groups*
Action Now et al., 103 organizations
CA Rural Legal Assistance, Pesticide Research Institute, Center for Environmental Health,
Physicians for Social Responsibility SF Bay and Sacramento, Pesticide Action Network
North America, Natural Resources Defense Council, Worksafe (8)
CA Rural Legal Foundation, CA Rural Legal Assistance, Californians for Pesticide Reform,
Center for Race, Poverty & the Environment, Center for Environmental Health,
Communities for a New CA Education Fund, El Quinto Sol de América, Fresno Metro
Ministry, Pesticide Action Network North America, Pesticide Research Institute, Pesticide
Watch, Physicians for Social Responsibility Los Angeles (12)
Center for Environmental Health, Environmental Working Group, Pesticide Action
Network North America, United Farm Workers (4)
Central California Environmental Justice Network
*Several letters were multi-organizational. Signers per letter are indicated on in parentheses.
Table D.4. Government Agencies
CA Air Resources Board (CARB)
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
Siskiyou County Department of Agriculture
Tehama County Department of Agriculture
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Table D.5. Industry
Growers and Industry Organizations (16)
CA Walnut Commission
Western Agricultural Processors Association
San Luis Obispo County Farm Bureau
CA Grape & Tree Fruit League
CA Farm Bureau Federation
CA Strawberry Nurserymen's Association
Almond Hullers & Processors Association
CA Women for Agriculture
Western Growers
Monterey County Farm Bureau
Columbine Vineyards
Riverside County Farm Bureau
Ventura County Agricultural Association
Fresno County Farm Bureau
Tehama County Farm Bureau
Shasta County Farm Bureau
Service Providers and Suppliers (4)
CA Association of Pest Control Advisors (CAPCA)
Chloropicrin Manufacturers’ Task Force (CMTF)
TriCal
Western Plant Health Association (WPHA)
Consultants (2)
Agricultural Research Consulting
Exponent (Richard Reiss)
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Summary of Comments
The following table identifies the major points raised across all sectors regarding economically
relevant impacts of CDPR’s proposed measure.
Table D.6. Synthesis of Comments by Proposed Measure
Requirement
Maximum acreage that can •
be fumigated in 24 hours

•
•
•

Field separation
(overlapping buffer)
For other tarp applications,
if at least 12 hours, but less
than 36 hours elapse from
the completion of the first
block until the beginning of
the second, the buffer
zones must be recalculated
based on the combined
acreage of the blocks with
overlapping buffer zones.

•

•

Synthesis of Comments
One UCANR commenter and multiple industry
commenters said maximum acreage should be
tailored to application rate and method. A single limit
places the same economic burden on growers with
low and high application and emissions rates, and is
thus out of proportion with the estimated risks and
harms of fumigation across different methods and
crops.
Advocacy groups support CDPR’s proposed 40-acre
limit.
Government commenters did not address this
specifically, but said CDPR should align with EPA as
much as possible.
Industry commenters stated that the 40-acre
maximum would extend fumigation time enough to
disrupt planting windows, which would lead farmers
to take land out of production and lose market
opportunity, causing lost revenue and jobs. Industry
also stated that the acreage limit would add costs by
duplicating the need for irrigation, fumigant crew
supervision and equipment such as fumigant tanks
that would be one-time costs across applications
greater than 40 acres, but repeated with the 40-acre
limit.
One UCANR commenter and several industry letters
characterized this as a requirement to wait 36 hours
to fumigate fields sharing a buffer, if at least one field
does not use 60% tarp.
Multiple industry commenters said the requirement
to calculate buffers for other tarp and untarped
applications based on combine field distance if they
share a buffer and occur within 36 hours was
problematic. Reasons provided included that it would
increase costs, disrupt planting schedules, reduce
quality and yield, and potentially cause growers to
miss market windows, thus reducing revenue.
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Requirement
Maximum number of tree
hole fumigations per acre

•
•

Buffer zone distance
(ft./side)

•

•
•

•
•
•

Buffer zone credit

•
•
•

Synthesis of Comments
Advocacy groups support the most restrictive limit
proposed (smallest number of trees).
Industry expressed concerns that CDPR’s limit would
reduce growers’ productivity, with the least restrictive
limit making growers 1/3 less productive.
One UCANR commenter and numerous industry
commenters said CDPR’s proposed buffers are
“unnecessarily restrictive” and would add costs while
potentially reducing revenue.
Advocates called for larger buffers, up to ½ mile.
State government agencies called for buffers at the
95th percentile, and suggested that CDPR do
additional research to ensure these would be
sufficient in all agricultural areas.
County agricultural commissioners called for CDPR to
follow EPA requirements.
Industry commenters expressed support for a 25-ft
buffer for 60% tarp while calling for CDPR to use EPA
requirements for other tarp and untarped.
Industry commenters also said CDPR should define
buffers for five methods (60% credit tarp, other tarp
shank, other tarp drip, untarped shank, and untarped
buried drip) not three. By defining buffers for only
three methods, CDPR is placing the same economic
burden on growers with a range of emissions rates,
making this out of proportion to the estimated risks
and harms of different methods.
Advocacy groups expressed opposition to credits,
specifically those related to 60% tarp.
One UCANR commenter suggested credits/smaller
buffers for deep shank applications.
County agricultural commissioners and several
industry commenters, said CDPR should allow EPA’s
credits. By not allowing the buffer reduction credits
that EPA allows, CDPR is effectively increasing the
economic impacts associated with buffer zones, as
discussed above.
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Requirement
Tarping duration

60% tarps, and tarp use

Synthesis of Comments
• One UCANR commenter, and industry commenters,
called for tarping durations as short as five days for
lower application rates.
• Advocacy groups called for a 9-16 day tarping
duration, and expressed support for the 24-hour wait
before tarp removal.
• One government commenter advocated for reduced
tarping duration in areas with high wind.
• Industry stated that the nine-day duration before
cutting and the 24-hour waiting period before
removal would reduce planting windows, impair
production objectives and reduce crop cycles per
field. Such effects would reduce revenue.
60% tarp - All crops
• Advocacy groups called on CDPR to require 60% tarp
for all applications.
• One government commenter recommended a costbenefit study on 60% tarp, citing research that 60%
tarps can help increase yield, and reduce the amount
of chloropicrin needed.
• One UCANR commenter and numerous industry
commenters stated that the requirements would be
particularly burdensome for other tarp applications,
and that many applications are unable to use 60%
tarp.
• Industry letters cited cost estimates for 60% tarp of
$1,200-4,000 per acre, with 60% tarp said to be up to
4-5 times the cost of other tarp. CMTF provided lower
costs of $300-1,000 per acre.
Tarps – All Crops
• Commenters from UCANR and industry said tarping
adds costs. These commenters also said that tarps are
not feasible for some crops, that the impact of tarps
on some crops is unknown and that they can have
negative effects such as erosion. Additionally, they
stated that untarped buffers would take valuable
farmland out of production by disrupting planting
windows, causing job loss and economic losses.
• Commenters from industry said the large buffers for
untarped applications are an effective mandate for
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Requirement

Synthesis of Comments
tarping, given the buffers’ negative impacts on
production, cost and revenue.
60% tarp– Tree Crops
• Commenters from UCANR and industry noted that the
effects of 60% tarp on tree crops are unknown, and
that longer-term research in this area is needed.
Industry stated that 60% tarp is too cumbersome to
apply in orchards, and cost prohibitive.

Extended Fumigation
Process/Missed planting
and market windows

Tarps– Tree Crops
• Commentators from UCANR, government and
industry said tarps cannot be used with some
methods, such as deep injection, and that tarp
technology has not yet been proven or sufficiently
studied to understand its impacts on tree crops.
• In cases where tarps can be used, growers would
need a second rig to place the tarp, adding costs.
• Industry commenters said tarping would add an
estimated cost of $800/ac or more for orchards,
depending on tarp type, and that tarping is not
common for perennial crops like tree crops, making
the large untarped buffers especially burdensome for
orchardists.
• As noted above, a UCANR commenter and numerous
industry commenters stated that larger buffer zones
would extend fumigation time enough to cause
growers to miss planting and/or market windows. This,
in turn, would impair production objectives (yield),
reduce the number of cropping cycles and thus
potentially lead growers to take land out of production,
resulting in lost market opportunities and reduced
revenue.
• Industry stated that the maximum acreage limit,
extended field separation and longer tarping duration
would have these effects.
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Summary of Comments by Sector
This subsection summarizes comments for the above issues by sector. As such, it disaggregates
the previous summary table.
Non-UCANR Academic Researchers: Dale Hattis, PhD. (Clark University) and Jeffrey Jenkins, Ph
D. (Oregon State University, National Pesticide Information Center) both commented only on
CDPR’s determination that chloropicrin is not a carcinogen, and the 73 ppb maximum exposure
level. As these issues are not in the scope of the economic analysis, the summary below excludes
these letters.
UCANR Academic Researchers: Steven Fennimore assessed the requirements as being
reasonable and made no comments about specific aspects. Ajwa and Doll made the following
comments:
• Maximum acreage that can be fumigated in 24 hours: Ajwa indicated that the limit should
differ per application rate and method.
• Field separation: Ajwa described this aspect of the requirement as “36 hours between
applications of fields with overlapping buffers.” He said it would involve an “excessive 48hour wait” since fumigation begins in the morning and typically ends around noon.
• Maximum number of tree hole sites that can be fumigated per acre: No comments
• Buffer zone distance: Ajwa and Doll said these are unnecessarily restrictive, and will add costs
while potentially reducing revenue. Doll recommended smaller buffers for deep shank
applications versus beds.
• Buffer zone credits: Doll suggested larger credits for deep shank applications.
• Tarping duration: Ajwa and Doll said a 5-7 day tarping duration is sufficient for low
application rates.
• 60% tarps, and tarp use: Addressing tree crops, Doll said, “Issues with 60% tarp adoption
include the following: expense of tarp material…, the inability for tarps to be used with deep
injection rigs commonly used for orchard fumigation, tarps need to be removed manually due
to being buried on both sides…tarps encourage erosion and are susceptible to being buried
by eroding soil during winter rain events on unlevel ground.”
• Extended Duration of Fumigation Process: No comments
Ajwa also stated that CDPR should wait two years to see the outcomes of EPA measures before
proposing more restrictions.
Advocacy Groups: Of the five letters submitted, four were signed on behalf of multiple
organizations, with the number of signatories ranging from four to 103. Additionally, some
organizations signed multiple letters. The summary below is for three of these letters: Action
Now et al., CA Rural Legal Foundation and Central California Environmental Justice Network. CA
Rural Legal Assistance, et al. focused on CDPR’s determination that chloropicrin is noncarcinogenic, and its 73 ppb maximum exposure level. Center for Environmental Health, et al.
expressed support for tighter restrictions without raising specific points.
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Maximum acreage that can be fumigated in 24 hours: Advocacy groups support the 40-acre
maximum limit.
Field separation: Advocacy groups stated that the requirement to calculate buffers based on
combined field distance if applications sharing a buffer occur within 36 hours should apply to
60% tarp as well as other tarp and untarped, rather than allowing 60% tarp buffers to be
based on individual field distance.
Maximum number of tree hole sites that can be fumigated per acre: Letters commenting on
this said the most restrictive limit—the smallest number of tree holes allowed—should be
adopted.
Buffer zone distance:
o Advocacy groups stated that the proposed buffers are not large enough, especially
the 25-foot buffer for 60% tarp. They called for buffers at the 95th percentile or larger
and said CDPR should use emergency response plans for accidental spills as a model
for its buffers.
o Commenters noted that buffers for strip and bedded applications are too small to
account for leakage and flux, while buffers for tarps do not account for the potential
for the tarp to rip or leak.
Buffer zone credits: Not commented on specifically.
Tarping duration: Letters called for a 10-day duration for chloropicrin and a 16-day duration
for chloropicrin with methyl bromide, and expressed support for the proposed 24-hour wait
to remove tarps after cutting.
60% tarps, and tarp use: Letters said CDPR should require all applications to use 60% tarp,
and should not make requirements for 60% tarp less rigorous than those for other tarps,
specifically noting the smaller buffers and less stringent field separation provisions for 60%
tarp applications.
Extended Duration of Fumigation Process: No comments

Government: The California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the Office of Environmental Health
Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) were state agencies that commented. Two county agricultural
commissioners (CACs) commented: Siskiyou County and Tehama County.
•
•

•
•

Maximum acreage that can be fumigated in 24 hours, Field separation, Maximum number
of tree hole sites that can be fumigated per acre: No specific comments.
Buffer zone distance:
o State agencies said CDPR should determine if these are health protective for all
counties using chloropicrin, and should use buffers at the 95th percentile or larger.
o CACs called for CDPR to use EPA buffers, including 30-60-ft minimums for non-TIF, and
said buffer zones should be tailored to regional weather, such as differences in wind.
Buffer zone credits: CACs said CDPR should allow credits that EPA allows, with specific
reference to soil clay content and Soil Organic Matter.
Tarping duration:
o State agencies stated that tarping up to 10-15 days may be warranted.
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o The Siskiyou County CAC recommended that CDPR allow reduced duration in areas
with high wind where tarps can be damaged or blown off.
60% tarps, and tarp use:
o State agencies said CDPR’s proposal should include a 60% tarp cost-benefit analysis,
as research suggests tarps reduce amount of chloropicrin needed and increase yield,
therefore improving returns.
o CACs noted that tarps are not feasible for all applications, with specific references to
lack of feasibility in orchards.
Extended Duration of Fumigation Process: No comments.

Growers, Growers’ Organizations, and Consultants: Several letters used identical wording,
suggesting that they used a template.
Maximum acreage that can be fumigated in 24 hours:
o All crops:
 Many letters said the 40-acre maximum would take land out of production and
lose market opportunity by disrupting planting windows, causing economic
and job losses.
 Several commenters urged CDPR to maintain EPA’s requirements and stated
that maximum acreage should be based on application rate and method.
 Multiple letters said CDPR’s limit would add time and costs. Columbine
Vineyard provided an example, stating that growers would face duplicate costs
for fumigation supervision and tanks that would be shared across single, large
applications up to EPA’s 120-160 acre limit, but must be hired multiple times
for smaller applications within CDPR’s 40-acre limit.
o Tree Crops: Several letters said the 40-acre limit is problematic for tree hole
applications that may be spaced across more than 40 acres, and unnecessary since
the application rate may be lower than the broadcast equivalent for 40 acres.
• Field separation (overlapping buffer):
o The majority of letters stated that this will increase costs, disrupt planting schedules,
reduce quality and yield, and potentially cause growers to miss market windows—
reducing revenue.
o Most letters noted that the 36-hour period is effectively 48-hours, since most
applications start around 6 am and end by noon-3 PM
o The Almond Hullers & Processors Association (AHPA) noted that many growers
choose to break larger fields in smaller blocks to fumigate, in order to obtain smaller
buffers. The field separation requirements would negate some of the benefits of this
approach because adjacent blocks would have overlapping buffer zones, and buffers
would be calculated per combined field distance unless both applications use 60%
tarp.
o AHPA also stated that VOC restrictions and water availability limitations already limit
fumigation windows, making added delays a burden.
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Maximum number of tree hole sites that can be fumigated per acre: One letter stated that
the maximum tree limit at the 80th percentile would make growers 1/3 less productive.
Buffer zone distance:
o The majority of letters said CDPR should use a 25-ft buffer for 60% tarp, and maintain
EPA buffers for other tarp and untarped.
o Many commenters said other tarp and untarped buffers were ‘unnecessarily
restrictive,’ and emphasized that tarps cannot be used by many applications.
o Several letters commented on buffer percentiles, with some calling the 85th percentile
problematic and others urging CDPR to stay below the 95th percentile. One grower
asked CDPR to adopt the 80th percentile buffers, though these are often smaller than
EPA buffers and would not be allowed unless EPA revises its requirements accordingly.
Buffer zone credits: Several letters said CDPR should allow EPA buffer credits.
Tarping duration:
o Several letters said the nine-day wait to cut tarps that qualify for a buffer reduction,
and 24-hour wait for removal after cutting, will reduce planting windows, impairing
production objectives and reducing crop cycles per field.
o Many commenters said CDPR should allow a 5-day duration for low application rates.
The Almond Hullers and Processors Association (AHPA) and Agricultural Research
Consulting said five days should be allowed for ≤ 350 lb. /acre.
60% tarps, and tarp use:
o 60% tarp - All crops:
 Many letters said CDPR buffers for other tarp and untarped applications are
‘unnecessarily restrictive’ and will take valuable farmland out of production by
disrupting planting windows, causing job and economic losses.
 Numerous letters stated that ‘many applications are unable to use 60% tarp,
and that it does not work well for all applications where it can be used.
 Several commenters noted that 60% tarp is very costly, ranging from $1,2004,000/acre (including disposal costs), and amounting to 4-5 times the cost of
other tarp.
o Tarps – All Crops:
 As above, many letters remarked that tarps add application and disposal costs,
and stated that tarps are not feasible for some crops.
 Several letters said large buffers are effectively a “mandate” for tarping,
creating an economic burden.
o 60% tarp– Tree Crops: AHPA stated that 60% tarp is too cumbersome to apply. They
also said the effects of 60% tarp on tree crops are unknown, and that 3-5 years of
research are needed to understand its impacts.
o Tarps– Tree Crops: The Walnut Commission stated that tarping is not common for
perennial crops like walnuts, and that the large buffers for untarped are especially
burdensome. AHPA stated that:
 Tarps cannot be used with deep injection rigs.
 Where tarps can be used, growers would need to pay for two rigs—one to
fumigate and one to tarp—adding costs.
 Tarping adds $800/ac or more for orchards, depending on tarp type.
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Extended Duration of Fumigation Process: As noted above, many letters stated that the 40acre maximum acreage, field separation, larger buffer zones and longer tarping duration will
disrupt/reduce effective planting windows, reduce yield and crop cycles per field, and
potentially lead growers to take land out of production. This can lead to lost market
opportunities, and thus lower revenue. No economic estimates of such impacts were
provided.

D2. Suppliers and Service Providers (4)
Three suppliers/service providers provided statements comparable to those made by growers
and grower organizations. In contrast, the CA Association of Pest Control Advisors (CAPCA) called
the proposed measure “safe and reasonable,” and limited its comments to buffer zone distance.
As such, the comment summary below does not reflect CAPCA’s comments unless noted
specifically. Suppliers and service providers offered concrete examples to illustrate and support
several comments.
•

•

Maximum acreage that can be fumigated in 24 hours:
o All crops: Commenters said the 40-acre limit would add costs and disrupt planting
windows, potentially leading growers to take land out of production. TriCal and the
Chloropicrin Manufacturers Task Force (CMTF) cited a specific cost increase
associated with irrigation: Larger farms may have well-tied irrigation systems that
were built to irrigate 60-80 acres. This includes crops that would use drip fumigant
application. It would cost up to $100,000 to reconfigure these to pre-irrigate and
fumigate only 40 acres. The attached wellhead would then need to operate twice as
much, adding fuel and wear-and-tear costs. (Note: Non-drip applications sharing an
irrigation system would also incur added fuel and wear and tear costs. CDPR proposed
measures require a defined soil moisture level for application. Since applied water is
lost through percolation and evaporation, moisture level may decrease below the
required level within a day after a large field is irrigated to fumigate one block. A
second irrigation would be needed for an adjacent block to be fumigated.)
o Tree Crops: TriCal said the 40-acre limit is problematic for tree hole applications that
may be spaced across more than 40 acres, and called for a limit on tree sites versus
acres.
Field separation:
o CMTF and the Western Plant Health Association (WHPA) said this would disrupt
planting windows, add costs and affect yield. WHPA explained that cropping cycles
can be short, some growers have only four weeks for planting, and crops planted late
can have poor yield due to root growth that is restricted by the onset of cooler
weather.
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o CMTF stated that the requirements would require a 36-hour “wait” to be able to
fumigate other tarp and untarped fields that share a buffer, a misunderstanding noted
in other industry letters. 16
o CMTF noted that VOC restrictions and water availability limitations already limit
fumigation windows, making added delays a burden.
o TriCal noted that this aspect of the requirement is particularly problematic for
adjacent properties where different methods were used (e.g., 60% tarp and
untarped), as both would have to use the largest applicable buffer. If both must
fumigate within 36 hours, there is no incentive for one to invest in 60% tarp if the
other cannot or will not use it.
Maximum number of tree hole sites that can be fumigated per acre: Suppliers did not
address this specifically. However, as noted above, in expressing its opposition to the 40-acre
maximum limit, TriCal stated that CDPR should use a daily limit for tree sites instead (referring
to total trees overall, not per acre).
Buffer zone distance:
o Suppliers and service providers agreed that other tarp and untarped buffers were too
large. The CA Association of Pest Control Advisors (CAPCA) identified this as its
primary concern, and called CDPR’s buffers “excessive” and “unnecessary.” Several
letters asked CDPR to maintain EPA’s other tarp and untarped buffers, while adopting
a 25-foot buffer for 60% tarp.
o TriCal asked CDPR to adopt the 80th percentile buffers, though these are often smaller
than EPA buffers and would not be allowed unless EPA revises its requirements
accordingly.
o CMTF noted that buffers of less than 60 feet, CDPR’s minimum for other tarp and
untarped, are supported by data, and stated that the large buffers would take land
out of production.
o CMTF also stated that CDPR should define buffers for at least five methods (60% tarp,
other tarp shank, other tarp drip, untarped shank, and untarped buried drip) not
three. TriCal concurred, stating that different buffers should be defined for other tarp
and untarped drip.
Buffer zone credits: CMTF and TriCal asked CDPR to allow more of the credits allowed by EPA.
Tri Cal referenced soil organic matter, temperature, water seals and clay content specifically.
CMTF asked CDPR to support all EPA credits except that for Symmetry rigs.
Tarping duration:
o WHPA asked CDPR to maintain EPA’s five-day tarping duration
o CMTF said that research supports a shorter tarping duration for ≤ 200 lb. /acre, and
that the 9-day duration may leave insufficient planting time.

16 CMTF: “The current chloropicrin labels require that if there is an overlap in buffer zones from multiple application blocks then
at least 12 hours must elapse between the end of the first application and the start of the next application…DPR has proposed to
change these requirements so that if there is an overlap in buffer zones there must be a minimum of 36 hours between the end
of the first application and the start of the next application unless all fields with overlapping buffer zones use TIF tarp. Because
virtually all commercial applications begin in the morning, the CDPR prohibition is effectively a 48 hour separation window.”
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o TriCal called for 5-, 7- and 9-day durations for application rates of 200 lbs./acre, 275
lbs./acre and 350 lbs./acre respectively.
60% tarps, and tarp use:
o 60% tarp - All crops: CMTF said 60% tarp would add $300-1,000/acre over other tarp
and untarped respectively. WPHA said CDPR’s requirements are especially difficult for
applications not using 60% tarp.
o Tarps– Tree Crops: CMTF noted that deep injection rigs cannot pull tarping
equipment, requiring tree crop growers to pay for a second rig if they use tarps. TriCal
stated that tarps are “not practical for most orchard[s],” due to “economic
constraints,” and stated that up-front costs are “impossible to accommodate”
because tree crops are not productive for several years.
Extended Duration of Fumigation Process:
o As noted above, some service providers and suppliers stated that the 40-acre limit,
field separation, buffer zone distances and tarping duration could delay planting,
which can lead growers to take land out of production, experience lower yields or miss
market windows.
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Appendix E. Scientific Studies regarding Chloropicrin Emissions Reduction due to Sources of Current EPA
Chloropicrin Buffer Zone Distance Reduction Credits
Currently the EPA-mandated buffer zone distances for chloropicrin applications differ by application method
and are based on the broadcast equivalent application rate of the fumigant product in question. In order to
reduce the required buffer zone distance for a given application, a buffer zone ‘credit’ may be applied to the
calculation. Credits are available for using certain tarps, having specific soil composition and temperature,
using the Symmetry application system, creating a water seal, or applying potassium thiosulfate to the
fumigated soil. The proposed CDPR measures include only one such credit, for the use of 60% tarp.
(Technically, this credit is not presented as a reduction in the proposed measures.) One concern some
stakeholders have is that CDPR is not including credits for factors scientifically demonstrated to reduce
chloropicrin emissions. Barry (2013a) compiled a report for the CDPR Environmental Program Manager that
examined whether or not the EPA chloropicrin buffer credits are assigned to strategies that actually reduce
chloropicrin emissions. That report also makes recommendations regarding the implementation of buffer
credit based on the ease of monitoring and the source of any emissions reduction.
Application Method and Tarps
In the current EPA requirements, in addition to tarps that receive a 60% buffer credit, other tarps may receive
a 20% or 40% credit. The proposed CDPR measures provide credit for 60% tarps. CDPR states that there are
insufficient data to support a credit for non-60% tarps that receive a smaller credit.
Using results from previous studies (primarily by government researchers), Barry (2013a) found that there was
little to no significant difference between application methods (e.g. deep injection versus shallow injection),
which is consistent with not differentiating buffer zone distance requirements between these methods. She
found a significant difference in chloropicrin emissions between tarp types, which is consistent with using
different buffer zone credits by tarp type.
Several independent studies have confirmed that the use of TIF reduces chloropicrin emissions. Fennimore
and Ajwa (2011) set up side-by-side trials in Californian strawberry fields in order to compare standard films
to totally impenetrable films (TIF). They set up identical fumigated fields, using high-density polyethylene
tarps in one treatment and TIF tarps in the other. They measured the fumigant concentrations under the tarps
for 7 days and concluded that TIF retained significantly more chloropicrin than the standard HDPE films. Ajwa
et al. (2013) conducted two field trials in California. Their first field trial compared polyethylene tarp to TIF,
while their second compared the effect of the duration which TIF tarps are left on fumigated fields. Their first
trial confirmed the findings by Fennimore and Ajwa (2011) that TIF can significantly reduce chloropicrin
emissions. Their second trial found that leaving TIF tarps in place for 10 days instead of 5 resulted in a
significant decrease in emissions (but leaving the tarps in place for 16 days had a negligible effect when
compared to 10 days), which led them to recommend that tarps be left on fumigated fields for longer than 5
days.
One study did not find an effect of HDPE tarps on chloropicrin emissions compared to an uncovered control.
Zhang and Wang (2007) created soil columns in a laboratory setting to study the effect of HDPE tarps on
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chloropicrin emissions. They found that HDPE tarps did not significantly decrease emission flux following
fumigation when compared to an uncovered control.
Symmetry application system credit
In the current EPA requirements, the Symmetry application system receives a 10% buffer zone credit. CDPR
states that there are insufficient data to support a credit for the Symmetry application system.
The Symmetry technology is legally described as “a method for fumigating soil, comprising injecting a discrete,
predetermined amount of the fumigant into the soil at a plurality of predetermined points in the soil, the
fumigant volatilizing from each of the points where it is introduced and diffusing into surrounding soil to form
a plurality of diffusion patterns in the soil” (Sances et al., 2006). Barry (2013a) stated that the “Symmetry
Method is not practiced in California and use of metallized tarps is discouraged in California due to disposal
issues” (currently metalized tarps are associated with a 20% buffer credit under the EPA requirements). To
date, no studies measuring emissions from Symmetry applications have been published. Presentations by
Symmetry representatives state that Symmetry may reduce emission flux.
Clay content credit
In the current EPA requirements, if the clay content of the soil is greater than 27%, a 10% buffer zone credit is
granted. CDPR states that additional CDPR evaluations of the emissions reduction potential are underway.
There is some evidence that the clay content of the soil can reduce chloropicrin emissions. Cervini-Silva et al.
(2000) showed that, in a laboratory environment, iron-bearing clay minerals promoted the dechlorination of
chloropicrin into dichloronitromethane and chloronitromethane.
Soil temperature credit
In the current EPA requirements, soil temperature provides a 10% buffer zone credit if the soil temperature is
less than 50°F. CDPR states that additional CDPR evaluations of the emissions reduction potential are
underway.
Soil moisture has been shown to decrease the spread of chloropicrin diffusion. This effect interacts with soil
temperature, with heat increasing diffusion. Soil temperature only effects diffusion in moist soil. Soil
temperature cannot be perfectly controlled and is a result of various controllable and uncontrollable factors
such as soil moisture, tarp properties, and ambient temperature. In another report, the effect of soil moisture
on chloropicrin flux was examined and found to be insubstantial (Barry, 2013b).
Organic content credit
In the current EPA requirements, if the organic content of the application block is between 1%-2%, a 10%
reduction in buffer zone distance is given; for 2-3% organic content a 20% buffer zone credit is given; and for
organic content greater than 3% a 30% buffer zone credit is granted. CDPR states that additional CDPR
evaluations of the emissions reduction potential are underway.
The organic content of the soil consists of plant and animal residues at various stages of decomposition. In
order to manage for greater soil organic matter content generally higher pesticide, herbicide, or nutrient
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applications are necessary. Practices which enhance soil organic matter include diverse, high biomass crop
rotations; the use of cover crops; reduced tillage; rotational grazing; and applying manure. Gao et al. (2008)
conducted field trials in California by preparing field strips with Telone C35 (a 1,3-dichloropropene and
chloropicrin mixture) and one of six different treatments: control treatment (with no water seal or tarp),
manure and HDPE tarp, KTS and HDPE tarp, pre-irrigation (water applied 4 days prior to fumigation), a 13mm
water seal, and intermittent KTS applications. Air emissions were sampled for two weeks following fumigation
and soil samples were collected for residual fumigants in the soil in order to determine the amount of
chloropicrin lost in emissions. From this study Gao et al. (2008) found no significant improvement in the
emission flux of chloropicrin when manure was applied with a tarp as when compared to the control
treatment.
In a later study, Gao et al. (2009) applied Telone C35 in a field trial with six treatments: control, manure at
12.4 Mg ha-1, manure at 24.8 Mg ha-1, manure at 12.4 Mg ha-1 and a HDPE tarp, an 11mm water seal, and
manure at 12.4 Mg ha-1 and a water seal. Emissions were monitored for 10 days following treatment. Gao et
al. (2009) found that applying organic materials (manure) at either of the rates tested did not reduce fumigant
emissions. They did find that when manure was applied with a water seal the emission flux was much lower,
however this could not be deemed statistically significant since there was only a single emissions monitor
which, they note, may have been malfunctioning.
Potassium thiosulfate credit
In the current EPA requirements, application of at least 300 pounds per acre of KTS currently provides a 15%
buffer zone credit.
Potassium thiosulfate (KTS) is applied as a source of potash and sulfur to growing plants. It may be applied
via drip, sprinkler, or flood irrigation. Qin et al. (2008) compared four treatments on a fumigated field: low
density polyethylene (LDPE) tarp, LDPE tarp with KTS application in furrows, virtually impenetrable film (VIF)
tarp, and VIF tarp with KTS application in furrows. They monitored the chloropicrin emissions for five days
following fumigation and found that the effect of KTS application to furrows on chloropicrin emissions in
strawberry beds was insignificant.
In contrast, the previously described study by Gao et al. (2008) found that potassium thiosulfate applications
effectively reduced chloropicrin emissions. The use of a tarp did not increase the effectiveness of potassium
thiosulfate in reducing the chloropicrin emissions. The key difference between these two studies is the
location of the KTS application (furrows vs. beds). The amount of KTS applied by Qin et al. (2008) was 243 l
ha-1 of active ingredient and the amount of active ingredient applied by Gao et al. was 1000 kg ha-1. It is
unclear what the conversion of l ha-1 of KTS to kg ha-1 is, since no temperature at measurement was given (and
volume depends on temperature).
Water seal credit
In the current EPA requirements, water seals (0.25 to 0.5 inch in depth) currently earn a 15% buffer zone
credit.
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Water seals are created by applying a thin layer of water to the soil surface, creating a barrier between
fumigated soil and the air. Gao and Trout (2007) performed field trials in California comparing six treatments;
control, HDPE tarp over dry soil; VIF tarp over dry soil; wet soil (no seal maintained) and HDPE tarp; wet soil
(no seal maintained); wet soil (seal maintained). They measured emissions for nine days following fumigation
and found that a water seal was effective in reducing chloropicrin emissions, however not as effective as a VIF
tarp or the combination of moist soil with a HDPE tarp. In the previously described study by Gao et al. (2008),
water seals were found to have an insignificant effect on chloropicrin emission flux.
Simpson et al. (2010) prepared metam-sodium fumigated soil columns in a laboratory setting and coated each
column with a water seal of 0, 1.3, 2.5 or 3.8 cm of depth. The application of a 2.5-3.8cm water seal was
shown to create significantly lower emission flux. While this study was not on chloropicrin, it is further
evidence that water seals have the potential to reduce emissions.
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Appendix G. Ventura County 2013 Restricted Material Permit Field Fumigation Conditions
Office of

Agricultural Commissioner
Henry S. Gonzales

AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER
P.O. Box 3937
669 County Square Drive, Ventura, CA 93003
Telephone: (805) 477-1620
FAX: (805) 477-1615

Chief Deputy
Rudy Martel

2013
Restricted Material Permit Field Fumigation Conditions
General Conditions
These conditions apply to the following chemicals when used for field fumigation:
Methyl Bromide
Chloropicrin
1, 3-Dichloropropene
Metam Sodium
Metam Potassium
Dazomet
Sodium Tetrathiocarbonate
Where label, law, regulation, or permit conditions differ, the most restrictive apply.

Notice of Intent (NOI)
The NOI must be received by the commissioner at least 3 work days prior to the start of the
fumigation. Prior to fumigation, the applicator must obtain written approval of the NOI from the
commissioner. If the fumigation does not begin within 12 hours of the scheduled start time, a new
NOI must be submitted and approved. In addition to information required by 3CCR 6434, the
NOI must include the following*:
1. The Fumigant Management Plan (FMP) map
2. When Emergency Preparedness and Response Measures are triggered, the option
chosen: Fumigant Site Monitoring or Response Information for Neighbors
3. The Notification Log (Form VCAC-2013-2), if Response Information for
Neighbors is chosen
4. The Emergency Response Plan
5. Signed Permission for Buffer Zones from all neighbors whose property is
within a Buffer Zone (Form VCAC-2013-3 or VCAC-2013-5)
6. Signed Vacating Agreements from occupants of all structures located
within Buffer Zones (Form VCAC-2013-4)
7. The specific tarp used (make, model, and thickness), if any
* These special NOI requirements do not apply to Sodium Tetrathiocarbonate
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If the fumigation is expected to take more than one day, the NOI shall include a schedule of
applications over several days. If the schedule cannot be met, a new NOI must be submitted and
approved in writing before continuing the course of fumigation.
Re-submittals: Any NOI which is re-submitted shall be clearly marked “RE-SUBMITTAL”. The
applicator need not re-submit any special NOI requirements listed above if they are unchanged.

Vacating Agreements
When a buffer zone includes occupied structures, occupants must agree to vacate the structures
before a buffer zone can be permitted to include such structures. The occupant(s) must sign the
Vacating Agreement (form VCAC-2013-4).

Emergency Preparedness and Response Measures
1) If Fumigant Site Monitoring is chosen (see Emergency Preparedness and Response
Measures on your fumigant label), it shall be recorded on form VCAC-2013-1 and
conducted over the 48 hours following the end of the application at the times specified
below:
a. From 1 hr before sunset to sunset
b. From 9 PM to 1 AM
c. From sunrise to 1 hr after sunrise
d. From 9 AM to 3 PM
2) If Response Information for Neighbors is chosen, it shall be recorded on Notification Log
(form VCAC-2013-2) and included with the NOI.
3) The Emergency Response Plan shall require that the commissioner be immediately
notified at (805) 388-4222 during normal work hours and at (805) 665-7730 after hours.

Registrant-based training requirement
Holders of a California Qualified Applicator License (QAL) or Certificate (QAC) in subcategory
O (Fumigation Pest Control) do not need to take the registrant training.

Sprinklers (Drip Application Only)
Sprinklers must be in place before application begins and remain in place until Buffer Zones
expire. Sprinklers must be used to apply a water seal (minimum 20 minutes) if odors are detected.

Fumigant Management Plan (FMP)
The FMP shall be recorded on the template provided by DPR here:
http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/enforce/prenffrm/dpr-enf-220.pdf.
Copies are also available from the commissioner.

Methyl Bromide-Specific
Field Fumigation Conditions
About the permit conditions
These permit conditions are a consolidation of certain methyl bromide regulations and label
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requirements, and are meant to clarify the use requirements in 3 CCR sections 6447 (general
requirements), 6447.1 (notification), and 6447.2 (buffer zones). These permit conditions also
clarify new label requirements for buffer zones, difficult to evacuate sites, emergency
preparedness and response measures, tarp perforation and removal, and label references to buffer
zones by specifying whether the requirements apply to the inner buffer zone or the outer buffer
zone. The intent is that by complying with these permit conditions, permittees will simultaneously
comply with the above-mentioned regulations and label requirements.
Consistent with 3 CCR Section 6447, these permit conditions do not apply to:
1. Greenhouses and other similar structures
2. Potting soil
3. Golf courses
4. Replant of individual vine or tree-sites (tree holes) less than one contiguous acre, and
5. Raised-tarpaulin nursery fumigations of less than one acre.

Fumigation Management Plan and Work Site Plan
Per 3 CCR Section 6447(a), the operator of the property to be treated must submit a proposed
work site plan (WSP) to the commissioner for evaluation at least 7 days prior to submitting a
notice of intent. In addition, Phase 2 labeling requires the certified applicator supervising the
application to verify and sign a site-specific Fumigation Management Plan (FMP) before the start
of the application.
To meet the requirements of both, the operator of the property to be treated shall submit the
proposed FMP to the commissioner for evaluation at least 7 days prior to submitting the notice of
intent, and include all elements specified by the label (except those that are required just prior to
application, such as soil moisture), plus a description of:
1. The notification procedure to property operators pursuant to section 6447.1(b);
2. Any activities within the buffer zone(s) as specified in sections 6447.2(e) and (f); and
3. Any workday/work hour limitations and respiratory protection as specified in sections
6784(b)(2)(C) and (b)(3).

Initial notification
The certified applicator supervising the fumigation and the operator of the property to be
treated shall assure that operators of the following properties within 300 feet of the perimeter
of the outer buffer zone receive notification that a permit to use methyl bromide near their
property has been issued by the commissioner: properties that contain schools, residences,
hospitals, convalescent homes, onsite employee housing, or businesses.
Notification shall be in writing, in both English and Spanish, or by other means approved by the
commissioner. The operator of the property to be treated shall assure that notification is delivered
at least seven days prior to the submission of the notice of intent.
The notification shall include the following information:
1. The name of the chemical(s) to be applied;
2. Name of fumigant product(s) and the EPA Registration number;
3. Name, business address, and business telephone number of the operator of the property to
be treated;
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4. Contact information for the applicator;
5. Name, business address, and business telephone number of the commissioner;
6. The earliest and latest dates that the fumigation will start (must not range more than 4
weeks);
7. How to request subsequent notification of specific date and time of the fumigation;
8. Location of the application block;
9. Early signs and symptoms of exposure to the fumigant(s) applied, what to do, and who to
call if you believe you are being exposed (911 in most cases); and
10. How to find additional information about fumigants.

Specific notification when requested
The operator of the property to be treated shall assure that specific notification of the date and
time of the start of the fumigation and anticipated expiration of buffer zones is provided to those
persons notified above who request specific fumigation information. This specific fumigation
notification shall be provided at least 48 hours prior to starting the fumigation. If a request for
specific notification is received after the submission of the notice of intent and before the
fumigation begins, the specific fumigation notification shall be provided prior to starting the
fumigation, but the 48-hour requirement shall not apply. If the fumigation of an application block
does not commence within the time frame specified in 6447.1(a)(2), then a new notification must
be provided to those persons who requested the information, but the 48-hour requirement shall
not apply.

General buffer zone requirements
The inner and outer buffer zones mentioned in 3 CCR Section 6447.2 must extend outward from
the edge of the application block perimeter equally in all directions.
In general, all non-handlers, including field workers, residents, pedestrians, and other bystanders,
must be excluded from the inner and outer buffer zones during the buffer zone period. Specific
Exceptions may be approved by the commissioner within the outer buffer zone (see “Outer buffer zone
section below)
The buffer zone restrictions shall begin at the start of fumigation and remain in effect for at least
48 hours after the completion of the application.
No label buffer zone reduction credits are allowed.
Buffer zones are determined using the methyl bromide buffer zone determination document at:
http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/emon/methbrom/buffer_determination.pdf.
Overlapping buffer zones
The 1300 feet (1/4 mile) separation to determine isolated and non-isolated blocks no longer
applies. Instead, if buffer zones for two or more applications overlap within 36 hours from the
time the earlier application is complete until the start of the later application, the affected
application blocks are treated as one. The buffer zone must be calculated based on the combined
acreage of the blocks.
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Inner buffer zones
The operator of the property to be treated shall assure that no persons are allowed within the inner
buffer zone mentioned in 3 CCR Section 6447.2 except to transit by vehicle or bicycle and
perform fumigation-handling activities.
The inner buffer zone must be posted as follows:
1. The signs are posted at intervals not exceeding 200 feet. Unless there is a physical barrier
that prevents bystander access to the inner buffer zone, inner buffer zone signs must also
be placed along or outside the perimeter of the inner buffer zone, at all usual points of
entry, and along likely routes of approach from areas where people not under the owner's
control may approach the buffer zone.
2. Some examples of points of entry include, but are not limited to, roadways, sidewalks,
paths, and bike trails.
3. Some examples of likely routes of approach include, but are not limited to, the area
between a buffer zone and a roadway, or the area between a buffer zone and a housing
development.
Inner Buffer Zone signs must meet the following criteria:
1. The printed side of the sign must face away from the application block toward areas
from which people could approach.
2. Signs must remain legible during the entire posting period and must meet the general
standards outlined in the WPS for sign size, text size, and legibility (see 40 CFR
§170.120).
3. Signs must be posted no sooner than 24 hours prior to the start of the application and
remain posted until the buffer zone period has expired.
4. Signs must be removed within 3 days after the end of the buffer zone period.
5. Signs must contain the following information:
• “Do Not Walk” symbol
• DO NOT ENTER/NO ENTRE
• Methyl Bromide [Product Name] Fumigant BUFFER ZONE
• Contact information for the certified applicator in charge of the fumigation
Exception: If multiple contiguous blocks are fumigated within a 14-day period, the entire
periphery of the contiguous blocks' buffer zones may be posted. Inner Buffer Zone signs must be
posted no sooner than 24-hours prior to the start of the first application. The signs must remain
posted until the last buffer zone period expires and signs must be removed within 3 days after the
buffer zone period for the last block has expired.
Inner buffer zones must not include buildings under the control of the owner of the application
block and used for storage (e.g., sheds, barns, garages), UNLESS,
1. The storage buildings are not occupied during the buffer zone period, and
2. The storage buildings do not share a common wall with an occupied structure.
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Inner buffer zone on adjacent property:
Inner buffer zone may extend only onto adjacent agricultural property (provided written
permission is obtained) or onto roads limited to vehicular and bicycle traffic. The inner buffer zone
may not include bus stops, other locations where people wait for public transit, sidewalks or other
pedestrian paths.

Outer buffer zones
The operator of the property to be treated shall assure that no persons are allowed within the outer
buffer zone except to transit by vehicle or bicycle, perform fumigation-handling activities, or
commissioner-approved activities as identified in the restricted materials permit conditions. In no
instance shall persons be allowed within the outer buffer zone for more than 12 hours in 24-hour
period.
The outer buffer zone shall not extend into properties that contain schools, convalescent homes,
hospitals, and other similar sites determined by the commissioner.
Outer buffer zones must not include residential areas (e.g., employee housing, private property),
buildings (e.g., commercial, industrial), outdoor residential areas (e.g., lawns, gardens, play areas)
and other areas that people may occupy, UNLESS,
1. The occupants provide written agreement prior to the application that they will
voluntarily vacate the buffer zone during the entire buffer zone period, and
2. Reentry by occupants and other non-handlers must not occur until,
• The buffer zone period has ended, and
• Sensory irritation is not experienced upon re-entry, and
• For products containing more than 89% of methyl bromide, the certified
applicator or handler(s) under his/her supervision has monitored the structures
and has not experienced any sensory irritation upon re-entry. Entry by occupants
and other non-handlers must not occur until two consecutive air samples for
methyl bromide have been taken in the structure at least 1 hour apart and both
samples indicate less than 1 ppm methyl bromide.
For publicly owned and/or operated areas such as parks, sidewalks, permanent walking paths,
playgrounds, and athletic fields, outer buffer zones must not include these areas, UNLESS,
1. The area is not occupied during the buffer zone period,
2. Entry by non-handlers is prohibited during the buffer zone period, and
3. Written permission to include the public area in the buffer zone is granted by the
appropriate state and/or local authorities responsible for management and operation of the
area.
There is no requirement to post signs on the outer buffer zone perimeter. The labeling
requirement for posting applies to the inner buffer zone.
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Difficult to evacuate sites
No fumigant application with an outer buffer zone greater than 300 feet is permitted within 1/4
mile (1,320 feet) as measured from the occupied structure of difficult to evacuate sites unless
the site is not occupied by children from state-licensed day care centers, students (pre-K to grade
12), patients, or prisoners during the application and the 36-hour period following the end of the
application. This rule applies to schools regardless of the buffer zone distance.
No fumigant application with an outer buffer zone of 300 feet or less is permitted within 1/8
mile (660 feet) as measured from the occupied structure of non-school difficult to evacuate
sites unless the site is not occupied by children from state-licensed day care centers, students,
patients, or prisoners during the application and the 36-hour period following the end of the
application.

Tarp perforation and/or removal
Tarps that qualify for any percentage reduction in buffer zone distance must not be perforated
until a minimum of 9 days (216 hours) have elapsed after the application is complete, and must
not be removed until a minimum of 1 day (24 hours) after perforation, unless a weather
condition exists which necessitates early tarp perforation or removal as specified by the label.
Tarps that qualify for reductions in buffer zone distances are listed in the methyl bromide
portion of the U.S. EPA web site at http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/tapcredits/.

Chloropicrin and Chloropicrin with 1, 3-DichloropropeneSpecific Field Fumigation Conditions
Application block size limit
Application block size is limited to 40 acres at one location within a 24-hour period.

Buffer zone credits
If allowed by the label, buffer zone reduction credits are allowed for tarp usage or for postapplication water treatments only. In contrast, label buffer zone reduction credits are not allowed
for Symmetry application system, potassium thiosulfate, soil organic matter or clay content, or
soil temperature.

Minimum buffer zone distance
Minimum buffer zone distances regardless of credits:
Tarps that qualify for hat do not qualify for a reduction credit of 60% or
a reduction credit of
untarped applications
60%
Application block
Greater than 6 acres, up to
Less than or equal to 6 acres
40 acres
25 feet

60 feet

100 feet
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Tarpaulins that qualify for a buffer zone reduction credit of 60% are listed by fumigant active
ingredient on the U.S. EPA website at http://www.tarpcredits.epa.gov/.
These minimum buffer zones do not apply to applications to:
1. Golf courses;
2. Replant of individual vine or tree-sites (tree holes) less than one contiguous acre;
3. Raised-tarpaulin nursery fumigations of less than one acre;
4. Potting soil; and
5. Greenhouses and other similar structures
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Overlapping buffer zones
If buffer zones for two or more applications overlap within 36 hours from the time the earlier application is complete until the
start of the later application, certain restrictions apply based on the type of tarpaulin used (if any), as shown in the following
table:
Restrictions when buffer zones (BZ) overlap within the first 36:
If…
Then…
All application blocks use tarps
• Combined acreage of application
that qualify for a reduction credit of
blocks shall not exceed 40 acres
60%
• BZ distance for each block based
on individual block acreage, then
And
At least 12 hours separate the two applications
on label BZ look-up tables
At least one application block uses
tarps that do not qualify for a
reduction credit of 60% or is
untarped
Or
Less than 12 hours separate the two
applications

•
•

Combined acreage of application
blocks shall not exceed 40 acres
BZ distance based on combined
acreage of application blocks, then
on label BZ look-up tables

Elapsed time is measured from the time the earlier application is complete until the start of the later application.
Tarpaulins that qualify for a buffer zone reduction credit of 60% are listed by fumigant active ingredient on the U.S. EPA
website at http://www.tarpcredits.epa.gov/.

Tarp perforation and/or removal
Tarps that qualify for a reduction in buffer zone distance must not be perforated until a minimum of 9 days (216 hours) have
elapsed after the application is complete, and must not be removed until a minimum of 1 day (24 hours) after perforation,
unless a weather condition exists which necessitates early tarp perforation or removal as specified by the label.

Metam Sodium/Metam Potassium-Specific Field Fumigation
Conditions
1) Application blocks may not exceed 80 acres in size.
2) Buffer zone reduction credits are allowed for tarps only. See http://www.tarpcredits.epa.gov. No credits are allowed
for water seals, potassium thiosulfate, soil organic matter
or clay content, soil temperature, or “symmetry application system.”
3) Sprinklers must be in place before application begins and remain in place until buffer zones expire. They must
be used to apply a water seal if odors are detected.
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Appendix H. Calculation of Treated Acres Lost: Examples
This appendix includes four examples of how we calculated the percent of the perimeter that
cannot expand outward in Section 6. The NOIs and maps are available in an accompanying PDF
file.
1. Permit Number: 56C0484. Site ID: 68.
This block has a 139’ “no fume zone” written on the south side of the block, indicating that the
buffer on this side cannot expand further outward. (The current buffer is 139’.) The measured
perimeter (in centimeters) is 33.5 cm and the portion that can expand outward is 22.5 cm. The
portion of the perimeter that can expand divided by the total perimeter is 0.67, which is the
proportion that can expand outward. The proportion than cannot expand is 1 - 0.67, or 0.33.
2. Permit Number: 56C0484. Site ID: 48.
This site ID contains multiple application blocks. The example here is for the 11-acre block
fumigated on 8/22/13. This is an example of a block that is non-uniform in shape. There is an
unidentified area west and south of the block. We took the conservative approach and assumed
the buffer could not expand on these sides. The measured block perimeter is 15.5 cm and the
portion that can expand outward is 8.5 cm. The ratio of these numbers is 0.55, which is the
proportion that can expand outward. The proportion that cannot expand outward is 1 – 0.55, or
0.45
3. Permit Number: 56X0247. Site ID: 18.
This block has an industrial property to the west, so we assumed the buffer could not expand
outward on this side. The measured perimeter is 33 cm and the portion that can expand outward
is 22 cm. The ratio of these numbers is 0.67, which is the proportion that can expand outward.
The proportion that cannot expand outward is 1 – 0.67, or 0.33
4. Permit Number: 56C0057. Site ID: 27
An industrial area lies to the west of both blocks, so we assumed the buffer could not expand
outward to the west. We measured each block separately, but both have the same
measurements: the measured perimeter is 11 cm, and the portion that can expand outward is 9
cm. The ratio of these numbers is 0.82, which is the proportion that can expand outward. The
proportion that cannot expand outward, for each block, is 1 – 0.82, or 0.18.
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